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 This is a short story collection centered around the Sunsphere (the structure in Knoxville that 
was built for the 1982 World’s Fair), utilizing various concepts of energy as its central metaphors.  
Containing seven short stories, Sunsphere is in the tradition of such writers as Thomas Pynchon, 
Donald Barthelme, John Barth, and Jorge Luis Borges (among others).  The concepts of energy 
covered herein are “work,” in “Do Kids in California Dream of North Carolina?,” “potential 
energy,” in “Chekhov’s Shotgun,” “kinetic energy,” in “No Tomorrow” and “The Physics of the 
Bottomless Pit,” “internal energy,” in “Everything Under the Sunsphere” and “Wordsworth’s 
Volcano,” and “heat transfer,” in “The Colonization of Room 313.”  There is also an Intro which 
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Preface 
This preface is actually a note on the text, an explanation of the order and what you will find 
herein.  First, the section called “Intro: Various Monologues in Assorted Locales” is the statement 
of my aesthetics.  As its title suggests, it is not a straightforward article, written, say, like William 
Wordsworth’s “The Preface to the Lyrical Ballads.”  It is, instead, a collection of fictional 
situations wherein characters deliver my ideas for me.  The Intro does not talk at all about the 
short stories in this thesis; it gives background on the way I approach literature and the way I 
approach writing, expounding upon my feelings having to do with said topics.   
 Following the Intro are my short stories.  The way I envision the collection Sunsphere, it 
includes fourteen stories and six fragments.  At this time there are only seven because of time 
constraints.  In the Outro I will better explain what my intent was in putting this chrestomathy 
together. 
 Regarding the Outro, the way I understand the traditional “introduction” of a thesis, it is akin 
to the director’s commentary track on a DVD.  Since I view introductions thusly, and since I 
would never listen to a commentary track during my first viewing of a film, I have decided to put 
the usual introduction fare in a section called “Outro” at the end of the thesis.  Here I talk about 
the beginning of this project, how it was conceived, where the stories came from, the stories 
included in this collection, a brief overview of the stories not yet completed, and what the final 
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Intro: Various Monologues in Assorted Locales 
I. IN FRONT OF A FIRING SQUAD  
 [no cigarette, no blindfold] 
 
 “Ladies and gentlemen, there is only one thing I can tell you: there are no absolutes.  So there 
is nothing art should do.  This hasn’t stopped me from arguing quite frequently about what is 
good art and what is bad art, but that is only because, like all artists and people who fashion 
themselves as artists, I have a concept of what I think good art is, of what I think effective art is.  
Only it really doesn’t matter.  If I rail against a particular artist, like Mark Rothko or James Joyce, 
neither of whom do I care for, it only means that I find their art to be lacking based on my own 
criteria. 
 “For at the end of the day, we are only left with what the artist does and why he does it.  On 
account of these reasons, then, I have always found it frustrating to hear ‘this is how things must 
be done, and if they’re not done in this particular way, then what we have here isn’t art.’  William 
Wordsworth in ‘The Preface to the Lyrical Ballads’ shivers at the notion of Gothic literature, 
once referring to it as ‘evil.’  Isn’t that cute?  When actually the authors of Gothic literature 
merely disagree with Wordsworth on what literature should do.  And he calls them ‘evil’ because 
of that.   
 “But as I’ve said before, and if I repeat myself you’ll excuse me since this is a one-time only 
engagement, there is nothing art should do.  There are techniques that are more effective than 
others, but they don’t always have to be followed.  For instance, if you want your work to reach 
the widest audience possible, it is a good idea to adopt and perfect a style that is likely to attract 
mass appeal, one that is, therefore, relatively simple; attracting mass appeal is perfectly 
acceptable, as long as thought is put into the work.  (And no, my saying that art should have 
thought in it is not a contradiction because all aspects of life should have thought in them.)  The 




behind them; Charles Dickens did the same.  So there is no such thing as a bad art genre; there are 
works which lack thought or reason, and can therefore be considered anathema, but that is all. 
 “If, on the other hand, you do not wish for your works to reach a mass audience, if you are 
willing to accept obscurity in exchange for complete artistic freedom, then have at it; but your 
laments on your obscurity, if you bewail them, should be prefaced with the knowledge that you 
understood, going into your endeavors, that you were not going to come out a superstar.  With 
that preamble said, you can go on to wish that people were a bit more open to various artistic 
ideas. 
 “Now, as I have mentioned, there are no absolutes in art, there are only opinions.  To be 
effective, however, opinions should be based on some sort of evidence.  This need for evidence is 
similar to the need for thought behind art.  Without any sort of evidence for why you prefer a 
particular type of art, there is really no reason why anyone should listen to you.  Of course, even 
with evidence some people still won’t listen to you, and with evidence other people will remain 
equally deaf, listening to those who are completely illogical, whose assertions have no validity 
whatsoever.  Yet evidence, no matter what, does substantiate your claim, and the more solid the 
evidence for your claim, the better chance you will have at defending yourself.  And since 
everyone deems himself to be an art critic, you will frequently find that it is necessary to defend 
yourself. 
 “Since evidence is important, it is best not to be hypocritical or pointlessly contradictory.  
Walt Whitman, when he was told that he contradicted himself, said, ‘I contain multitudes.’  Isn’t 
that great?  When actually Whitman’s statement merely excuses him from thinking along a 
logical plane, meaning he can say any old thing he wants to say just because he wants to say it.  
But why should I listen to someone who is unable to recognize his own arguments and stick with 
them?  Now if the artist changes his mind, finds that his old ideas are no longer valid, that they no 




Yet if the artist takes advantage of his place as an artist and says something like Whitman, or like 
Andy Warhol when he said, ‘I am an artist, everything I make is art,’ then I am unable to see any 
sort of thought process other than egomania, and egomania is more of an emotional process that 
lacks thought. 
 “On the subject of quotes, people say things all the time.  When those talking heads are 
famous, we listen to them.  For instance, F. Scott Fitzgerald said the test of a first rate intelligence 
is if you can hold two completely contradictory concepts in your mind and still operate without a 
problem (paraphrasing, of course, but you’ll excuse me because of the circumstances).  This is 
certainly an interesting idea, but just because it is interesting that doesn’t mean that it is true.  
There is a never-ending line of quotes that people use to justify actions and reactions, but unless 
those quotes are proven arguments they are only ideas, they are not hypotheses or theories or 
laws.  So use all of the quotes that you like, but all too often with that quote, since quotes are not 
arguments in themselves, you will have only introduced more ideas, not statutes which should be 
followed stringently. 
 “Ladies and gentlemen, what we are left with is what we started with: what the artist does, 
why the artist does it (proving or disproving the use of thought), and whether we enjoy the work 
from there.  Normally, if we enjoy something, that means it meshes with our own artistic criteria.  
For example, I would say that the best way to shoot a man would be to aim your rifles first at 
your leader, then at yourselves, but that is because I would enjoy a clean get away.  I am certain, 
fine riflepersons, that you disagree with me.  And unfortunately we do not have time to debate 






II.  IN A MAZE 
 [carrying a lantern, wearing Indiana Jones-type adventurer clothing] 
 
 “It’s probably a good idea to tell you why I write and how I write.  It’ll take our minds off of 
the difficulty of the maze and the, uh, likelihood that we might run into the Minotaur.  But try not 
to think about the Minotaur.  I don’t like to think about the Minotaur, that’s for sure.  Instead, 
let’s think about this: I got to writing when I was in eighth grade when a guy named Rhys Jones 
asked me to submit a story to his magazine called The Bomb (referring to the nuclear ‘bomb,’ not 
the statement which would later mean ‘cool’).  I don’t know what gave him the idea that I could 
write anything at all, but he asked me just the same and I wrote him a story called ‘Heads or 
Tails’ that was a lot like episodes of The Twilight Zone or Alfred Hitchcock Presents.  The story 
had one of those anti-conclusions where nothing’s resolved, like in that old tale ‘The Lady or the 
Tiger.’  I thought that was damned clever when I was in eighth grade…   
 “Even back then it was tough for me to start a story.  But in order to understand why it’s 
tough for me to start a story, you gotta know why I write in the first place.  I write, like Flannery 
O’Connor says (even though she and I don’t agree on much of anything), ‘Because I’m good at 
it;’ but I’m gonna edit that a little bit and say, ‘Because I think I’m good at it;’ maybe I’ll edit that 
even a little more and say, ‘I occasionally think I’m good at it—or, at least, I seem to be better at 
writing than I am at anything else (adventuring included, since I don’t know where the hell we 
are), but that’s not saying much.’  Every now and then, when I’m finished with a story, I 
occasionally enjoy what I’ve written. Get to thinking that maybe, just maybe, it might be good. 
 “Since I occasionally get to liking the stuff that I’ve written, I tend to think I enjoy writing.  
Which is true and not true.  You see, what I’m really into is reading.  So I look forward to when I 
finish a work and think, ‘Now this is something that I would have a good time reading.’  On the 
other hand, writing is a monstrously painful thing for me (kind of like what it’d be for us if we 




 “First, I get an idea.  I write the idea down.  Hey, ain’t that great: an idea!  But then I realize 
I’ve got to write the story.  Immediately I get to thinking, ‘You know, you ain’t good enough to 
right no stories.  What’re you doing wasting your time?  Oh, you think you can?  How’s the story 
gonna start?  Come on, how’s it gonna start?  Ooh, yeah, that’s a stupid beginning.  That’s just as 
dumb.  Dumber.  Dumbest.  Wow!  Now that, that’s the most ridiculously atrocious beginning to 
a story I’ve ever heard. I can’t wait to see you write this piece of crap so I can make fun of how 
abominable it is.’  These are my thoughts for just about the entire first draft.  But even though I’m 
thinking these less than happy thoughts, I do try to get the idea behind the story meshed in with 
the story itself so the two concepts coincide.  It’s the same with a maze: you want to make sure 
your thoughts and your motions are clear, so you don’t have it all figured out in your head, but 
then you find you’re stuck in a dead end because you didn’t put your brain’s plan into action.   
 “So then after I have the first draft, I print that draft out, set it in front of me, and write 
another draft.  I keep printing and rewriting until I’ve got a draft that I don’t hate so much.  That’s 
when I start editing.  Once I get to the editing part, I don’t have to go back and rewrite the whole 
story, as I have been for who knows how many drafts, now I can just rewrite or reword certain 
sentences or sections.  I keep this rewriting and rewording up, by way of my own editing marks, 
until I get a draft that resembles something that, when I wasn’t too busy figuring out mazes and 
avoiding Minotaurs, I’d like to read.  Then I give it to someone else and see what they have to say 
about it.   
 “Shoot, we seem to be at a dead end.  And that reminds me, I forgot to say that either before 
or after the first draft, I make an outline of sorts.  The outline says what’s going to happen in the 
story and what the story’s about and what the characters are like and what ideas they’re 
conveying.  Sometimes, after later drafts, I have to scrap that first outline because I got off onto 
another passage than I thought I was going to (like we just did here in the maze) and ended up 




plan of attack, but occasionally I find the original plan of attack wasn’t such a great plan, so I 
have to go back and reason everything out.  So with all of those drafts and outlines and ideas, and 
then with the editing and rewriting and rewording, tearing anything to shreds that the Minotaur 
would make fun of, well somehow through the whole ordeal I come out with a draft that I don’t 
hate so much as I did when I started.  There’s always the fear of the Minotaur, though… 
 “Yeah, you see, while I’m winding my way through a story, that’s always the dread: that I’ll 
run into the monster that’ll devour me and I won’t have anymore creative ideas on account of 
becoming Purina Minotaur Chow.  Being unpublished doesn’t help because, when I sit down to 
write, the old Minotaur reminds me that I better be having a good time, because all I’m doing is 
entertaining myself.  And that’s another reason why it’s frequently tough to start a story.  I figure 
if I’m just writing these stories for my own amusement, then I could do plenty of other things that 
are a hell of a lot more entertaining, rather than wracking my brain putting a story together.  Like 
this maze here: would you go through the maze if you knew you weren’t going to get anything, 
not even a little something, on the other side?  I sure as hell wouldn’t.  These things are tough to 
figure out, and here we have the Minotaur who ain’t just a symbol, he’s a real monster who’ll eat 
us up if we don’t get away from him.  Compare that to, say, bowling, and no points for guessing 
which one’s a better time. 
 “But I keep ambling on.  And since I spend so much time wrestling with this stuff, it doesn’t 
bother me when someone asks about my stories.  Even if they ask, ‘Hey you, what’s that there 
story you’re writing on about?’  That’s just like asking an accountant what he did at work today.  
Of course he can’t tell you everything he did at work today.  But he’s happy you’re pretending to 
be interested, so he gives you a short answer and goes on his way.  It’s the same thing with 
writing stories.  Sure it’s a hell of a lot of work: I got outlines and drafts and ideas and edits and 
re-edits to the ceiling and I certainly ain’t going into a description of every last nuance of every 




they’re the same questions I set to other people about their jobs.  Sometimes I even go into pretty 
long explanations about my projects, but that’s only with the people who seem like they’re a little 
more than casually interested.  Maybe they’re even genuinely interested, but since they know they 
ain’t getting a copy of my story until it’s been under plenty of scrutiny, they come to realizing 
that they can only ask what the big deal is.  And I kind of tell them.  Best I can without making 
them read the darned thing.  Oh yeah, and that’s not to mention that if I didn’t talk about what I 
was writing, then I’d have to say that I woke up, did some writing, went to work, where I worked, 
then I got home and did some more writing.  Then I might as well say, ‘You don’t have to talk to 
me no more on account of I haven’t anything else to say.’ 
 “After thinking there isn’t anything I’m better at than writing, for whatever that’s worth, I 
keep plugging away at it.  Perhaps it’s a waste of time, but right now I don’t know what else I’d 
do, not to mention that I’m still under the delusion that I’ll become a ‘Writer’ someday.  Just like 
each time I come to the end of the maze, I jump right back in because I think there’s plenty of 
other parts of the maze that’ll interest me, so I’ll get plenty out of repeating it over and over.  For 
all I know there’s another maze waiting for me outside of this maze.  But this maze is the one I 
figure I know something about and, well would you look there, it’s the end.  We got through.  No, 
you run along, I’m going back in.  Got to give the Minotaur a run for his money.  Got to figure 
out if I’m actually any good at this maze or if I’m just a silly old fool.  Catch you on down the 
line.  And remember, if you get lost, keep turning left—that ought to take you back to the 
beginning.  I’ve had to go back to the beginning plenty of times, so don’t be thinking you’re 




III.  IN A POST-APOCOLYPTIC WASTELAND 
 [directed by a tour guide robot who, through the magic of animatronics, has Andy Farkas’ voice] 
 
 “Artists do not develop in a vacuum; to understand more about any artist, it is necessary to 
know something about the persons who have influenced the artist in question.  If you will follow 
along, I will show you the major writers that have aided in my own molding as a fiction writer.”   
 [the robot motions for you to follow, then proceeds to walk through the Wasteland] 
 “The author who turned me into a reader, since I was not interested in books until grade eight, 
was J.R.R. Tolkien. At the time, I was realizing that athletics, which occupied most of my 
elementary school years, was not the direction in which I wanted to go; instead I opted for the 
cerebral realm of literature over the physical realm of sports. Having had enough of the real world 
(with its horrors of junior high and high school), I escaped into Tolkien’s fantasy land.  What 
drew me in was Tolkien’s conversational writing style which directly addresses the reader.  Each 
time I sat down to read one of his books, I felt as if my grandfather had materialized to tell me a 
story.  But it was not a boring, everyday story, it was one about magic and dwarves and elves and 
orcs and goblins.  It was a story that transported me elsewhere and involved events that could 
never happen to me.  When I finished reading The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings, I quickly 
made haste to other fantasy writers, but sadly I found many of them to be derivative (not all, but 
many); they were not adding to the world of invention, they were merely co-opting it.  To this day 
I still admire Tolkien, and my bent toward un-reality certainly has its basis in his writing.” 
 [the robot pushes a button on the ground and a portion of the Wasteland is transformed into 
Middle Earth, then the robot continues walking through the blasted space] 
 “In grade nine I was introduced to Edgar Alan Poe, the first ‘literary’ writer I enjoyed.  
Through ‘The Cask of Amontillado’ and ‘The Fall of the House of Usher’ I became aware of the 
darker side of literature.  I had experienced stories similar to Poe’s by watching The Twilight 




classroom.  Soon I realized that anything could be analyzed as long as it contained thought.  
Previously I had deduced that ‘literary’ meant one thing: boring.  Along with learning an 
important lesson about the nature of classroom literature, Poe also taught me about the 
importance of mood and point of view in writing.  With mood I realized that it was not always 
what you said in a story, but how you said it; with point of view in stories like ‘William Wilson’ 
and ‘The Tell-Tale Heart’ I realized you could play with the reader by utilizing an unreliable 
narrator.   Much as Tolkien set me on the path of other fantasy writers, Poe set me on the path of 
other horror writers.  Although I did end up reading a great deal of poorly written fiction in these 
two genres, I did learn that you cannot judge a writer by his genre, since to this day I find Tolkien 
and Poe to be superb authors, no matter that they write fantasy and horror respectively.” 
 [the robot, now standing next to a stagnant pond, reaches into the pond and keys in a code on 
an instrument pad; in front of the pond rises the cracked House of Usher; then the robot moves 
on]   
 “In my sophomore year of college I found Kurt Vonnegut.  Here is how I learned about him: 
two years before I ever read Slaughterhouse-five, I happened to catch part of the movie on late 
night television.  For whatever reason, I remembered this film in my sophomore year, mentioned 
it to someone, and was informed that it was also a book.  Although a reader, I find that few books 
ever keep me so riveted that I cannot put them down.  With Slaughterhouse-five, however, I was 
so entranced that I read it from cover to cover.  It is amazing to me how Vonnegut can wrap 
concepts that are so depressing in such a hilarious, conversational style—once again, much like 
someone talking directly to you.  For Vonnegut’s books are much more about him telling a story 
into existence, with jokes and symbols and odd creations, rather than about a writer describing a 
world into existence: the former is more philosophic, the latter is perhaps more artistic (since 
Vonnegut, himself, says that he is an idea man, not a prose master).  Much as I enjoy his tone, I 




crazy or dangerous, to get his point across.  Furthermore, Vonnegut utilizes one of my favorite 
techniques: repetition, not only between chapters, but even between books.  I do not know if I 
will ever write anything as good as Kurt Vonnegut, but one thing is certain: I will always feel 
indebted to him as my writing is concerned.” 
 [the robot turns a dial on the ground, which raises a planetarium projector, which casts an 
image of the planet Tralfamadore in the air, then the robot moves on] 
 “The work of Franz Kafka was brought into my life by my friend John Schloman.  Here I 
found a combination of the horror of Poe, the fantasy of Tolkien, and the invention and humor of 
Vonnegut.  What Kafka added, however, was a more subtle, dreamlike, fabulistic approach to 
writing stories.  I do not always think in fabulistic terms, but when I do I think about Kafka and 
his creations.  No matter what the story might be about, Kafka always manages to sew a deep, 
unforeseen meaning into it.   Along with his furtive meanings, Kafka has also shown me the 
efficacy of stories about characters who do not change or who change in adverse ways: for 
characters who change no longer beckon thinking, but ones who should have changed but failed 
to do so require constant mulling and re-mulling.  I learned this lesson through a realization: 
Kafka is the only writer who makes me want to scream at his characters.  The reason I want to 
scream at his characters is because they never react to situations in the ways we expect them to, in 
the ways that would be the most beneficial.  Since we see the poor decisions and the passively 
accepted absurdities, change in the story is replaced by change in the reader.  And Franz Kafka 
has certainly changed the way I approach reading and writing forever.”   
 [as the robot finishes his speech a government building rises behind him; the building is 
monstrously tall, full of steep staircases, labyrinthine floors, and proud, low-level managers; then 
the robot proceeds] 
 “Yet another influence on my writing is Bret Easton Ellis.  At first glance, especially since 




Fitzgerald, one might wonder why he is amongst the writers I have already enumerated (who 
appear nothing like Hemingway or Fitzgerald).  Firstly, I do not dislike these writers, for a 
complete list of my favorite authors would absolutely include Hemingway, it is just that I am 
more interested in authors, normally, who describe worlds unlike our own.  With that said, even 
though Ellis’ influences may be realistic, his works are not: in Glamorama the main character is 
followed by an inexplicable camera crew everywhere he goes (similar to the officials that follow 
Joseph K.); American Psycho is told by a man who is insane (therefore, similar to Poe); and even 
Less Than Zero contains entirely too many surreal qualities to be deemed ‘realistic’ (much like 
Vonnegut’s work).  It is not only Ellis’ oscillating view of reality that draws me to his work.  Ellis 
concerns himself with ethical and moral problems, which I frequently cover in my own works; he 
writes in first person present, which I also enjoy employing (my novella, Hell’s Captive, is 
written in it); he utilizes repetition; and he is willing to talk about anything to get his point across.  
This last aspect is very interesting to me because I am also willing to jar readers into 
consciousness by exploiting any and all means in my power—so what if a character is not at all 
realistic, as long as the purpose is served without breaking the tone, then there is nothing wrong.  
Finally, particularly with Glamorama, Ellis shows that he is interested in the absurd in literature.” 
 [the robot points behind him where a billboard lights up; the billboard says: “Disappear 
Here.”] 
 “Speaking of the absurd, my more recent influences have helped to bolster my innovation-
centered, unrealistic approach.  John Barth, Donald Barthelme, Jorge Luis Borges, Samuel 
Beckett, Italo Calvino, Russell Edson, Daniil Kharms, Milan Kundera, Mark Leyner, Thomas 
Pynchon, Alain Robbe-Grillet, Salman Rushdie, Sam Shepard, Tom Stoppard, David Foster 
Wallace, amongst others, are all writers that I think about when I am putting my various works 
together.  And this list does not even include the film directors I am interested in, who also enter 




it is sufficient to say that it is more likely for me to become enraptured by invention, rather than 
realism; that I am more likely to be fascinated by ideas (no matter how zany or morbid) than by 
accurate representation.  This penchant of mine is apparent in my works and emanates from those 
works of art I find most interesting.” 
 [the robot projects a pink elephant onto a drive-in movie screen; the pink elephant wanders 
away, off of the screen and into the night.]  
 “These are my main influences.  They are by no means my only influences.” 
 [the robot starts to speak in an unidentifiable voice, and then collapses to the ground] 
IV.  IN A COFFEEHOUSE 
[black turtleneck, green beret] 
 
 “Dude-man, it’s like this: I enjoy parabolic literature because, like, it is more of a 
philosophical type of writing.  Have you read Friedrich Nietzsche?  He delivers a slew of his 
philosophies through stories.  So you have the story and you have the philosophy and they’re, 
like, one.  Good old Fred doesn’t always write in some lame-ass, distanced style.  It’s a story, 
dude.  Check this out: it’s creative and didactic, man.  That way you don’t bludgeon the reader to 
death with what you’re trying to get across.  You know, bro, you don’t want to be like those damn 
Puritans.  ‘Hey man, cut it out, put a nix on the preaching, you know?’  Makes me sick when they 
do that, man. 
 “Thing is, you can get all lost in the bullshit.  I know, I know, ‘What does that mean, bro?’  
But I’m getting to that, I’m getting to that.  What that means is, you might get too carried away in 
burying the symbolism and stuff just because you don’t want to come off as, like, hyper-preachy, 
man, and then you have a story that’s no better than an inside joke.  That’s why I cannot read 
Joyce.  Finneagan’s Wake!  That dude’s just too into himself.  It’s like I want to say, ‘Hey, 
Jimmy, I don’t live up in your noggin, you know bro?  So how about giving us folks down here 




can’t make your stuff like an inside joke, bro; you can’t be, like, really obscure all the time.  You 
got to line up the connections for the people so they know they’re working for a reason, man.  
They’re not just out there all lost and confused, wondering what in the hell is going on.   
 “It’s true, bro, it is true.  Fucking balancing act.  On one side you’re a Puritan, on the other 
you’re making up your own freaking moon language that people use in dreams or cutting all your 
stories to pieces and just gluing them back together—and I mean what is up with that, my man?  
But if you work at it, listen here dude-man, if you work at it, well that’s some good shit.  Think of 
it this way: you got yourself multiple levels of fun.  You’ve got the crazy, cracked out, blow your 
mind with all that kooky shit level, and that’s cool, you know?  And then you’ve got the hidden, 
secret, keep it on the DownLow take it on the sly part.  Which is far out as all get out, right on?  
And get this, man: you might only comprehend one of them sides, but that’s good enough, bro.  
Good e-nough for the people.  They either got their thrill or they got their intellectual 
entertainment.  The ones that got both, though, the ones that pick up them keys that you left 
behind—not all blatant and shit, but you put ‘em there so people can get the whole picture—yeah, 
they know what’s up.   
 “Cause listen to this, dude: you can be good if you’ve got style or if you’ve got meaning, but 
style and meaning together—that’s the stuff.  What else is there dude-man?  Ain’t nothing better.  
And all you have to do is, like, learn the balancing act.  It’s a tightrope, you know?  It ain’t easy.  
But it’s worth it. 
 “So how do you do it?  Here’s what’s up, man.  But now don’t be telling this shit to everyone, 
because I got the hook-up for you, bro, just you.  What you have to do is get your brain motoring, 
start up that Briggs & Stratton engine in your mind and know what the story’s gonna be about 
before you write it.  Not just the plot either, dude.  No.  What it’s all going to mean.  Or almost 
all, you know?  No one can get the whole damned thing together.  But get as much as you can and 




thought, if you’ve got the thousand volts of electricity, you got to focus it, I’m telling you.  So 
know what you’re going to say and, like, why you’re going to say it.  Don’t be like Jackson 
Pollock.  He just threw paint at a canvas!  Who needs that?  I don’t want any paint thrown at no 
canvas.  And you know what good old Jack the Dripper said, he said his paintings didn’t mean 
anything at all.  ‘If there’s no meaning in it that saves a world of trouble, you know, as we 
needn’t try to find any,’ is what good old Lewis Carroll said.  But even if you don’t want your 
work to mean anything, dude, you still have to show some thought in the style.  In that case it’s 
all about style, bro.  And style’s cool, as long as you got the goods to keep it going. 
 “So there you have it, man.  With the parabolic literature coming at you, you get a couple 
different levels: you get the style on top and the philosophy on the DownLow.  And if you do it 
right, it’ll seem, like, all crazy and shit, it’ll still blow the people away, but they’ll be able to put it 
all back together.  And, dude, like that’s what it’s all about.  Yeah.” 
 “You drink too much coffee…man.” 
 “I know.  I know…Can you spare a couple dollars, like I need another espresso.” 
V. IN SPACE 
 [you know, stars and comets and asteroids and stuff] 
 
 “Now you’re probably wondering what we’re doing in space.  I can see it on your faces: 
‘What are we doing in space?’ you silently ask yourselves.  There doesn’t seem to be any good 
reason to be in space.  And how is your voice being projected through a vacuum?  We’re not 
wearing space suits.  How are we breathing without space suits?  So come on, pretty please, with 
all the fixings, at least tell us what we are doing in space?  But never mind, we’ll get to that later.  
First, I’ll tell you why I like surreal, absurdist, or non-realist literature.  A logical progression, no?  
From space to absurdist literature.  It seems so to me.   
“Now, since I prefer absurdist fiction, does that mean I don’t like realist literature?  Hogwash.  




non-realist literature.  Sometimes I even write realist stories.  But overall I prefer the absurdist 
stuff. 
 “Here’s one reason why: Vonnegut has this anecdote (and you’ll excuse me for not having 
the exact quote since we’re here in space, where there are no libraries) about a man who goes to a 
library to find a book to read.  The problem is, he doesn’t know which book to choose.  After 
looking around for awhile, the librarian comes up to the man and says, ‘Why don’t you try this 
book?’ and the librarian hands him a realist novel.  Well, the man runs home to read his book.  
And he reads half way through it before he stops and returns to the library, where he gives the 
book back.  The librarian asks, ‘Did you like it’ and the man responds, ‘It was okay, but I already 
know about human beings.’ 
 “So that’s one reason I prefer surreal literature.  The realist works, they focus directly on 
people and on stuff that could happen.  And even though it still takes a great deal of invention to 
make up those things that could happen, I’d much rather read or write about things that do not 
and cannot exist, I’d much rather read about ideas.  Of course, here in space, I’m tempted to say 
that it is tougher to invent things that don’t already exist.  I’m tempted to say that it’s more 
difficult to create characters that denote thoughts, instead of denoting people because characters 
who denote thoughts are so unrealistic, so there aren’t too many examples of them to go by.  I’m 
tempted to say that creating absurdities is like cooking from scratch.  But then, I might also be 
disoriented from the weightlessness we’re experiencing here in the final frontier.  That’s certainly 
a possibility.  
 “But then it could also be that, since my mind is always creating surreal type images anyhow, 
that I admire other writers who do the same.  Heck, I’ve been interested in the wacky since The 
Muppet Show and Dr. Seuss.  I was a humor columnist, kind of like Dave Barry, before I started 
writing much fiction, and my columns were very rarely about anything realistic.  So to this day 




figure out how to make it mean something, and then I’ll write that down, and I’ll think about 
writers like Vonnegut or Italo Calvino or Donald Barthelme or John Barth, and from all of that 
comes one crazy, but useful story, maybe about a guy who’s upside down living on the ceiling or 
a guy who exists in the present time but finds that the Gestapo have come to his house.  So with 
this kind of prejudice, enjoying writers who make up crazy stories and coming up with crazy 
stories on my own all the time, well that makes it seem like it’s harder to invent the absurd, non-
realist stuff.   
 “Not to mention, when you’re not writing realistically, it’s a lot easier to write fables and 
parables.  Not too many fables or parables were ever written using realism.  The reason being that 
oddities are much easier to make into symbols.  Take for instance the fact that we’re in space 
right now.  Why are we in space?  Well, it might be because I feel rather dizzy on account of 
having to open up everything about my writing to a bunch of other people who might think this is 
a stupid way to write, who think that I’m full of stupid reasons and goals.  Or it might be because 
I’m giddy with the chance at getting people to read stuff about the whys and the hows of my 
writing—it’s like I’m floating…in space.  Then it might be because I view the writing world as a 
sort of vacuum where, for whatever reason, sometimes people’s voices actually get heard, even 
though it seems so unlikely on account of there being so much vacuum, and the scientific 
impossibility of noise vibrating where there isn’t any air.  But then it might also be because I 
grew up watching a great deal of science fiction which often takes place in space.  Now if this 
were a story, I’d find ways to get rid of some of those options, but without absolutely forcing you 
to look at only one of them; instead slowly coaxing you away from the wrong ones, in the 
direction of the one I want you to think about. 
 “But this isn’t a story, so I’m not doing that I’m just talking about it. 
 “And while I was slowly coaxing you away from the options I don’t want you to think about 




some not) along the way.  Then it would be up to you if you just want to smile at the inventions, 
or if you want to take them apart and figure out how and why they work.   
 “Because literature is intellectual entertainment on any level.  Even if you’re just reading a 
romance novel, you still have to picture the hero’s rippling pectoral muscles and the heroine’s 
luscious lips, and that means getting the old brain up and running.  If you’re challenged by a 
different style, there’s more brainpower needed.  And if there’s a meaning to be taken away from 
the whole shebang, then that’s a little more head juice that has to be fired in the proper direction.  
It’s not like professional wrestling where you watch a couple guys pretend to beat the snot out of 
each other; it’s more like the professional wrestling bravado speeches, where they actually have 
to be a bit creative in ripping apart the other wrestlers. 
 “As realism is concerned, here in space, well I get plenty of realism from day to day.  In your 
average twenty-four hour period, I don’t find myself floating inexplicably in a vacuum, watching 
comets and asteroids streak by.  Yet here I am, right now, on the page, lounging around looking at 
Pluto and Charon circle each other way far away from the sun.  I’m not even cold.  I’m wearing a 
Panama hat, sandals, khaki pants, a Hawaiian shirt, and a monocle right outside of Pluto and 
Charon, no oxygen support in sight, and I’m feeling just fine.  Thanks for asking. 
 “Which brings me to my final point: these surreal, absurdist, non-realist works are often 
humorous.  And that adds another level, from where I’m sitting.  After all, you got the invention 
itself, then you got the fact that the invention is funny, then you got the fact that the invention 
means something.  Not to mention that people who are laughing are more comfortable, and 
perhaps more open to ideas.  I hope you’ve enjoyed this time in space.  And now, if you don’t 
mind, I’m going to slip over to the Saturn luau and get me a pineapple drink with an umbrella.  




VI. IN FRONT OF THE ROMAN SENATE 
[as delivered by the spirit of Cato the Elder, who is said to have ended every speech he ever 
gave to the Senate, no matter what it was on, by saying, “And I believe Carthage must be 
destroyed”] 
 
 “So we have heard from a condemned man on the topic of artistic treatises, we have heard 
from an adventurer as he braved the wiles of a labyrinth talking about the hows and whys of 
writing, we have heard from an animatronic robot on the influences and inspirations of a writer, 
we have listened to an annoying hipster as he spoke about the glories of parabolic and fabulistic 
literature, and we have heard from a…what have you…a monocle-wearing man from space who 
spoke about absurdist literature.  But I think we are missing the most important topic at hand.  
Now, whereas I can see, in places, the merits of such a diatribe as this one on writing, I think it 
would be more efficacious to speak of the coming danger.  For I do believe in the importance of 
art, but I also believe in the importance of safety.  So in conclusion, I think it is necessary to 
know about writers, and I believe Carthage must be destroyed.” 
 “Bravo, my good man!  Bravo!” 










































Do Kids in California Dream of North Carolina? 
On a television leaning against a floor-to-ceiling window in the southern portion of the peninsular 
apartment, a late night talk show host claims, “Scientists no longer believe that the universe will 
be destroyed by fire.  They used to think the whole place was going to burn up one day, but not 
anymore.  Now they say that the universe will eventually run out of the energy it needs to keep 
everything going, that it will just keep expanding and expanding out into complete chaos where 
everything will break down.  So it’s pretty much like Los Angeles.”  The audience laughs. 
 Trevor is unable to laugh because he wonders, as he forever works at solving the mystery of 
his Rubik’s Cube, why a late night talk show is on during the day.  He sits in a chair, facing a set 
of bookcases perpendicular to the television set.  Trevor believes something important will 
happen when he finally solves the Cube.  It has to.  There’s nothing else.   
Trevor says: “There must be an energetic center to life.  There must be a focal point where it 
all makes sense.”  And keeps manipulating the toy. 
 Kat says: “Ninety million miles is one Astronomical Unit (AU).”  She makes campy quotes 
in the air with her fingers when she says, “AU,” and continues walking in an ellipse around the 
coffee table in the center of the room, mumbling computations and numbers to herself over and 
over again, smoking a cigarette, ashing occasionally on the floor.  She does not care what time it 
is. 
 Indeed, although the television does display a late night talk show host performing his 
opening routine, the sun is beating down on the awkward apartment, enervating each one of the 
atoms in the structure, along with each one of the atoms in the atmosphere surrounding the 
structure, which consists mostly of Nitrogen (78%), but also contains Oxygen (21%) and many 
other gases, including some Hydrogen.  In such situations, people are prone to believe that the 
sun is taking a vendetta out on them.  Of course the sun is doing no such thing, for it remains a G 




Astronomical Unit (AU), away from the earth; the sun, therefore, has no say in what or whom it 
beats down upon: it just shines and shines like it will for another 4.5 billion years. 
 None of this matters much to Trevor.  He still wonders why a late night talk show is on 
during the daylight hours, when the sun happens to be shining on his part of the globe.  He would 
ask Kat, but she has become completely catatonic, forever circling the coffee table, mumbling 
more and more numbers, calculations, while smoking and staring at the debris covered ground.  
When she gets to the particularly high numbers, Trevor figures that they represent the amount of 
men Kat has slept with since they arrived in the West; when she does ratios, Trevor wonders if 
those are the chances of her having some harmful disease… 
 Kat says: “Twenty percent.” 
 But Trevor tries to ignore Kat’s numbers because the Cube, the precious Cube is much more 
important.  It holds the key.  Unfortunately Trevor has never heard of Augustus Judd, who, a 
mere six years after the Rubik’s Cube was invented in 1974, founded Cubaholics Anonymous.   
 The apartment is a peninsula because it juts out of the side of the building to which it is 
attached, because it is for no discernible reason held up by stilts in the manner of houses in 
Louisiana (where such a tactic is necessary), and because there are floor to ceiling windows on all 
but the north side.  Hence the structure, built obviously as an eclectic afterthought, is a protrusion 
of living space surrounded on five sides by gas—highly pressurized and enervated gas, that is.  
The windows to the east are blocked by bookcases containing the authors Jack Kerouac, Allen 
Ginsberg, William S. Burroughs, John Keats, Lord Byron, Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, and other Romanticists, Beats, and general adventurers.  There are also textbooks, 
dictionaries, thesauruses, and a set of encyclopedias.  Lying open on the floor in front of Trevor, 
who is facing the eastern wall, is a volume of an encyclopedia; the prominently displayed article 
is one about the birth and death of stars. 




 Trevor once said: “We’ll shine as bright as the Dogstar, Sirius.” 
 Kat once barked.  
 A wide view: to the south is the television, tilted slightly because it is on an unleveled stand.  
The picture is snowy and shows a man with a large chin rocking his head back and forth as if it 
were on a spring that had just been let loose.  The set itself is placed dangerously close to the 
edge of the slanted dais.  The room is chock full of items precariously placed on the edges of 
tables, bookcases, ledges, etc., giving one the idea that the entire balance of the room could be 
upset if the proper force were exerted, that everything could come crashing down, even the 
apartment itself poorly stabilized on its stilts.  Kat, ever wandering in her circle mumbling 
numbers, calculations, constantly comes close to disturbing the perilous construction of the room, 
but so far has luckily avoided such a hazard. 
 The entire apartment forms a “T,” with the vertical portion making the peninsula, the left 
portion of the horizontal being the kitchen, and the right the bedroom.  In the kitchen the oven is 
on and pumping heat out into the already stifling room.  The windows in the peninsula that are 
not covered with bookcases are open, although they are being held up by slight cords which could 
let loose at any minute; it is a blistering day outside, so the windows being open does little to cool 
the room.  Also in the kitchen, all four burners of the stove are on, waiting to conduce heat into 
pots, pans, or anything that may land upon them.  Next to the stove is a microwave which has 
been on the fritz for who knows how long; it continues to fire electromagnetic waves around 
inside of itself heating up nothing at all.  Adjacent to the microwave is the sink, where water is 
flowing and flowing down the drain.  There are light fixtures and lamps throughout the 
apartment, all of which are turned on, but none of which are furnished with light bulbs. 
 Kat once said: “There’s no moon.  It’s so dark.” 




 In the bedroom, pitch black because there are no windows, a hurricane lamp is leaking oil 
onto the floor; upon closer inspection, the oil continues into the kitchen and can be found in the 
peninsular room, as if someone had been carrying the lamp around searching for something.  
Other than the lamp, there is an unmade bed, an alarm clock which runs on double A batteries 
blinking 3:05am (incorrectly), and a fan which is rattling fiercely.  Connected to the bedroom is 
the bathroom, where the shower and sink are both running, two different brands of electric 
shavers are buzzing, the lights (here there are light bulbs) are on, a blower dryer is blowing. 
 All through the apartment, the floor is covered with myriad books, papers, journals, 
notebooks, piles of drawing paper, cardboard, newspapers, magazines, etc.  The density of the 
paper products at all points in the apartment—kitchen, bedroom, bathroom, peninsular room—is 
so thick it is impossible to tell what the floor looks like.  The manifold dross is covered with 
footprints because of Kat, whose ellipsis is almost perfect, but not quite; the detritus is also 
covered in ashes. 
 To the West a window looks out to the Pacific Ocean.  In the center of the room, facing the 
western window is a couch.  One of the papers buried in the pile on the floor describes the scene: 
“Every night we sit here and look to the West, just like we used to back home.  Now we see the 
Pacific Ocean curling, blue-green before us, always roaring inland, quietly sliding up the beach, 
touching the very sand of California, the Promised Land.  We can only imagine that the water 
wishes it could freeze time and remain there forever, perched on the white sand.  And then, 
inexorably, it slips back, tumbling off of the beach and returning to the hulking ocean filled with 
memories of what was, filled with the soaring energy of the journey up that cliff which can only 
ever be made once before being sucked back into the aqua oblivion.” 




 Trevor worries that he will never solve the Cube, that his entire life will go by without him 
figuring out whatever it is he’s supposed to figure out; Kat continues on her kinetic ellipsis and 
says, “Two thousand four hundred fourteen.” 
 Trevor stops working his Rubik’s for a second and says nothing. 
*** 
 The trip to the West began with so much potential.  Their car was filled with gasoline, their 
Zippo lighters were filled with butane, their coffee mugs were filled with high powered espresso, 
and their bobble head doll’s spring was compressed—all anyone had to do was push the button on 
the bottom and the toy’s parts would shoot upwards, sending its preposterous cranium bouncing 
around.  The lure of the West, the romanticism of leaving everything behind for the Promised 
Land was so intoxicating, the two of them could hardly restrain the energy built up inside of their 
own bodies, let alone the various means of energy in their possession.  Before they even left their 
former driveway, Kat pushed the button on the bobble head doll, and they laughed as the crazy 
thing went careening around. 
 To Trevor and Kat, the very landscape of the entire country was a metaphor for the allure of 
the West: for California. 
 In the East, the geography consisted of rolling hills and plains.  There were the Appalachian 
Mountains, but really, who ever thinks of the Appalachian Mountains as mountains?  They were 
expressly disappointing to anyone who had seen the Rockies; they hid their shame beneath grass 
and trees, skulking in their disgrace.  There was the Atlantic Ocean and its beaches; but its 
beaches were so despondent at not being near the Pacific, at being nowhere near California, that 
they rolled boringly from the water to the land without cliffs or crags or anything enticing for that 
matter.  As for hurricanes, they were merely the jealous rage of the Atlantic.  The East was a 
landscape disgustingly imbued with ennui, pathetically surviving on the chimerical hope of going 




 The Great Plains were singularly depressing because they had heard of, but knew they would 
never set eyes on or arrive in Canaan.  For miles in all directions the land was flat as if it had lain 
down to die quietly without dreams or memories, just one nigh-infinite blank space.  Trevor and 
Kat assumed that the people who lived there were those who had given up, much like the land.  
The wind tore across the plains stealing more and more soil from its surface, sometimes in 
terrifying tornadoes.  But the devil wind only came from the West; it blew East, whisking the 
landscape further and further away from where it yearned to be. 
 Past the Plains, the Rocky Mountains, knowing that they were directly next door to the 
Promised Land, soared to breathtaking heights all in the name of seeing the reified version of 
their dreams.  If they couldn’t be a part of the fantasy, at least they could watch as the illusion 
unfolded before them.  And much as any being that wishes and strives for greater things, the 
Rockies themselves attained a majesty stemming from their desire to attain California.  Trevor 
and Kat spent a long time in the Rockies, always with that heightened feeling of a dream almost, 
but not quite realized. 
 And then there was the place itself: the Golden State.  Where dreams came true.  Where life 
was lived to the fullest.  Where everyone was a rock star or a movie star or a TV star or a 
somebody…some kind of somebody.  No matter what your life was like back East, and 
everywhere was east of California, you could be transformed in the Promised Land. 
 The road spread out before Trevor and Kat and they burned untold amounts of gasoline on 
their cross-country trip.  Had they traveled directly to La-La Land, they would have burned about 
eighty-one gallons.  But it was not only the allure of California that fueled their drive: it was also 
the romanticism of the road. Labyrinthine strips of asphalt extended before Trevor and Kat, and 
while yearning to attain California, they were rejoicing in the countless route configurations 




 Along the way Trevor and Kat met and talked to people.  People they pitied.  Pitied because 
they were not on their way to California.  Hence they were going Nowhere.  Even worse: they 
weren’t going Nowhere, they were already there.   
It seemed to Trevor and Kat that there were two types of people: those going West and the 
Undead.  The Undead resided on porches, worked in gas stations, spoke slowly and politely, 
stared at the ground, forgot what day it was, forgot what year it was, ate constantly, shuffled 
around if they moved at all, wondered what all the fuss was about, wondered what the hubbub 
meant, deteriorated before your eyes if you stayed too long.  They were the same from the East 
Coast through the Great Plains to the Rocky Mountains.  No matter how far West they were, if 
they weren’t on the move, then they were the Undead.  And other than selling petrol, the only job 
an Undead had was to make more Undead. 
 Trevor once said: “I feel sorry for the Undead.  Why won’t they come with us?” 
 Kat once smiled and said: “They don’t understand.  We try to explain, but they don’t 
understand.  I’m sorry, but: Fuck the Undead.  Lets roll.”  
 But the landscape metaphor continued to hold true for Trevor and Kat when they reached 
their destination.  The Rocky Mountains may have soared to see the Golden State, but the world 
was so depressed after it arrived in California, once it passed beyond the Promised Land it could 
hardly hold itself together.  In a fit of geographical suicide, the tectonic plates cut off abruptly at 
the Golden State and dashed themselves into the sea.  The sea, that blue-green abyss, which 
forever and ever wishes it too could be a part of California, and to this end would constantly try 
to rejoin that Dream Land; but since it could never return, it filched little pieces of Canaan, 
diminishing its greatness out of spite and envy.  The ocean, in its sadness and jealousy, unable to 
hold itself together to form land, would remain for eternity in a liquid, tear-like existence because 





 For months after they arrived in California, Trevor and Kat stared out at that invidious body 
of water and felt like Balboa, who in a manner of speaking discovered the Pacific Ocean.  After 
all, if you were looking at the Pacific from where they were sitting, that meant you were in the 
Promised Land.  In fact, they mocked the sea for its inability to remain where they were so 
victoriously ensconced.  But all the while, just as the landscape west of the Golden State lacked 
the energy to remain in solid form, the energy that Trevor and Kat had been saturated with back 
East was slowly dissipating, was slowly spinning out into indestructible entropy as they learned 
that the West was just another place on the map.  It had its own personality, but so did every other 
place.  There was nothing inherently magical about Canaan.  Their trip had been remarkable, but 
now Trevor and Kat tried not to think about those days of romanticism.  With each passing 
minute, the energy that surrounded them, which had been so easily harnessed before, was now 
being abstracted beyond comprehension.  And as the energy became more and more abstruse, 
Trevor became an obsessed shut-in, playing with his Simon or his Rubik’s Cube, looking for 
answers where there were probably none; Kat, meanwhile, began bouncing from bed to bed 
hoping that she would be able to find the Beat power she and Trevor had shared on their savage 
burn across the country.  When she found only sex and the extreme danger of disease, and once 
Trevor stopped talking to her, stopped trusting her, she began reading about chaos theory, then 
delved into her old math textbooks. 
 Until they ended up where they are now…   
Trevor says: “There are so many.  But it must exist.  It just must.” 
Kat once said: “You’re looking in the wrong place.  It’s in the numbers.  It’s not happy, but 
it’s in the numbers.” 
Trevor once said: “In the quantities, you mean.  Integers, whole numbers, imaginary 




Kat says:  “And they are infinite, but not equal because they both fail to end in different 
ways.”    
Trevor originally played with a Simon, lights flashing like those in Las Vegas, simple sounds 
erupting from the machine.  But the batteries, or so Trevor thought, had burned out.  Actually, the 
speaker had merely gone bad.  The Simon was still operational, was still on. 
*** 
 The late night talk show ends and a meteorologist comes on the screen.  He predicts a high 
pressure front will move in.  “Which means it’s only going to get hotter,” the weatherman says in 
a strained, high-pitch voice, then flops his arms around like a bobble doll.  Without air-
conditioning or wind, although they were next to the ocean, and with the oven and the 
microwave, even to some degree with the stovetop burners and the blow dryer being on, the 
apartment is already diaphoretic, each atom in the vicinity moving faster and faster.  With the 
high pressure front, it would be as if the gases of the atmosphere were squeezing their way into 
the space occupied by Trevor and Kat, thanks to the ever-present force of gravity; and then the 
pressure of the gases, along with the pressure of the atmosphere and the proximity of the sun, 
combined with the small size of the apartment, would all work together to elevate the temperature 
in Trevor’s and Kat’s room to igneous volatility. 
 Trevor once said: “Always know the time, but never worry about it.  That way everything 
will make sense, but it’ll still have that tang of getting away with something.” 
 Trevor says: “What time is it?!  Why won’t you tell me the time?!  Why doesn’t the sun die 
already?!  It’s always daytime, never night!  Nothing makes sense! Nothing makes sense!” 
 Kat once said: “I never know the time and I never worry about it.  I’m timeless, baby.”   





 For a brief period of time, after the energy had dissipated and the romance had been drained 
from California and the relationship, Trevor spent his days looking to the West, smoking 
cigarettes, and wishing the sun would explode into a supernova, blowing the earth to smithereens; 
occasionally, when she was not searching for a man with a new source of adventurous energy, 
Kat would join him—although she had no idea what Trevor was thinking about as he sat there 
silently, staring out at the sky and the ocean.  Trevor, drawing inward, imagined the time when 
the sun’s explosion would collapse in on itself becoming a black hole which would crush all of 
the remaining pieces of this drab planet into nothing.  It was his last coherent dream before the 
mania of the Simon and later the Cube.  Before he had dreamed of falling in love, of going West, 
of transforming into something he hadn’t been before.  But he had fallen in love, had gone West, 
had lived the Beat life of alcohol and illicit substances while blazing across the country, had 
scoured the night, had climbed the mountains, had wandered in the deserts and the cities, had 
eaten omelets with unknown ingredients in towns so small their names were superfluous, and had 
consumed gallons of caffeine in the name of never missing a moment of it.  But in the end he 
found there was no romantic transformation.  No matter where you were, no matter what you 
were doing, you were always…you.  It didn’t get any better.  You either came to like yourself, 
and lived contentedly under whatever false pretext you had chosen, or you hated yourself and 
wished for the end.  Which is obvious, but it was supposed to be different in California… 
 Each day Trevor waited for the sun to begin its descent into the West so his visions of 
heavenly explosions could return, and at his behest, right before his very eyes, the sun would 
ignite into a blast so powerful it would rend this worthless planet into bits. 
 Kat says: “One trillion.” 
 When he still had some coherent energy left, Trevor looked up “stars” in his set of 
encyclopedias.  His heart raced as he read about stars that were torn to pieces by neighboring 




arsenal look like so many bottle rockets, about mysterious pulsars firing encoded messages 
perhaps to other stars.  But then he read about our sun.  It was too small to go supernova.  It was 
only a G-classed star.  It would have to burn one thousand five hundred degrees Celsius hotter 
and be much more massive to erupt into the blast Trevor wanted.  Instead, in about five billion 
years, the sun would expand out into a Red Giant.  The Red Giant would extend out past 
Mercury, Venus, and almost as an afterthought, it would reach past earth.  The three planets 
would continue to revolve inside of the Red Giant sun.  The new stellar configuration would 
remove the atmosphere; it would partially melt the mountains; it would burn off the trees, grass, 
hills, soil, and any other piece of nature; it would evaporate the water; it would leave the earth a 
desolate, golden brown as if it were a giant space cookie.  Then the Red Giant would emit more 
gas and become a Planetary Nebula, then it would shrink down to a fierce but impotent White 
Dwarf, and finally it would recede into a Black Dwarf: a dead cinder.  The earth would continue 
on, but it would be revolving around an exanimate ember of a star with just enough gravitational 
pull to keep the planets moving on their pointless elliptical paths. 
 Trevor once said: “I keep time for both of us.” 
 After Trevor finished reading about the sun, he dropped the book in front of him, turned his 
chair to face the bookshelves, and began playing Simon, feeling that it must hold the answers 
since nothing else did.  Kat had already begun, as Trevor was perusing the encyclopedia, her orbit 
around the room, walking in an ellipse that would extend over days and nights (seemingly, 
anyhow) computing all the figures and formulae the world had to offer, extending out past Pi and 
remaining for ages with the imaginary numbers.   
*** 
 The colors spin around in their seemingly endless configurations.  Each time Trevor believes 
he has solved the Cube, he finds he is incorrect; it then takes hours to approach the elusive 




jumbled in a confused mass.  Trevor understands that he could conquer the puzzle rapidly by 
tearing each colored square off of the Cube, hence making the entire toy black; or he could 
carefully remove all of the colored squares and rearrange them so the red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, and white are all perfectly aligned, but there is a principle at stake here and Trevor is certain 
he can figure out what that principle is as soon as he solves the Cube.   
 Consequently, provided Trevor never ends up at the same point twice, his solving the cube 
could take 1400 million million years, given one second for each move and going through every 
possible configuration, since there are 43,252,003,274,489,856,000 possible configurations (only 
one of them being the “solved” Cube), which more simply put is 4.3 x 1019.  But what else is 
there to do?  For Trevor there is only the Cube.  On the other side of the Cube exists something 
important, something extraordinary, something crucial that he had overlooked. 
 Trevor once said: “Look at them all.  There are maybe as many as grains of sand on the 
beach.” 
 Kat says: “Astronomical.” 
 Trevor once said: “We have a connection to them.  The energy pulsing through us came from 
them.  But we have to find a way to access that energy, to understand it in order to get anywhere.” 
 Trevor says: “I don’t understand!  I just don’t understand…anything!” 
 Kat says: “Astronomical.”  
 Kat once said: “They’re too far away.  There aren’t any connections to make.  See those 
lights?  The lights of the city, at the bottom of the mountain.  Those are the only lights we ever 
need to worry about, baby.” 
Their energy, Trevor’s and Kat’s, had finally dissipated into the formulae and numbers which 
explained it.  And the numbers which explained it were soaring higher and higher, perhaps 





 The book on the floor in front of Trevor, besides explaining the death of stars, also explains 
their birth: 
 “Stars are formed from clouds of Hydrogen left over from the Big Bang.  During the 
formation of a star, before the star is born, it exists as an amorphous cloud of Hydrogen.  Due to 
gravity, the cloud shrinks in on itself.  The pressure of all of the gases heats the cloud.  When the 
cloud reaches between eighteen and twenty million degrees Celsius, fusion begins: Hydrogen 
becomes Helium.  As the fused gas cools, it expands out and brings the star to its infant stage: T-
Tauri, where it burns with an infrared glow, increasing along the spectrum until it reaches its own 
stability.” 
 But when the star is in its amorphous cloud phase, it looks exactly like a Planetary Nebula, 
the stage in a small to mid-sized star’s life right after the Red Giant phase.  Hence it is almost 
impossible to differentiate between a star being born and a star dying, unless one waits to see 
what happens next. 
 The problem is that what happens next may not happen for years and years.  But those who 
understand such circumstances can predict what might occur. 
*** 
 An errant book (On the Road by Jack Kerouac) covered in lamp oil, sitting on the floor in 
front of the oven, will burst into flames.  The fire will spread quickly, following the trail around 
the apartment, igniting all of the oil on the ground, in turn igniting the papers scattered 
everywhere and the coffee table, along with the entire stock of oil left in the lamp in the bedroom, 
the flame of which will set the walls and the bed ablaze.  The shock of the ensuing conflagration 
will knock Kat off of her nearly perfect kinetic, elliptical course, sending her into the windows on 
the West side (which will slam shut) and into an endtable just past the windows.  Upsetting the 
delicate balance of the awkward apartment, resting on its inexplicable stilts, Kat’s collision will 




pencils, pens, everything will crash to the floor.  Between the fire and the cascade of precariously 
placed items, Trevor will leap out of his chair, accidentally tossing his Rubik’s Cube still 
unfinished into the fire.  When he turns and finds the puzzle burning, Trevor will scream: 
 “No!  There must be a center of Energy!  There must be someplace where it all makes sense!” 
 He will make several attempts to rest the puzzle from the flames. 
 Kat, frightened by the entire scene, will heave the burning coffee table through the western 
windows and leap out after it.  She will proceed to lift the table (which will cool from a reddish 
color down to a whitish color, and finally stop burning: a charred remnant of the apartment) and 
carry it with her.  Walking out past the rocky cliffs, over the sands of the beach, to the ocean, Kat 
will place the scorched table in the surf and begin limping around it. 
 After Trevor tries several times to reach into the flames to save the Rubik’s Cube, the Simon 
will burst back to life emitting the angry, electronic pulse it emits when someone, unable to recall 
the proper sequence, has pressed the wrong color.  Trevor, eyes staring incredulously at the game 
for a moment, will turn away from the Rubik’s Cube, which will melt into a black plastic puddle, 
the colored squares dissolving away. 
 Understanding that he must find a way out, Trevor will reach into the debris, come up with a 
plunger, and begin bashing his way to the East.  He will scream, “There must be a center of 
Energy somewhere!  There must be a center of Energy somewhere!  I know there is!  I know it!”  
And as a chink in the bookcases and the windows beyond is opened, a faint, almost imperceptible 
red light will shine through.  As Trevor continues bashing his way out of the burning apartment, 
as the entire place begins collapsing, the red light will become more and more intense, until 
Trevor is bathed in it.  And when there is a hole large enough, still screaming about the center of 
energy, he will leap from his apartment in California into the much cooler air outside, into the 




 The light will surge, engulfing the building, as the fire blazes and the awkward apartment 
finally falls.  But even with the former apartment burning on the ground, the light from the east 
will continue to shine, although it is impossible to say which color.  Depending, it may progress 
from red to orange to yellow to green to white and maybe, maybe even to blue, the color of the 
biggest and brightest stars, the stars that go supernova. 
*** 
 But that is only a possible future. 
 For now Trevor remains in his chair facing the Eastern bookcases, while Kat continues in her 
kinetic ellipsis around the coffee table. 
 Trevor once said: “How will we know if we are wrong?  What plans should we follow?  
What do the stars have in store for us?  How do we access their power?” 
 Kat once said: “Just keep your head down.  Don’t worry about the stars.  They’ll take care of 
themselves.” 
 Trevor says: “Oh…I think…” 
 Trevor once said: “It seems too easy.  Too miniscule.  Like…we’ll wreck for not seeing the 
bigger picture.” 
 Trevor says: “I think…” 
 Kat once said, laughing: “At least we’ll leave beautiful corpses behind.  But we won’t die of 
pneumonia from opening ourselves to the cold reaches of space.” 
 Trevor says: “…I’ve almost…” 
 Trevor once said: “Lost hope in a vacuum that will never return.  It’s just too big.  Too much 
to think about.  Maybe there is no access…” 
 Kat says: “186,000 feet per second, or c.”  
 On the television to the South, the late night talk show is long over; the programming has 




Erno Rubik.  Here Erno Rubik is pictured at the 1982 World’s Fair, held in Knoxville, Tennessee.  
Behind him is a giant Rubik’s Cube, perfectly aligned, except that the center is being turned by 
some giant, ethereal hand.  Behind Rubik and his enormous Cube is the structure, the symbol of 
the 1982 World’s Fair: the Sunsphere, built to signify the theme for that particular World’s Fair: 
energy. 
 Trevor says: “I think I’ve almost got it…” 
 But in the apartment, Trevor and Kat continue with their lives, as the sun blares, as gravity 
pulls the invisible gases together, as the pressurized gas cloud raises in temperature, as the heat 
builds to an unbearable degree.  What will happen next can only be guessed at.  All anyone can 
















































The possibilities in any situation are almost as numerous as the number of stars in the sky.  Even 
in the most extreme circumstances, say when a substance is completely frozen at Absolute Zero, 
there is the possibility for chaos: for if said substance is not a perfect crystal, it contains 
entropy—no matter how little—and when heat is applied to this imperfect iced material there will 
be, at least in part, an unfortunate outcome wherein the atoms will spin out of control and finally 
cease.  Hence there is never a true “calm before the storm,” as the saying goes; instead the 
observers  who find it necessary to refer to the situation as “calm” are merely unable to descry, 
from where they stand, the latent, insidious disorder. 
 Take, for instance, this tableau: a person walking toward a shotgun that has been mounted on 
a wall.  Why is the subject walking toward the shotgun?  Is the subject actually walking toward 
the shotgun, or is he or she perambulating in a particular direction which, by chance, is 
punctuated by a weapon fixed to a wall?  Perhaps the shotgun has very little to do with the entire 
situation.  Perhaps the subject is tired of standing and has decided to lean against the closest wall 
because of the general lack of furniture.  If so, will the subject, when he or she notices the 
shotgun, be startled by its presence?  Or calmed?  Or nonplussed?  Or, perchance, he or she will 
not see it at all.  Will the shotgun become a conversation piece if the subject does see the 
weapon?  Or will the subject avoid talking about it all together?  But what if the subject is 
specifically walking toward the shotgun?  Maybe espying the shotgun on the wall has given the 
subject an idea.  What idea?  What does he or she plan to do with the shotgun once he or she 
reaches it, if anything?  Would the subject fire the shotgun to release some steam?  Perhaps the 
shotgun is not loaded, and therefore the subject will pretend to fire the gun in a fit of childish 
passion.  What if the subject thinks that the shotgun is not loaded, when in actuality it is loaded?  
Why is there a shotgun on the wall in the first place?  Is the owner of the house a “gun nut,” as 




who the gun belongs to?  Is the subject walking angrily toward the gun?  Sadly?  Fearfully?  
Resignedly?  Or has the subject simply noticed that said shotgun is dusty, and in the name of 
fastidiousness, has decided to clean it? 
 Does another host of questions arise if there is a person behind the subject walking toward the 
shotgun? 
 From where this narrator is sitting it is almost impossible to ascertain the reasons, motives, or 
even all of the possibilities.  Zeus on the top of Mount Olympus could not reduce the situation to 
its meanest parts.  There is simply too much potential. 
*** 
 In the history of inculcating elementary school-aged children with the notion of potential 
energy, the most oft cited example is that of a boulder at the edge of a cliff or at the peak of a 
mountain.  When using the peak of a mountain, that peak should be nigh razor sharp with the 
boulder balanced dangerously atop it, infusing the fear in younger spectators that at any moment 
the rock could slide off of the tip in an unknown direction, gather momentum by hurtling down 
the crag, and perhaps bash into a village below, possibly crushing the villagers who, immediately 
before they meet their untimely demises, might wonder why they chose to live at the base of a 
mountain which boulders are routinely rolled up and, once there, irresponsibly placed on the 
impossibly honed apex, then left to their own devices.  No matter, the stone on the point is 
supposed to show the children that something is about to happen, especially since the rock is 
frequently accompanied by a person who has rolled, for whatever reason, that boulder up the 
mountain and he or she is now in great peril for balancing it on such a precarious perch.  Perhaps 
the roller is from the town below. 
 Humans, boulders, mountains, and rolling taken all together hearken to the Myth of Sisyphus: 
Sisyphus forever maneuvering his stone to the apogee of a hill, only to watch it careen back to the 




fetches it again.  One might imagine an even crueler punishment, where instead of performing 
this task in Hades by himself, Sisyphus, trapped in a supernatural mirage, rolls his rock up Mount 
Olympus, all the gods cheering him on because as soon as he gets that rock to stay on the top of 
the mountain he can take his rightful place amongst them, but each and every time he 
accomplishes his feat, or seems to accomplish his feat, it is rendered futile by an impossibly 
honed apex on which Sisyphus’ encumbrance refuses to remain perched upon.  Sisyphus goes 
through these motions ad infinitum because Zeus forces him to.  Should Sisyphus tell Zeus to get 
bent, that for no reason will he ever schlep any more stones to the top of any more hills or 
mountains no matter how many gods are there to cheer him on, no matter who asks him, Zeus 
would probably eradicate Sisyphus, casting him into oblivion, and hence dismissing one of the 
most ludicrous existential parables for life. 
 [“I feel like Sisyphus with you!  Just when I think I’ve gotten somewhere, we start all over 
again!  Up and down, up and down, and we never get anywhere!  We always end up where we 
started!” ] 
*** 
 But Sisyphus and Zeus and rocks and mountains and rolling and moronic villagers who live 
at the base of preposterous peaks are not the issue here.  So instead of instilling the concept of 
potential energy in the classic manner, let us utilize a more recent concept: the shotgun. 
 The use of the shotgun to denote likely action finds its origin in an Anton Chekhov quote: “A 
shotgun introduced on Page One must go off before the end of the story.”  Alas, Page One is 
behind us, but for the sake of decorum: reader, shotgun, shotgun, reader.  Consider yourself, 
although we are no longer on Page One, now acquainted with the narrator’s shotgun. 
 But, indeed, it is not actually the narrator’s shotgun.  Although the narrator certainly claims 
credit for mounting it on the wall (here picture your faithful narrator diligently constructing a 




unknown variable outside of the story who will not be mentioned again.  The owner aside, there 
are more comments to make on the shotgun in order to further acquaint you, the reader, with it.  
Firstly, as you already know, the weapon is mounted on a wall; alas, that statement tells you very 
little.  The shotgun, then, is mounted on a wall in a wooden casing.  The wooden casing is deep 
brown, meaning it is neither dark brown nor tan; the wall behind the casing is white.  Through the 
varnish that is on the casing, one can espy the grain of the wood; it is a dramatic grain, giving 
spectators a notion of arboreal whirlwinds.  The barrels of the shotgun are about a yard long and 
black.  The stock of the shotgun is dark brown, a contrast which sets it apart from the casing.  It is 
obviously an aged shotgun because it has twin hammers at the point where the barrels conclude.  
The twin hammers are bronze.  A bronze trigger guard circles underneath the likewise bronze 
triggers.  There is a person of unknown gender, age, or psychological disposition who appears to 
be headed towards the shotgun, but who is frozen in time.  The floor the subject is standing on is 
wooden and of a tan coloring. 
 Secondly, the narrator chose the shotgun because of Chekhov; but why did Chekhov choose 
the shotgun?  The answer: presumably for its destructive power.  A shotgun, unlike a rifle, pistol, 
or revolver covers a much larger area; in fact, a shotgun can be considered a personal artillery 
piece, since up to a certain distance it can permanently deter several opponents.  On account of 
this devastating force, those who see or hear mention of a shotgun will likely imagine a mass 
amount of damage.  Contrarily, someone contemplating a .22 rifle, a 9mm pistol, or a .38 
revolver, although all of these weapons can, as they say, “get the job done,” will not picture an 
equivalent sum of carnage.  With cataclysmic potency in mind, then, Chekhov mounted a 
proverbial shotgun on a proverbial wall in order to heighten the aggregate of potential energy 
manifest in the scenario. 
 Consequently, the choice of the shotgun and the choice of the nigh razor sharp peak are 





 At this point the reader may wonder when the story proper is going to begin, since thus far all 
we have is a brief discussion on Sisyphus, Chekhov’s shotgun, and smatterings about potential 
energy.  A main character has been mentioned, but he or she is not named.  We know that said 
main character is standing in front of a, even walking towards a shotgun that has been mounted 
on a wall, but it sounds as if the narrator had more to do with the shotgun than the main character 
did.  One might imagine a home wherein the main character often contemplates why he or she has 
a shotgun on the wall, since he or she certainly had nothing to do with it.  Perhaps the reader’s 
musings have gone even further to include an entire host of inexplicable items that surround the 
main character, in a house the main character did not buy, in a city the main character did not 
choose to live in (whichever city that may be), and while the main character is trapped in this web 
of unfathomable circumstances, the narrator is sitting off-camera, watching the frozen tableau 
filled with a sense of detached irony. 
 But from where this narrator is sitting, things are different. 
 Frozen in time before the narrator, indeed, is the main character.  But the main character is 
only frozen for now.  But even if our main character were not frozen in time, he or she would not 
be moving because he…oh, let’s make the character a “he,” after all, according to science, in a 
manner of speaking, we do decide these things now don’t we?…because he is afraid to 
move…gender is not at all enough.  fine.  then have him look exactly like me.  no, not exactly like 
me, I don’t exactly like the way I look.  then make him look like me, only different enough so he 
isn’t exactly like me…He is afraid to move because of the impossibility of absolute control.  
Before anything begins, muses our main character when he is not frozen in time, nearly 
everything is filled with potential energy.  Once that energy is released, however, once it becomes 
the various types of energy it has the potential to become, there is no recalling it.  Energy cannot 




stemming from the realization that we must make decisions that might have side effects, that 
might lead to unknown variables.  If we were capable of being happy while remaining stationary, 
then life would be perfect because we would not have to worry about energy degenerating into 
chaos: we would be perfect crystals at Absolute Zero.  Thus is not the case, so our main character 
has trouble making decisions: for every choice we make will lead to something else, which will 
lead to something else, which will set off a chain reaction, all too often leading to a further 
something else we would rather not have happen. 
 From where this narrator is sitting, it seems best to keep such a character frozen in time—
although he is not a perfect crystal. 
*** 
 As an example of the chaotic nature of potential energy, take the scenario that unfolded 
minutes from the house wherein our main character is standing in front of Chekhov’s shotgun.  
The house is located in Knoxville, Tennessee, the location of the 1982 World’s Fair, which was 
financed by a banker named Jake Butcher; indeed, many referred to the event as “Jake’s Fair.”  
When Butcher convinced President Jimmy Carter to promote Knoxville as the site for the 1982 
World’s Fair in 1978, he certainly felt confident that nothing ill would come of it.  From where he 
was standing, everything appeared to be faultlessly aligned, a perfect crystal, all of the potential 
energy was aimed and would work at absolute efficiency.  In 1985, when Butcher was interred in 
the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary for fraud, forgery, conspiracy, racketeering, and several other 
crimes, he doubtlessly looked back at 1978 and wondered how it all went awry.  Even at that 
early stage, evidence would later prove that Butcher’s banking practices were less than honest.  
But he never expected that entropy would land him in court and that his final stasis would be in 
prison.  If he had not proceeded with his plan to bring a World’s Fair to Knoxville, the second to 
the last World’s Fair anyhow (meaning it was a fad that was slowly fading away), perhaps he 




But from September 3, 1985 to November 6, 1991, Butcher found plenty of time to contemplate 
fairs, crystals, banking, and any number of other topics.  Many claimed that his sentence should 
have been longer. 
 Our main character is not as myopic as Butcher.  He understands that actions have reactions.  
He even understands that actions very often have unlikely or unforeseen reactions, meaning there 
is very little to bank on. 
*** 
 Perhaps the fear of beginning is not actually the main character’s fault.  Perhaps the source of 
this anxiety can be traced to, say, the narrator.  The main character has had no choice in anything, 
thus far.  [“You never let me make any of my own decisions.  I’m like a pawn in your chess game.  
Would you just trust me for once?  Would you let me do things my way?”]  Here he is, living in a 
nondescript house in Knoxville, Tennessee, located near World’s Fair Park long after the 1982 
World’s Fair and the ensuing Jake Butcher scandal.  But why?  Why does he live here?  What 
does he do in Knoxville?  Does he enjoy living in Knoxville?  Does he wish he lived somewhere 
else?  Is he uninterested in where he lives?  He must be interested in something, right?  What is 
he interested in?  Why is he hanging in suspended animation before a shotgun?  Was he talking to 
someone before he started heading for the gun?  Who was he talking to, if anyone?  Is he mad at 
that person?  Is he going for the gun?  If so, why?  Who or what does he plan to shoot?  Will the 
victim deserve what he or she gets?     
 There are an abundance of questions and the main character appears to have little or nothing 
to do with the answers.  He does not even have a name.  He is a cipher controlled by…the 
narrator.  Yes, perhaps the narrator is to blame.  Perhaps the main character’s…let’s give him a 
name!  you said I could name him, if it was a boy, and it’s a boy.  so his name’s going to be: 
Anton.  maybe he’ll be interested in literature and authors and writing like his old man.  and 




is actually a construction of the narrator, much as is the shotgun case.  Here the narrator would 
infuse constant anxiety into his main character, never allowing that character to move forward 
simply because the narrator himself is apprehensive about the future to an incapacitating degree.  
The narrator admits, it is difficult for him to commence.  The narrator admits, he fears the 
consequences, the likely and unlikely outcomes of his actions.  He did not even name the main 
character until now.  Excepting the fact that Anton is always confident and certain, from where 
this narrator is sitting, there seems to be no certainty in anything. 
 Look at the stars.  Any astral bodies within one hundred light years of earth are subject to 
parallax, hence the stars are not located where you see them in the sky.  Should you wish to 
journey to a star within one hundred light years of earth and you programmed your spaceship to 
head directly for Deneb or Antares or Vega, you would never get there.  You would fly right past 
your destination because everything is in motion and it is therefore difficult to pinpoint where 
anything is.  Your eyes cannot tell you what to do or where to go, no matter where you are sitting.  
Even on earth, we are spinning around on our axis as we revolve around the sun.  But we are 
moving in another fashion, too.  Slowly the earth’s axis is tilting by slight degrees.  By reason of 
that tilt, one day Polaris will no longer be our North Star.  The new North Star will be Vega.  So 
the North Star, which was supposed to be a constant, the point of reference for travelers 
everywhere, will one day change.  [“Nothing stays the same.  You can’t expect to control 
everything!  You have to let me learn on my own!” ]  If you can’t count on the stars, what can you 
count on? 
 It is a possibility that, by virtue of the narrator’s difficulties with mutability and 
unpredictability, Anton is therefore forced to fear the outcomes of his actions, much as the 
dimwitted villager, much as Sisyphus is struck dumb when he finishes his depraved, repetitive 
task of rolling a dangerously large boulder to the top of the nigh razor sharp mountain: Mount 




For there is also the author.  Quite likely, the author could be afraid of releasing the potential 
energy of life, a feeling which he has now imparted on his narrator, who in turn has imparted it 
onto the main character, Anton…why do you have to be so impetuous?  why can’t you be more 
like me?  why do you always have to be so bullheaded?  why can’t you be a little more 
careful?…It is the author’s fault that the narrator is what he is.  It is the author’s fault for the 
entire scenario.  He is the one who froze Anton in front of the wall, he is the one who chose to use 
Chekhov’s shotgun, he is the one who placed the narrator off-camera directly behind Anton, he is 
the one who filled the narrator with a detached sense of irony, he is the one who crushed the 
unwitting citizens who live in the town at the bottom of Mount Olympus at the beginning of this 
story.  It is even the author’s fault we are here in Knoxville, when we could be any place else that 
would make us more relaxed with our neuroses: maybe Hawaii or the Caribbean or Vegas. 
 It is the author’s fault that Anton never reads authors like Chekhov, that Anton never thinks 
about or fears the future.  And from where this narrator is sitting, this is the best reasoning for the 
current situation. 
*** 
 But the author, much like Zeus with Sisyphus, would not take responsibility for his narrator 
or Anton.  He would say that he came upon anxiety in his life, that he himself does not have a 
fear of releasing potential energy, but that many people do.  The author, therefore, is simply 
utilizing a narrator who is afraid of the likely and unlikely outcomes of his actions in order to 
illustrate a distinctive mindset that exists on this planet earth.  Furthermore, the author might 
mention that there is a chance he is not real either because he might be a character or a narrator 
for someone or something, or for nothingness itself, and that he has no more control over what it 
is he writes than what the narrator or main character happens to do because the ideas come to the 




can take?  Do you really believe I’ll always appear at your beck and call and follow your plans 
just because they’re supposed to be so well constructed?” ] 
 And then all of this reasoning could be explained away by the general fear of chaos: for when 
a mind is attacked by discord, it does its best to put everything back together again in order to 
regain control of as much energy as possible.  No matter how little. 
*** 
 But potential energy cannot be withheld forever.  Nothing operates perfectly, there will 
always be a certain amount of entropy, but we can hope to control some of the sources of that 
force.  Humans are not able to remain happy while frozen in suspended animation; we must 
continue to move, no matter how unpredictable what will happen next can be.  Sooner or later the 
boulder will fall off the cliff, will roll down the mountain.  Sooner or later the shotgun must be 
fired: Chekhov said so. 
 In the name of controlling the latent chaos, however, the narrator has specifically plotted the 
entire forthcoming situation: 
 When the suspended animation ends…Absolute Zero to room temperature in less than a 
second…, Anton will continue to the wall and wrest the shotgun from its case.  He will cock both 
hammers.  He will turn around and say, with gravity, “I will not be controlled any longer.”  Anton 
reaches the shotgun, cocks the hammers, turns…Anton will press the stock of the gun into his 
shoulder and he will aim the shotgun at someone off-camera…presses the stock against his 
shoulder, aims…With anger, but also a hint of despair, after aiming the gun, he will pull the 
triggers…and fires.  there is a cloud of smoke.  when the cloud clears, Anton is revealed to be on 
the ground…There will be an explosion and the narrator will fear his best laid plans were for 
naught (such an instinct cannot be controlled).  But when the narrator sees Anton on the ground, 
he will immediately leap from his chair and run to Anton’s side…a man screams off-camera, then 




the phone back down…Anton will be wounded, but he will be conscious…the man goes to 
Anton’s side, hunches over Anton.  Anton does not move…After calling the paramedics from a 
strategically placed cordless telephone, the narrator will tell Anton that it’s going to be okay…the 
man overtop of Anton is speaking slowly.  Anton does not move…That the narrator knew Anton 
would attempt to use the shotgun at some place in time…he tells Anton he understands his anger 
and impetuosity, but that Anton had to learn…hence the narrator had taken the means to jam the 
gun, to trap the gun…Anton does not move…to befuddle Chekhov himself…he tells Anton that 
life will be better for him after all of this is over.  he will understand everything…Furthermore, 
Anton had to learn the dangers of potential energy…Anton does not move…He never took them 
seriously enough…men in white carrying a gurney and instruments rush into the house.  it is a 
flurry of action.  the instruments barely gain their potential before they fire forth their collected 
energy…He never acted enough like…the men in white work faster, the man from before who 
stands over Anton…the narrator…says he knows that Anton is all right, that everything will be all 
right because he planned the entire situation…But now he has learned the dangers of chaos…the 
men in white redouble their efforts.  one of them asks how this happened…has learned to respect 
entropy…but the man over Anton does not hear the question, he continues to repeat that Anton 
had to learn…has learned the wisdom of the narrator…to plan everything out, to truly understand 
the powers of entropy that are inherent even in something with potential energy…and he will 
now and forever have the scars to remind him…the men in white look despondent…of these 
important lessons…Anton does not move. 
 This is the narrator’s plan; and from where he’s sitting, I can see no flaws in it. 
 Anton does not move. 
*** 
 Below the stars, below the sky, below the mountains, at the lowest possible point, a mythical 




the top, forever working at his futile project.  Atop a mountain that is so inaccessible to Sisyphus 
it might as well be light years away, sits Zeus.  In my lesson about potential energy, at the bottom 
of Mount Tutelage is a village, at the top of the crag is a villager with a boulder.  At the beginning 
of this story was Anton in front of a shotgun with his narrator sitting off-camera, commenting.  
And somewhere in space and time is the author who invented me, your faithful narrator.  I 
imagine all of these levels right here in Knoxville, minutes from the house, in World’s Fair Park: 
there are the stars, there is the real Mount Olympus which Zeus sits on top of, there is the fake 
Mount Olympus (constantly harassed by Sisyphus’ boulders), there is a village at the bottom of 
the mountain, there is a house in that village where a main character is frozen in time before a 
shotgun, there is a narrator wryly reporting on the possibilities of the paused situation, there is an 
author in the basement of the house who’s invented us all.  I trace the path through all of the 
scenarios: Zeus makes Sisyphus proud, but punishes him for his pride; Sisyphus never rebels 
against Zeus because to rebel against his own pride would be to destroy his own nature; one of 
Sisyphus’ boulders rolls down the fake Mount Olympus, killing a woman in the village whose 
husband becomes the sole narrator for a main character named Anton; Anton is forced by his 
narrator to fear potential energy, when he doesn’t actually fear it at all; the narrator forces Anton 
to fear potential energy because he himself fears potential energy; and the narrator fears potential 
energy because it is his nature, since that is how the author made him.  The author might as well 
be Zeus, sitting on the real Mount Olympus, light years away. 
 This rigid system, I realize, has no potential.   
*** 
 No longer anyone else’s narrator, I am now my own narrator and main character.  Perhaps I 
am even my own author.  You will say I am deluded, but you will excuse me if I hold on to my 





 Whisked away from the nondescript house, I transplant myself to World’s Fair Park.  It is 
nighttime.  I stand next to the Sunsphere, and the light of the stars and the moon reflect off of its 
golden prominence.  Looking into the distance, I try to see the mountains to see if Mount 
Olympus and Zeus and Sisyphus are among them. 
 Suddenly, next to me is Jake Butcher, the white-haired mountebank who brought the 1982 
World’s Fair to Knoxville.  His hair glows in the light of the moon.  The ex-banker says: 
 “Do you see that star?” and he points at the sky. 
 “The big one, there?” and I point at the sky also. 
 “Yes,” he says. 
 “Yeah, I see it.  Right there.” 
 Jake shakes his head.  “It’s not a star at all.  It’s a planet.  It’s Mars.  And compared to most 
of the stars in space, it’s not even particularly big.” 
 “But it looks so big,” I say. 
 “To us.  It looks so big to us because of something called Apparent Magnitude.  From where 
we stand it looks huge.  But in the grand scheme of things…it’s not so big.”  He speaks with a 
faraway sound to his voice. 
 Jake and I sit on the ground and continue to look at the stars. 
 “How can we ever tell?” I ask. 
 “Absolute Magnitude.  With Absolute Magnitude, we measure to see how bright the star or 
planet or what have you would be ten parsecs (32.6 light years) away.” 
 “But you can’t see that.  You can’t see Absolute Magnitude.  It’s a 
measurement…theoretical.” 
 “That’s right.  The only stars we can see at Absolute Magnitude are the ones that’re already 




 That’s what the bankrupt financier tells me.  The ex-millionaire.  The ex-con.  Then he shrugs 
his shoulders and we continue to look at the stars or the planets or the sky from where we sit in 
World’s Fair Park. 
 “You know, because of parallax and Apparent Magnitude, the stars are neither where they 
appear to be, nor are they as big as they seem to be,” I say. 





                                       FIRST GEAR 
Man walks into a bar… 
 
SECOND GEAR 
…and maybe you’ve learned this already and maybe you haven’t, dude.  It’s just like learning to 
drive a manual.  A stick shift, bro.  When you’re in first gear—the very first time, chief—it’s a 
little shaky.  Forget about the clutch, you stall the hell out.  Grind some gears, end up ruining the 
transmission.  But dude-man, it’s like this: everything’s all right.  Solid.  You got first gear down 
pat.  Only sooner or later, man, I hate to tell ya…you’re gonna have to pop it into second gear.  
And what’s that gonna be like, bro?  You don’t know yet.  You just don’t.  There you are, dude, 
listening to the engine, watching the road, reminding yourself to hit the break and the clutch so 
you actually stop (which just never made any sense, chief), and, like, how can anyone remember 
so many goddamned things?  Tell me that, dude-man. So when you hit that point when you have 
to shift out of first gear, the first time, life don’t seem to be the happy-go-lucky place it used to be.  
It’s all busted into pieces.. 
THIRD GEAR 
Since Comet Halley is so bright, one might assume that the substance burning therein is also quite 




than coal; indeed, it is one of the darkest substances in the entire universe.  Albedo, after all, is a 
measurement of the light reflected by a substance: 0.00 is absolute black, meaning all light is 
absorbed; while 1.00 is pure white, meaning all light is reflected. 
FOURTH GEAR 
In the bowling alley, Cal lifts his beer and laughs.  The Custodian sitting across from him shrugs 
his shoulders, frowns, then smiles and drinks. 
 Cal leans back in his chair and watches as the solitary bowler rolls another gutter ball with the 
yellow-orange marbled ball.  When Cal reclines, he feels something in his back pocket, 
something he must have forgotten about.  The nuisance turns out to be a plain, blank white 
business envelope.  Looking at the envelope, Cal turns and sees the bowling alley bartender, who 
is also watching the solitary bowler. 
 “Hey, look at this,” says the bartender, and he removes a piece of paper that had been 
covering a freshly painted sign. 
 The sign says: FREE BEER TOMORROW. 
IDLE 
FIRST GEAR 
His hair is dyed blonde, appears red in the sunlight of the doorway which gleams into the murky 
blackness, and ranges in curls around his head.  He’s gone when the door closes and the sun 
shines on him no more, reappearing throughout amidst the smoke and the dim light of the sun 
through blinds, neon, green shaded lamps, and silence.  Artificial silence.  No one moves.  No one 
breathes.  And even the thunk-thunk dissipates and dies before it reverberates.   
 At the door to the backroom, a netherworld beyond, the apparition whispers to one of the two 
sentries on either side holding pool cues like halberds, “The Samoan back there?”  The sentry 
nods reverently.  An envelope from his inside pocket is procured and the apparition is swallowed 




 A pool cue from within shatters against the wall, the apparition re-appears backwards, 
stumbling in reverse pursued by a beast of that netherworld who is an extreme of black and white, 
the white eyes glaring down on him.  The beast swings another cue at the apparition, one of the 
sentries is now empty-handed, and roars with a guttural curse akin to no language and all 
languages.  A supersonic explosion erupts as the silence is slain, and the apparition collapses to 
the floor.  The Samoan shatters another stick and now both sentries are empty-handed, as the new 
cue stick whirls in windmill fashion, and the beast howls: 
 “Why would you try to hustle me?” 
 Before all goes blank the apparition sees a sign on the wall: FREE BEER TOMORROW. 
SECOND GEAR 
And once you’re in the know, then that’s the only place to go.   
 Because, well, dude-man, it’s like this: It’s all about the now, kid.  The moment.  Go as fast as 
you can.  No one remembers yesterday and there ain’t no tomorrow.  Right on?  Right on.  You 
know there’s no tomorrow.  You know it.  I mean, when is tomorrow?  When’s it gonna be 
tomorrow already?  When does tomorrow come?  Was there ever a tomorrow?  Do you have, 
like, fond memories of past tomorrows?  Did you ever wake up in the morning, dude, stretch your 
arms and say, “Ahh, it’s tomorrow?”  No, man.  You never did. 
THIRD GEAR 
Sir Isaac Newton believed that the orbit of a comet was shaped like a hyperbola.  If this were true, 
a comet would begin at a certain point in the galaxy (or the universe, depending on the type of 
comet), travel along an arch very likely with the sun as its vertex, and then it would cease to exist, 
it would extinguish once it had reached the other side.  Hence each and every comet that came 





As Cal and the Custodian walk into the seventy-lane bowling alley, their ears are hit by the 
profound explosion of someone rolling a strike.  When they look at the solitary bowler, it appears 
that he is using two different bowling balls: one black, the other marbled yellow-orange. 
 “I bet you he gutters this one,” says the Custodian. 
 “Why?  He just rolled a strike,” says Cal. 
 “A spare.” 
 “A spare?” 
 “Yeah, look.” 
 On the automatic scoring screen, Cal sees the Custodian’s right: all of the Bowler’s frames 
have consisted of initial gutter balls, then ten-pin spares. 
 “Anytime he rolls the yellow and orange ball he gets a gutter.  Anytime he rolls the black 
ball, a strike,” says the Custodian. 
 “Why doesn’t he just use the black ball, then?” 
 The Custodian shrugs and the two men watch to see if the theory is always true. 
 From the queue, the Bowler lifts the yellow-orange ball and with a few quick strokes, wipes 
the lane grease off with a towel.  He hefts the ball in front of his face, looking down to position 
his feet between the first set of dots on the left side.  Peering over the fiery orb to the boards, the 
Bowler finds his mark, bends forward, pauses: calm, immobile.  With a fluid motion he advances 
into his approach.  With sure steps and form, past the second starting-line (used by children and 
those with jerky sudden approaches), the Bowler gradually rears his arm back—a dance born of 
the dances of old, where steps and timing are necessary. 
 A breath before the foul line he lets loose, following through with his arm, hand stopping on 




 Sliding, not rolling, sliding, the ball slams into the right-hand gutter with an unceremonious 
thump. 
 Cal watches as the marbled yellow-orange ball warbles along the inescapable plastic 
pathway, an inexorable straight line that ends in an anonymous death.  When it reaches the end of 
the ignominious trench, the fiery orb bounds into the netherworld behind the pins, rolling in plain 
view for a moment longer, as if it could return, as if it could travel the lane again and rectify the 
situation.  And then it’s gone. 
THIRD GEAR 
Edmund Halley countered Newton’s argument, predicting that the comet of 1680 would return in 
1758.  When the comet did, indeed, return, astronomers realized that comets follow orbits, instead 
of being long-ranging meteors that burn out after one trip around the sun.  Because of his 
discovery, astronomers named the comet for Halley, perhaps the most famous periodic comet in 
our solar system. 
SECOND GEAR 
Now you’ve got to listen to what I’m saying here, dude-man.  I’m saying you have to, like, watch 
out for the Squares.  Cause they’re gonna try to slow ya down.  Stop you dead in your tracks.  
Just the way it is.  Doesn’t even bother some folks, you know?  They drive along, speedometer no 
higher than the limit.  Even think they’re getting away with something if they go five miles per 
hour over.  It’s sad.  It really, really is, my man. 
FIRST GEAR 
There is dawn, wind, road, and then the car:  a 1977 Mercury Comet, 302 v8, front end black, the 
rest marbled yellow-orange.  A detonation, monstrous, of epic machinery, distortion due to the 
Doppler Effect.  Hunkered down, bent forward, one hand on the gear shift, one on the wheel, the 
driver stares dead ahead.   
 On the horizon is the Sunsphere: gold, globular. 




 Automobiles abound, the Comet zigging and zagging, slow lane, fast lane, turning lane, left 
lanes, the traffic parts and the Driver moves on, pushing harder, faster, never slowing down. The 
other cars are obstacles which influence his pattern, but not his direction. Until the Comet is in 
front of them all.   
 In the rearview, camouflaged amongst the other cars, is a dark blue Crown Victoria.  No 
tricks of automotive genius can get rid of it.  No skilled maneuvers can shake it. 
 An outburst of screeching rubber, and the Comet stops in a bar parking lot.  At the big 
wooden door, he places an envelope from the passenger seat into his inside pocket.  Sweat pours 
down his face.  The Driver straightens his leather jacket, fading away in too much sunlight, solar 
conjunction too strong. 
 The dark blue Crown Vic drives by. 
IDLE 
FIRST GEAR 
Golden light shining from afar, the always running headlights are halogen blue, playing off of 
other cars, trucks, SUVs.  From the radio, reception interlaced with static,…which originate from 
the Oort Cloud, located 50,000AU from earth and the debris is left over from the origin of the 
universe and composed of lumps of rock covered with ice and of varying sizes, from a couple 
miles to several miles wide and they’re rather like dirty snowballs, where no topic can be 
comprehended until the program is taken as a whole. 
 Rounding a corner, the Sunsphere disappears, and the Comet is all by itself. 
 From the parking lot to Universal Trail, Ijams Nature Preserve is full of trees, bugs, cement, 
then mulch and dirt trails, plants, bushes, creeks, a river, green, blue, brown, green-blue-brown, 
the Comet Driver huffs and wheezes, slides, falls, leaves of every type, and then the sand of 
South Cove Trail, sweat, burning, the park is an undersea ruin with insects everywhere, until the 




Trail, leaves and mulch and dirt, leaves and mulch and dirt.  Hacking, breathing, is there no top to 
this hill? 
 At the crest of the hill sits a man wearing sunglasses, cell phone attached to his belt, drinking 
from a thermos.  Not a drop of sweat on him.  Not a drop.  The Driver falls to the ground, seeing 
the sky through the canopy of forest.  A copperhead snake crawls onto the Driver’s chest, hissing, 
eyes locked on his. 
SECOND GEAR 
What I’m trying to tell you here, man, is: damn.  With speed comes freedom.  You’ve got to see 
life from 120 m-p-h.  A new perspective, bro!  A different angle.  Like, spin it like it’s never been 
spun before, dude. 
FIRST GEAR 
Visible from beneath dirt and mulch, some bugs, is an envelope.   
 The Comet Driver looks into the eyes of the snake.  Snakes can hypnotize their prey into 
submission.  The sunglasses man says nothing. 
 The snake hisses at the Driver, who lets his head fall back to look at the cold expanse of 
clouds.  
SECOND GEAR 
Might as well stay in first gear if you’re not gonna feed the speed demon, man. 
THIRD GEAR 
A comet’s tail always points away from the sun because it forms as the ice melts off of the rock 
of the nucleus, and as the gas and dust contained in the nucleus are wrenched loose by solar wind 
radiation.  From this process, a comet can form a thin tail (making it appear to be a streak across 
the sky), a thick tail several miles wide (which perhaps to us would look like a gigantic burning 
spaceship), or multiple tails… 
FOURTH GEAR 
 “I have this nightmare,” says Cal. 




 “Yeah.  Goes like this: first everything will turn white and cold.” 
 “You feel cold.” 
 “Yeah, really cold.  Like arctic.  Antarctic.  Slowly the white void starts to form into 
something: a cinderblock wall, a tile floor, a blockish easy chair.  All of the colors in the dream 
remain washed out.  They don’t stay perfectly white, but they’re always washed out.  Until 
there’s this blank room.  No windows.  No posters on the walls.  No wallpaper.  No carpet on the 
floor.  It’s just this blank room.  Except there’s a guy sitting in the chair facing a door.” 
 “A door?” 
 “Yeah, a door.” 
 “By himself?” 
 “Yeah.” 
 “What’s the guy do?” 
 “Nothing.” 
 “Nothing ever?” 
 “Pretty much nothing.  He just sits there and stares.  Until gradually, he turns his head to me.  
He’s got this vacant look on his face like he ran out of gas.  No energy.  He’s just there.  Sitting.  
He’s got weight, since he’s down in the chair.  And he’s taking up space.  But that’s it.” 
 “Well that dream doesn’t sound so bad.” 
 “But to me it is.  Whenever I’m having the dream…the nightmare, it’s like I’m trapped.  
Usually I can tell when I’m dreaming and if I don’t dig my dream, then I wake myself up.  But 
I’m always locked into this illusion and I feel like one day I won’t ever get out.” 
 “How do you know it’s a dream when you’re in it?” 
 “Nothing like that could ever exist.  The guy’s so inhuman.  His eyeballs are white with no 
irises.  He barely ever moves.” 




 “But that’s not what weirds me out.  It’s just that there’s this guy sitting there, never moving, 
just waiting at the door, and it doesn’t seem to bother him.  He’s accepted this dissipation, he’s 
accepted the cold…” 
 “The cold?” 
 “Yeah, it’s freezing in there.” 
 “Oh, white and cold.” 
 “And stationary.”  Pause.  “When he turns to look at me, finally, I feel like I’ll be locked in 
his stare.  And then I’ll become immobile.  I’ll become him.” 
THIRD GEAR 
On occasion, a comet’s tail will appear to be pointing toward the sun: this is called an anti-tail or 
an anomalous tail.  In reality, the tail only seems to be pointing at the sun.  To form an anti-tail, 
the comet must produce large (“heavy”) dust particles.  If this happens, these particles are left 
along the comet’s orbit, instead of being pushed away from the sun and the comet’s orbit by light 
pressure.  When the comet is rounding the sun, these leftover particles will shine and make the 
tail appear to point toward the sun. 
SECOND GEAR 
You know, man, we’re gonna be the best friends you ever had… 
THIRD GEAR 
The time during which a comet is under observation is called its “apparition.”  For periodic 
comets, comets with more than one appearance, the term “apparition” is often used in conjunction 
with the year of its perihelion passage, such as “the 1986 apparition of Comet Halley.”  The term 
probably is derived from the ghostly appearance of bright naked-eye comets. 
SECOND GEAR 
…but only once you’re going as fast as you can go.  Never straight, always forward. 
FIRST GEAR 
The Comet Driver spots the envelope, as his hand shoots up and grabs the snake behind the head, 




sunglasses man, procured from his inside pocket, who reads the contents.  When his cell phone 
starts ringing, the Driver unclips it, flips it open, then listens to the message, picking up the other 
envelope as he’s on the phone. 
 When he’s done, the sunglasses man says: 
 “You know why I come here?  When I was younger, about high school age, I used to be 
really depressed.  I started thinking that one day I was gonna die and I just couldn’t imagine what 
it would be like to be dead.  It was the scariest thing in the world to me.  Yeah, I know, it sounds 
stupid.  Every teenager goes through that.  But I stopped caring about everything else.  If 
something nice happened, it didn’t matter because I was gonna die.  I didn’t bother to study 
anymore because a dead man can’t use his knowledge to avoid death.  I stopped talking to other 
people because they were all so stupid.  They didn’t realize they were going to die.  They walked 
around as if this was gonna go on forever.  Everything made me sick.  I spent weeks, months in 
my room without doing anything at all, thinking I was about to die, focusing on the netherworld 
beyond.  Finally, I decided that since life was so worthless, I would just throw it all away.  I know 
that sounds like a paradox because I was so afraid of death.  But my fear of death had been 
superceded by my fear of fearing death any longer.  I was too scared to be depressed.  So I came 
up here to kill myself.  Just as I was about to slit my wrists, I looked out at the river.  The 
Tennessee River.  I thought of the flowing blood and the flowing water.  The river stopped me.  It 
just flows.  Flows right out to the sea.  Into oblivion.  One day it’s a flowing river, the next it’s a 
big mass of water.  It doesn’t care that there isn’t any good reason for it to keep doing that.  It just 
does.” 
 The Driver looks out at the river for a few seconds with the sunglasses man.  When he looks 
back, sunglasses man is gone—except for his cell phone and sunglasses.  At the Comet, the 
Driver gets in and starts the engine.  He doesn’t see a dark blue Crown Vic pulling away. 






A whoosh of yellow-orange, and the Comet is outside of a diner.  Two doors slowly glide shut, 
and then the Driver in black leather and denim swings over the counter, hands the manager an 
envelope, answers the phone that starts ringing immediately.  Behind the Driver, disdain, scowls, 
censures, reprimands, raised-voices, yells, screams of reproach.   
 The manager says: “What do I pay you for, you worthless son-of-a-bitch?  Huh?  What do I 
pay you for?”  Waiters, waitresses, customers join—an amalgamation of insults.  The Driver 
remains back-turned on the phone. 
SECOND GEAR 
Then let me tell ya, dude-man, between second and third gear, it really gets intense because you 
wonder what will happen in third and fourth.  It ain’t like first and second.  In first, bro, you were 
a little shaky.  Second, had to get used to wondering when to shift up, and when to shift it on back 
down.  But in third gear, all you do is think about fourth.  Cause you’ll really be going fast then.  
Will you crack up?  Will you die?  Happens to all of us, kid.  You just never know when.  Like 
every second’s gonna be your last, chief.  Only way to do it.  Freedom with speed.  That’s all, 
man. 
THIRD GEAR 
Comet Halley’s aphelion, its most distant point from the sun, is 5.2 billion kilometers, and thus 
beyond the orbit of Neptune. 
FOURTH GEAR 
Cal sits on a bench in World’s Fair Park, just outside of the Knoxville Convention Center.  He 
stares blankly forward.  There is a Custodian lining the trashcans with bags.  The Custodian looks 
over at Cal to see if he’s awake.  Then he points at the Sunsphere. 
 “Isn’t that the ugliest thing you ever saw?” says the Custodian. 





Comet Halley’s perihelion, its closest point to the sun, is 88 million kilometers, and thus less than 
one Astronomical Unit—closer to the sun than earth. 
FOURTH GEAR 
“The Sunsphere,” says the Custodian.  “That big, ugly golden ball in the air.  Held up by 
them sickly green girders.” 
“Nah.  I kinda like it.  It’s unique,” says Cal. 
“Really?  Well, if you say so.” 
“They said the same thing about the Eiffel Tower in 1889.” 
“You know what?” 
“What?” 
“They were right.  It ain’t such hot tuna.” 
THIRD GEAR 
Comet Halley is a fine example of a short-period comet, taking about seventy-six years to 
complete one full orbit around the sun.  It is not, however, representative of comets in general.  
Comet Halley is large, active, and has a well-defined orbit.  Many other comets are small, 
inactive, and travel along eccentric orbits.  Some even appear, much as Sir Isaac Newton 
theorized, to travel along hyperbolic paths, journeying through our solar system but one time.  
Astronomers believe that these comets are intergalactic travelers. 
 As Comet Halley is concerned, its eponymous connection did not witness its return.  Mark 
Twain, who was born under the comet, did. 
FIRST GEAR 
Yells coming to a crescendo, the Driver still with his back turned, manager’s spittle flying over 
the Driver’s shoulder, waiters and waitresses behind the manager, cooks and grease monkeys 
behind the waiters and waitresses, customers behind the grease monkeys, all hollering and roaring 




fluid movement phone slams down, fist slams into manager as feet spin body around.  Silence.  
The delivered envelope floats in the air above the manager.   
 Silence. 
 A thunderclap as the envelope lands on the manager, the Driver flips out a new envelope 
from beneath the counter, vaults over and is out the door. 
 “Get out and don’t ever come back,” says the manager. 
 In reverse, the Comet sucked up by the road heads for the golden light. 
 A dark blue Crown Victoria pulls slowly behind. 
IDLE 
SECOND GEAR 
…but you’re not in control, bro.  The car’s in control.  It shifts when it, like, wants to shift, you 
know?  It thinks for you.  It acts for you.  Dude-man, all you’re doing is turning the wheel.  Sure, 
you had to get over the fear of all those crazy cars on the road—and what’s up with them, man?  
And sure, I hear ya, loud and clear, you’re getting used to how everything works.  Only, chief, it’s 
an automatic, it don’t take that long.  But you know what the worst part is?  When you’re cruising 
down the road in that automatic, my man, you think you’re free.  You ain’t free.  Not because it 
has to be that way, bro.  But because you made it that way.  You could’ve bought a stick shift.  
You could’ve been in control.  You could’ve been king.  Instead you got an automatic ticket to 
Squaresville. 
 Think of those Heaven’s Gate cult-people, man.  They turned all their control, all their 
freedom, over to some old bald guy—loony tunes like you wouldn’t believe, bro.  And look what 
happened to them.  Don’t be like them cats from Heaven’s Gate.  Don’t give up your control and 
your freedom to, like, some guy who’s gonna tell you lies about spaceships and comets.  Do 






Comet Hale-Bopp, a surprisingly bright comet, reached its perihelion on April 1, 1997.   
FOURTH GEAR 
 “So this was after your dad was…” says the Custodian, stopping with gravity. 
 “Yeah,” says Cal. 
 “You didn’t know the guy.” 
 “Nope.  Can’t say that I ever met him in my life.” 
 “And he’d call you up in the middle of the night and just start talking?” 
 “Uh-huh.” 
 “He’d never wait to let you answer?” 
 “It was like he didn’t want any answers.  He wanted to talk.” 
 “What did he talk about?” 
 “He’d talk about cars, mostly.” 
 “Cars.” 
 “But it was more than that.  Or it seemed like more than that.” 
 “Was he drunk?” 
 “He could’ve been.  I really don’t know.  It was like I got a call from someone’s brain and 
their thoughts were flooding through the phone, and instead of doing what most people would’ve 
done and hung up, I listened.” 
 “Oh.” 
 “After awhile, it didn’t seem like I was getting calls from someone else’s brain.  It was like I 
was listening to my own brain.” 
FIRST GEAR 
He leans on the glass of a phone booth, other side of a hill, where the city can’t be seen, phone 
balanced on his shoulder, obviously ignoring the call staring blankly forward saying nothing, 




infinite field of red dirt stirred into whirlwinds, miniature tornadoes threatening nothing at all, sun 
setting, red sky-red dirt fuse together in one vast, carmine presence, ubiquitous, a dimension 
before unknown, the whirlwinds amplify, the whole world sublimating into a scarlet universe 
enveloping the hills, trees, shrubs, foliage, rocks, stones, pebbles, the very dirt itself, until the 
landscape is choked with a sanguine haze shaped like Andromeda, earth becoming Mars, Mars 
becoming Jupiter, the phone booth is torn to pieces and dissolves into the red gas, and the 
whirlwind tornadoes are now a maelstrom that could either lead to a black oblivion or to a place 
that, by logic, should not exist, though belief in its reality is strong, until surrounded by the cerise 
vortex the phone erupts with that off-the-hook-for-too-long racket. 
 The Driver hangs up the phone, which immediately rings.  He answers, listens, stoops and 
retrieves an envelope, leaves the phone booth, walks into the gas station.  Re-emerging, the 
Driver, back in his Comet, speeds down the center of the street, road to himself in the darkness of 
early morning, unless the dark blue Crown Vics were far behind, lights off, invisible to the naked-
eye, quietly delineating his progress. 
THIRD GEAR 
The head of a comet is called its coma.  A coma is a fuzzy haze that surrounds the comet’s true 
nucleus.  All earthly spectators ever see of a comet are its coma and its tail. 
 The shape of the coma can vary from comet to comet; even one comet can have varying 
comae during its apparition.  The shape depends on the comet’s distance from the sun and the 
relative amount of dust and gas production.  For faint comets or bright comets producing little 
dust, the coma is usually round.  Comets, which produce significant quantities of dust, have fan-
shaped or parabolic comae because the released dust particles are of varying sizes.  The larger 
dust gets left along the comet’s orbital path, while smaller particles get pushed away from the sun 
by light pressure.  The smaller the dust, the more directly away from the sun the dust is pushed.  




AU, the coma of a dusty comet often becomes parabolic in shape.  Clearly, for comets with fan-
shaped or parabolic comae, there is no obvious boundary between the coma and the tail. 
IDLE 
FIRST GEAR 
Behind the Comet are three dark blue Crown Victorias.  A short, thin man is hidden underneath 
blankets in the back seat, unknown to the Driver.  Sweat pours down the Driver’s face as he 
approaches a citadel tower on a hill in plain view of the city.  The Crown Vics make a three-point 
formation: a triangle.  With a sudden movement, the Comet lances forward, cuts into a parking 
garage. 
SECOND GEAR 
Like maybe, man, you’re like everyone else and you haven’t driven a stick.  You might wonder 
what it’s like.  What it all means. 
THIRD GEAR 
No matter what size the tail may be, there are two main types: gas tails and dust tails.  Dust tails 
are prominent in comets that travel inside the earth’s orbit, in regions where the warming solar 
radiation more strongly interacts with the ice in the comet’s nucleus, causing much overall coma 
and tail activity. 
FOURTH GEAR 
Cal walks out of the Knoxville Convention Center.  When he reaches his car, he looks at the sky.  
There is a shooting star. 
 “That’s a Comet, right?” says an unfamiliar voice. 
 “Nope.  It’s a meteorite,” says Cal. 
 “I mean the car.  The car you’re leaning against.  That’s a Comet.  A ’77.” 
 “That’s right,” Cal says changing his view to his car. 
 “Great car.  They should have never stopped making them.” 





 “Where’d you get that envelope?” 
 “What envelope?” 
 “The one in your hand.” 
 Cal still holds the envelope he was reading the contents of inside the bowling alley. 
 “Oh.  This envelope…I guess I don’t remember.” 
 “Would you tell me if you remembered?” trying to sound good-natured, spontaneous.   
 But Cal had turned his gaze back to the sky again, tired of the conversation. 
 “Well…” says the short, thin man, “it’s a great car you have there.  Strange paint job, 
though.” 
 “Yeah,” says Cal, trailing off.  Then he snaps his head up and asks: “Hey, who are you?”  But 
when Cal looks back all he sees is a dark blue Crown Victoria driving away. 
THIRD GEAR 
Gas tails are more common and are more difficult to see.  They emit light by fluorescence, in 
which gas atoms discharged from the comet’s nucleus interact with solar wind radiation, re-
transmitting energy received from solar radiation at different wavelengths.  This fluoresced light 
in comets is very blue in color, which is difficult for the human eye to perceive.  Comet 
Hyakutake was an exception, having a readily visible gas tail, and passing 0.01 AU from earth.  
Comet Hale-Bopp, on the other hand, was a very dusty comet. 
SECOND GEAR 
But, like, man, I can’t tell you what it’s like.  You’ve got to find out for yourself, bro.  Maybe 
that’s what it’s all about anyway. 
FIRST GEAR 
Up cement stairs, into hallways of magenta, green, light blue, past men and women dressed in 






That feeling, dude.  Who cares about what it all means.  Maybe you have to, like, make up your 
own meaning, you know bro?  Who cares?  As long as you keep moving.   
FIRST GEAR 
Doctors, nurses, equipment, beds, chairs, wheelchairs, crutches, machines (noisy and silent), a 
mass of anonymous patients, the Driver walks-runs, never knowing if there is pursuit, until he 
comes to a door.  The short, thin man stops several paces behind. 
 The door is a vault door with a wheel, icy cold to the touch. 
 It opens with a clang, the short, thin man with eyes wide open.  From inside a white light and 
a breeze of frigid air waft into the corridor.  Puissant white light.  The Comet Driver is enveloped.  
The whiteness set in contrast to the cheerfully colored walls.  All colors are reflected, replaced by 
the ivory air.  The Driver steps inside.  The short, thin man attempts, but the vault closes. 
 A room, arctic, Antarctic, with cinderblock walls, tile floor, and nothing but a man in a chair 
facing a door.  He stares blankly ahead, turns to see the Driver.  His eyes’ are white, all white, 
and he shakily extends his arms. 
 He says: “My boy.” 
IDLE 
FIRST GEAR 
A man is asleep in the room where the phone rings at six in the morning.  He mumbles in his 
sleep.  You’re free, he says.  You’re in control, he says.  The sleeper rolls over, but doesn’t 
answer the phone.  The room is a bed, dresser, nightstand with alarm clock (green numerals, little 
after six), hardwood floor, no window, paneled walls, closet (door open), black corded telephone 
that stops ringing.   
 Never straight, always forward, he says.  Freedom with speed, he says. 




 The sleeper doesn’t move, then stands up, rubs his eyes, and he’s completely awake.  The 
phone call continues for a long time, then the man tosses the phone behind him, runs a hand 
through his reddish-blonde hair, enters closet, dresses, ambles out of the room.  Everything’s 
quiet for a few seconds until the phone starts making that off-the-hook-for-too-long racket.   
 Outside, the man looks around quizzically, shakes his head, gets into a 1977 Mercury Comet 
painted black and yellow-orange marbled.  Keys are already in the ignition.  The Comet backs out 
of the parking lot, pauses, then streaks down the road, black/yellow-orange, yellow-orange, 
yelloworange: a dot of color on the horizon.  Then it’s gone. 
SECOND GEAR 
…once you get to third, there ain’t no stopping you anymore.  All you want to do is get to fourth.  
That’s where it is, dude.  That’s where it’s at.  Move fast enough, especially if you’re in a sweet 
ride, my man, and the fears and anxieties of the lower gears melt away, right on?  You’re above it 
all.  No one can stop you.  It’s so fast, there ain’t any worries.  Don’t even feel like you’re on the 
same plane with the other gears..   
THIRD GEAR 
Since comets move about the solar system in elongated, often eccentric orbits, they spend the 
majority of their time far away from the sun.  Way out there in outer space, comets are frozen and 
invisible to our best telescopes.  But just because we cannot see them does not mean that they are 
not there. 
FOURTH GEAR 
The marbled yellow-orange ball emerges from the ball return and rolls into the queue right as the 
Custodian sits a beer down in front of Cal. 
 “Doesn’t that bowling thing start today?” says Cal. 
 “You mean the big bowling conference?” says the Custodian. 
 “Yeah.  Doesn’t that start today?” 




 “Oh…Hey, what time is it?” 
 “It’s…” the Custodian looks at his watch.  “Well what do you know?  It is tomorrow.” 
 
IDLE 
FIRST AND THIRD 
Up close the 2003 apparition of Comet Mercury1977 appears to travel in a randomized pattern 
around the city of Knoxville.  At this point there is some question of direction from the telephone 
calls and the letters: the Driver always receives a telephone call, procures a letter, soars to his 
next target, delivers the letter.  Perhaps he is apart of a game, and perhaps he is playing his own 
game.  For whereas his outbursts are bright, his core is dark.  At point blank range the Driver 
appears to be so full of energy that it is draining off of him.   
 But from afar, at the center of his all so eccentric orbit, is the Sunsphere.  And even when he 
has gone beyond the sight of the Sunsphere, it remains his cynosure.  Furthermore, much as there 
are comets that have had their orbits affected by the larger planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, 
Uranus, it may be that Comet Mercury1977 has also been affected by certain locations.   
As for the tail/s of the Comet… 
 They are always there.  Visible.  Invisible.  Dark blue.  Difficult to see with the naked eye.  
The tails are always there. 
SECOND AND FOURTH 
It’s like they’re these two guys, you know?, and they’re talking.  Yak yak yak; yada yada yada.  
And the one guy says: 
 “No, no, no.  It’s unique.  I love having that thing around.  It reminds me that people don’t 
always have to have everything looking the same way.” 
 And then the other guy says: 





 And then the first guy, who is my main man by the way, answers back: 
 “Yeah, but that’s just the way you see it.  To you it’s all ugly and nasty and shit.  But to me, 
it’s cool.” 
 So the second guy says: 
 “You hit the nail on the head, chief.  To you it’s cool; to me it ain’t.” 
 Then my man says: 
 “Yeah, but this is important, dude.  You should dig that thing.  Otherwise, you’re just like the 
rest of ‘em.” 
 Second guy: 
 “Just like the rest of who, bro?  We don’t have to agree, you know?” 
 And then the first guy gets all mad, but then he calms down and says: 
 “Yeah, I guess you’re right.” 
 “Sure.  Don’t worry about it.  You don’t have to prove everything right now.  Today.  Let’s 
get a beer in the Convention Center.” 
 “Why not?” 
 The two men leave World’s Fair Park and walk in the direction of the Convention Center 
which has a bar and, for a short time, a bowling alley.  All in the shadow of a green tower with a 
golden globe atop made in honor of energy and stars.  Many people, when the structure was first 
constructed, thought that it was a type of rocket ship.  To date it has never taken off.  But if it did, 




In West Knoxville, the windows of a house shake from the detonation of the Comet’s engine as it 
glides backwards into the driveway.  The Driver slowly gets out, walks to the front door, lets 




windows, carpet, entertainment center, full of color, warmth, smiles at the archway leads to the 
hall leads to the door, where the Driver walks in and hands the man an envelope. 
 The man in his fifties takes the envelope, tears it open, reads the contents.  The Driver sits 
down tentatively on a couch. 
 When finished, the man says: 
 “It all seems like a dream now.  Like it never really happened.  Whenever I think about it, it’s 
like I’m underwater.  Like the whole thing is going on in slow motion.  Like I’d made it all up.  
We hadn’t spoken in some time.  I was a drinker.  An alcoholic.  He didn’t like to be around me 
when I drank so much.  I turned tough.  Violent.  But that day, it wasn’t my fault.  Least, I don’t 
think it was.  Maybe it was.  It’s all so liquid now.  There’s one thing there’s no question about: 
the Samoan was mad.  Maybe he was a nice guy and I pissed him off.  Maybe he was a jerk and 
he took it out on me. 
 “I don’t know who, but someone took me to Emergency.  They told me later I could’ve died.  
When they called my boy, he thought I was already dead.  But I wasn’t.  Sure, I was in this 
dreamless darkness.  Unconscious.  Soon as I came out, though, I stopped drinking.  Cause the 
only thing I could think about was seeing my boy.  Only he didn’t want to come to the hospital to 
identify my body.  Like I said, he thought I was dead.  After I got out, I figure he was mad.  Mad 
at me.  Mad at himself.  Thought I hated him.  Now I hear he’s coming over tomorrow. 
 “Tomorrow.  What a day that’ll be.” 
 The Driver points at a sign on the wall. 
 “I thought that was going to be the last thing I ever saw.  That crazy sign: FREE BEER 
TOMORROW.” 
 The man in his fifties seems to stare at the television, where the Driver looks and sees the sun 




 In the Comet, the Driver pulls out of the driveway, notices a dark blue Crown Victoria parked 
there.   
SECOND GEAR 
Fourth is the tops, dude-man.  Where it all takes place.  So go on.  Get a move on, bro.  Never 
straight, always forward.  On down the road, through the gears, engine roaring, tachometer 
flexing, speedometer don’t even register that fast.  You’re flying.  Living in the now.  The 
moment… 
THIRD GEAR 
Comet Halley’s last apparition was 1986.  It will reach its aphelion around the year 2024.  It will 
return in 2061 and achieve its perihelion in that same year, or perhaps in 2062, depending on the 
accuracy of its orbit.  But whatever its orbit, it will be back and will continue to reemerge to 
enrapture astronomers, comet watchers, and people who turn their eyes to the sky everywhere. 
FOURTH GEAR 
“You know, me and you should go bowling sometime,” says the Custodian 
“Yeah, that’d be cool.  I’m into bowling all right,” says Cal. 
“How about tomorrow?” 
“Nah, tomorrow’s no good.  Gotta go see my dad.  Haven’t been in a while.” 
“Well what about the next day?” 
Pause. 
“Sure.  Day after tomorrow sounds great.” 
The Bowler is on his very last frame.  His arm is tired, as he has informed his spectators.  It is 
the first ball of the frame, so he hefts the yellow-orange marbled ball.  Cal was just about to read 
the contents of the envelope, but instead he stops to watch.   
“I hope he gets it this time,” whispers Cal. 




With the yellow-orange marbled ball perched atop his fingertips, the Bowler gets into his 
stance, setting himself up as a paragon of tenpin excellence.  Out along the lane, like an 
astronomer finding the pointer stars which signify Polaris, he locates his mark.  And with a 
smooth, graceful motion, he begins his approach, legs gliding in sequence with his arms, which at 
the second set of dots drop down, the right arm then rearing back, and a breath before the foul 
line, the Bowler makes his release, following through with his hand to his face, his right leg 
crossing behind his left.  Throwing what is called a “Brooklyn Curve,” meaning although the 
Bowler is right handed, his hook starts from the left side, rounds to the right side, and returns to 
the left, the yellow-orange ball immediately heads for the right where it rolls perilously on the 
edge of the damnable gutter.  Spinning along the precipice, the orb seems destined—
preordained—to succumb to the fate of its predecessors.  Rotating until the yelloworange form 
one color, the force of the hook exerts enough pressure, building enough friction on the lane, to 
finally grab hold of the greased wood. 
There is a profound explosion. 
For a moment Cal and the Custodian do not jump up in celebration, but stare at the pins and 
the yellow-orange ball.  The pins lay on the lane; the orb rolls around in the netherworld.  But it is 
not a netherworld, really.  It is merely another place along a path.  Then the pins are swept away, 
the ball disappears along its journey through the ball return, and the Custodian, who can wait no 
more, runs up to the Bowler and says: “Hey, nice one.” 
The Bowler says: “Thanks, dude-man.” 
Cal looks down at the piece of paper from the envelope.  The paper, for there is only one 
sheet, is perhaps inconsequential, except for the beginning and the end. 
It begins: “Man walked into a bar…” 





The Physics of the Bottomless Pit 
“Once I am dead, there will be no lack of pious hands to throw 
me over the railing; my grave will be the fathomless air; my 
body will sink endlessly and decay and dissolve in the wind 
generated by the fall, which is infinite.” 
 
               - Jorge Luis Borges 
               “The Library of Babel” 
 
A Deadpan Conversation 
“That’s a deep pit.” 
 “Yes, it is.” 
 “Bottomless.” 
 “So they say.” 
 “It’s been proven.” 
 “They used a rope.” 
 “A rope?” 
 “A long, long rope.” 
 “No bottom?” 
 “None at all.” 
 “How’d it get that way?” 
 “No one knows.” 
 “Just opened up.” 
 “Just opened up?” 
 “Just opened up.” 
 “…” 





Proof of the Existence of Bottomless Pits 
 A man at a desk holding a piece of paper says: 
“To prove that the Knoxville Void is actually a bottomless pit, a team of anthropologists and 
geologists determined where on earth the other side of the hole would be.  With this location set, 
one part of the team lowered a rope ten times as long as the pit could be deep.  Since the other 
team did not receive any of the rope, the Knoxville Void was declared a bottomless pit.” 
Footage of this action is displayed on a small screen to the left of the man. 
Singularity 
 A man fell into a pit today.  Dropped like a stone.  It was the strangest thing… 
 He was walking slowly, randomly through World’s Fair Park.  Because of the sun-glare he 
could only be seen in silhouette.  The shadow, like an optic disk in the atmosphere, played upon 
the world almost imperceptibly.  Then the earth opened beneath it.  His hat floated around above 
the hole for a bit.  But then it fell, too.   
Arguments For and Against 
 Nicholas Copernicus, known for his Heliocentric Theory which proved that the earth was not 
the center of the universe, penned the original draft of what is now called the “Finite Planet, 
Finite Pit” Argument near the end of his life.  Similar to the creation of the Heliocentric Theory, 
other scientists have  since tweaked the treatise; the Copernican version, however, states the main 
idea: that earth is a finite planet, and therefore cannot contain an infinite structure.  If by no other 
means, a pit that opened in the vicinity of the North Pole and continued directly through the crust, 
the mantel, and the core would still find its conclusion in the South Pole and the vacuum of space.  
Although technically it would be without an earthen bottom, the pit would still cease, since the 
entire expanse of space could not be considered part of the pit. 
 Unlike his Heliocentric Theory, Copernicus’ bottomless pit article was not found until years 




amongst various groups of thinkers: Plato’s “No Shadow” Argument (stating that we could not 
see the shadow of a bottomless pit in the allegorical cave); Aristotle’s “It’s Not a Pit Without a 
Bottom” Argument; Saint Thomas Aquinas’ “Aristotelian God” Argument (wherein he agrees 
with Aristotle, but includes the Christian deity and Right Reason to the wording); Descartes’ 
“Solipsistic Pit” Argument (remarking that since he was not falling through an abyss sans bottom, 
bottomless pits must not exist) which he later replaced with his “Good God, No Pit” Argument 
(proclaiming that a good God would not construct such a diabolical thing); Locke’s and Hume’s 
“What Pit?  I Don’t See Any Pit” Argument; Kant’s “Categorical Imperative against Bottomless 
Pits” (elucidating the fact that since a pit could not expect all pits to be bottomless, no pits should 
be bottomless); and finally, Sartre’s “Lack of Responsibility” Argument (quoting, “People 
fabricate bottomless pits in their minds so they need not take responsibility for their actions”). 
 Until the opening of the Knoxville Void, the sole pro bottomless pit argument came from 
Saint Anselm, who deduced that, “Since we can conceive of no pit deeper than one without a 
bottom, then behold, bottomless pits must exist.” 
Observations on the Bottomless Pit 
“Oh, they exist.  You can bet on it.  The government doesn’t want you to think they do, but 
they do.  They’re everywhere.  They can open up at any time in any place.  You’ll never know 
where.  You could be walking down the street and, BOOM!, a bottomless pit opens underneath 
you.  And what are you going to do about it?  A guy I knew put a map together of where all the 
pits will open because somehow he figured the conspiracy out, but the government came and took 
him away.  He…knew too much.  They drove flying cars.  They spoke in no human language.  
They wore all black.  It was freaky, man.  Freaky…” 
*** 
 “Friend a mine fell inna one a them-thar bottomless pits.  He’d been a drinkin’ whisky and I 




around ‘em.  But ‘ol Roscoe didn’t listen, so’s he up and fell in.  Had to winch him out with ma 
truck.” 
*** 
“The Lord God in Heaven could, at any time, decide to cast all of us into the Bottomless Pit, 
and there is nothing we could do about it.  Those who have Fallen, then, deserve their fate 
because it was designed for them by the Almighty; as for us, those who have not Fallen, we 
should get down on our knees and pray to thank the Lord that He has not decided to banish us 
into the Abyss.” 
*** 
“The Bottomless Pits, dude!  They’re the greatest band there ever was!  I remember this one 
concert of theirs in Hotlanta, man, it was the best concert I ever been to.  We were drinking beers 
and doin’ shots and smokin’ a little weed…not too much, man.  Don’t want to get roughed up by 
one a them bouncers.  Those guys are huge…But the Bottomless Pits in Hotlanta, that was the 
most righteous show of all time.  They played ‘The Wind Will Blow’ with that really cool guitar 
solo, and they did a cover of that Alice in Chains song, ‘Down in a Hole,’ and they did that 
creepy, ‘Sink or Swim,’ and ‘Like a Stone,’ and their encore was my favorite song of all time, 
man: ‘Soar Above the Rest.’  I mean what else could you ask for, dude?  Guess they coulda 
played “Ah-Ah-Ahhhh,” but…The Bottomless Pits and getting wasted.  That’s what it’s all 
about.” 
*** 
 “There are no bottomless pits.  Not even the Knoxville Void.  It’s just a big hole.  The whole 
infinite abyss thing is all a hoax.” 
*** 
 “Bottomless pits?  I’ll tell you what a bottomless pit is: WorldRon.  You have any stock in 




somehow it just all disappeared into the void.  And all the money shoveled into the pit, well I’ll 
be damned if it didn’t turn into somebody’s golden parachute.  Like the mucky-mucks convinced 
the schmucks into jumping, but the mucky-mucks had jet packs and laughed as everyone else 
went screaming down, cheated.” 
*** 
 “I have nothing but the deepest sympathy for those who have fallen into that terrible, terrible 
hole.  Theirs is truly a tragic life.  Falling for eternity, oh the horror.  And if you will elect me as 
Mayor of Knoxville, I will do everything in my power to make the lives of the Fallers better, 
more livable.  Hopefully, one day, we will be able to rescue the Fallers from their collective fates; 
hopefully we will be able to close up the abyss and make the future safe for our children.  Indeed, 
I have a stake in this myself; you see, my brother fell into a bottomless pit…” 
Photonsphere 
 The mostly blue light of the television flickers on the man’s face.  He sits immobile, 
occasionally raising the remote to change the station.  The current show tells him that the 
Sunsphere is a tower, 1000 feet tall, consisting of a glowing golden orb and a green shaft.  
Surrounded by static electric blue lightning because it channels energy, the Sunsphere shines day 
and night.  Visitors are equipped with rubber suits to avoid electrocution.  From the acme, 
visitors can view the Knoxville Void.  Of particular interest is the nightly dance around the 
bottomless pit.  Performed by fifty ballet experts dressed in bright white, the dance consists of a 
circle formed nine meters away from the pit.  When the dexterous adepts move, it appears as if 
the hole is spinning and the dancers are remaining perfectly still.   
What to Do in Case 
 It is, of course, best to avoid falling into a bottomless pit.  But since most eschew them, it is 
unknown how anyone falls into one in the first place; and then, since those who do fall into them 




 If you should find yourself descending through a bottomless pit, here is a helpful tip on what 
you should do: 
 Fall. 
 Fall with grace, with clumsiness, with aplomb, without any plums, with agility, awkwardness, 
dramatic gravity, comic ridiculousness, seriously, ironically, sanely, insanely, on the outskirts of 
Sanely, as if this had all happened before (likened to déjà vu), as if none of this has ever 
happened before, with religious zeal, with atheistic cynicism, with style and class, with churlish 
indifference, with purpose, haphazardly, as if you were born to fall, as if you had taken up falling 
as a pastime in old age, as if you were looking forward to falling, as if you always dreaded falling 
(but knew there was no escaping it), like your parents told you to, expressly against your parents’ 
wishes, like a stone, like a brick, like a pillow, like a feather, like a feather pillow, like a penguin 
who thought he could fly, like an eagle who has forgotten how, with intelligence, with stupidity, 
like a dandy, like a tough guy, like Horatio Alger, like Socrates, not like Socrates, the way you 
were taught in school, as you learned away from or in spite of school, with a catfish, with any 
number of aquatic animals (perhaps they will keep you company), in the manner of King Arthur 
and his Knights of the Table Round, as a Shakespearean actor would, as a Samuel Beckett actor 
would, this way, that way, the other way, however you damn well please. 
 Just fall. 
 The direction in which you should fall: Downwards.  Falling upwards is impossible, for 









 “How’s the weather today in your part of the pit?!” 
 “Oh, fine!” 
 “Fine?!  That’s swell.” 
 “Perhaps a bit windy.” 
 “Well, you’ll have that.” 
 “Yes, you will.  How about in yours?” 
 “Oh, fine, I guess.  If you like that sort of weather.” 
 “Yes, it is a subjective experience.” 
 “That it is, that it is.” 
 “So…” 
 “So, indeed.” 
 “What are you doing today?” 
 “Well, I thought I’d plant some begonias and George and I were thinking of seeing a 
movie…” 
 “What movie?” 
 “Oh, maybe Bottomless Pit.” 
 “I didn’t know you were into action movies.” 
 “Well, George is and I’ll watch just about anything…It’s supposed to have a love story in it, 
too.” 
 “Oh…Maud?” 
 “Yes, Gladys.” 
 “Never…never mind.  It was nice talking to you.” 
 “You too, Maud.” 
 “All right.  Goodbye.” 





 “Are you still there?” 
 “…” 
Schwarzchild Radius 
Occasionally, it appears as if there are an infinite number of channels which all show an 
infinite number of shows, but the variations between the shows are infinitesimal.  The movies, the 
reality shows, the sitcoms, the soap operas, the talk shows, the science shows, the dramas, the 
comedies, even the commercials all blend together.  And the man continues to sit in the blue light, 
occasionally raising the remote to add yet another modification of negligible proportions to the 
conglomerate program.  
On the television,  there are images of a botched construction project and this voice over: 
“After the pit was found to be bottomless, the citizens of Knoxville decided that it would be 
best to seal the hole in order to keep people from becoming Fallers.  An argument arose, 
however, in response to the fact that feathers in the bottomless pit are supposed to allow Fallers 
to attain weightlessness and ultimately to fly out of the pit.  It was then determined that a hole 
should remain, although a small one, an ocular escape hatch.  During the construction of the 
cap, however, many construction workers and supplies were accidentally dropped into the pit.  
The project has been put on hold until a better architectural plan can be worked out.” 
Terminal Velocity 
 An object falling through an atmosphere has a terminal velocity: a point where the wind 
resistance upwards is equal to the gravitational pull downwards; once an object attains terminal 
velocity, it can travel no faster unless acted upon by another force.  In a bottomless pit, however, 
terminal velocity does not exist because gravity exerts an exponentially increasing force upon a 
descending object.  The Parallel Universe Theory of Multi-Dimensional Science explains this 




within a finite space, much as Copernicus explained.  Hence the overlap of dimensions containing 
parallel universes within the Knoxville Void makes continuous descent possible.  For whenever 
an object begins to fall into a pit which contains a dimensional overlap, a dimension containing a 
universe exactly parallel to our own, that object will always, no matter the dimension, continue to 
fall through a pit that has dimensional overlaps containing parallel universes.  If the falling object 
were to suddenly appear outside of an abyss, then that object would not have fallen through a 
bottomless pit, nor would it be entering parallel universes, it merely would have descended 
through a deep crevasse with a universal warp inside. 
 As an object descends through a bottomless pit, each time it enters a new dimension, its speed 
is calculated as zero since the object is new to that particular time and space.  Gravity, therefore, 
will begin to push on the object as if it had not been falling at all.  This is similar to dropping a 
baseball off of the Empire State Building, and when the baseball has traveled the length of the 
building, someone catches it and immediately drops it off of another Empire State Building.  The 
difference in the bottomless pit is that the “catching” is theoretical, is simply the entering of the 
object into another dimension.  An object descending through the bottomless pit, then, is 
constantly achieving its maximum potential and kinetic energy states, since at any time it is 
falling as fast as it can, yet it is also in a state of rest compared with the amount of falling it will 
encounter less than a second into the future. 
 This state of maximum potential and kinetic energy coincides with the psychological 
assertion that Fallers experience a constant fluctuation of feelings, ranging from deep depression 
(“I am at my maximum potential”) to high-flying giddiness (“My speed will forever increase 
from here”). 
 Theorists do question whether or not objects descending through abysses, although they do 
not have states of terminal velocity, will catch fire and be torn asunder, like meteorites.  Unlike 




For once an object encroaches upon a critical state, it instantly appears in yet another dimension 
where its friction level is calculated as zero, where there is no danger, there is merely more 
falling. 
New Fallers 
 No one remembers when he or she began falling (those that do are called prevaricators or 
artistes), or how or why he or she fell because of Faller Memory Degeneration (FMD).   
 If you are a Faller, when you first begin your descent into the bottomless pit, you are struck 
with the notion that you should not be cascading through a hole, you should be…But where 
should you be?  You cannot recall.  A legion of facts and fantasies swim around in your 
disoriented brain, but you cannot sort them out; you cannot make sense of them.  You feel as if 
your previous life vanished; or, more accurately, as if it were sucked out by a vortex, a black hole.  
Now you must deal with your predicament, but you have no idea how and no memories of helpful 
situations, similes, metaphors, anecdotes, pieces of traditional wisdom that can assist you.   
 As you fall, you look for the help of veteran Fallers.  You descend faster than most veteran 
Fallers because you have not yet acquired any feathers.  But you find the veterans to be of little 
help anyway because of acute cases of FMD.  When you ask them about Falling, they look at you 
as if you were crazy, they tell extraordinary lies, they weave incomprehensible stories, they 
proffer useless bits of advice,  they ignore you.  Once you understand that veteran intelligence 
lacks salience, you take to watching the veterans.  In their movements, they are instructional.  
Here you discover the importance of feathers and debris, of the constant mood swings, of the 
various societies descending through the pit.  You perhaps decide to become a Stone or a Toiler 
or a Flyer.  Perhaps you don’t decide yet.  It’s early.  You’re falling so fast.  You’re a New Faller.  
There is much to experience, although all experiences are difficult and subjective because of the 
soaring and crushing nature of your emotions.  The combination of depression and giddiness is 




 When you first fell into the pit you did a great deal of screaming.  You followed your 
screaming with periods of absolute silence.  These reactions are normal, since you are in a 
constant state of vertigo where, although you are already falling, you forever believe that you are 
about to fall again.  The veterans in the pit can be expected to either ignore your screaming, or to 
mockingly join in.  Hopefully early on you will meet a person with a mild case of FMD.  These 
rare Fallers remember everything but how they got into the pit and usually have control over their 
emotions; yet they are a somber group, spending much of their days talking to themselves or to 
their pets, wishing they could find a solution to this problem without an answer. 
Accretion Disk 
 After watching television in a windowless room for a certain amount of time, the world falls 
away.  The darkness of the atmosphere is ubiquitous and can only ever be penetrated by the blue.  
There is no universe outside of one’s own.  Experience and knowledge are the same, and both are 
attained through the box which, itself, vanishes; the images then play in the watcher’s brain like 
dreams. 
 With a wry grin, the woman in the box says: 
 “Although the Rope Test proved that the Knoxville Void is bottomless, there is a group 
forming opposing the results.  At this time their numbers are small.  They are expected to march 
on World’s Fair Park to refute the pit’s bottomlessness, citing Copernicus’ ‘Finite Planet, Finite 
Pit’ Argument.”    
The 8:15PM Showing of Bottomless Pit: the Movie 
 On the screen a cage is hanging over the bottomless pit, with a woman inside and a vile 
henchman outside whose hand is on a lever that apparently controls the cage’s trapdoor. 
 “Oh, the Diabolical Villain’s Henchman is going to throw me into the Bottomless Pit!  
Whatever shall I do,” says Cleverly Bra-ed Heroine. 




 “Smack,” says the hand of the Horny Teenager’s Logical Friend.  “Can’t you see it’s all tape 
and padding, smoke and mirrors?” 
 “Damn,” says the Horny Teenager. 
 “Bladow,” says the .50 Desert Eagle, being wielded in one hand by Handsome Hero. 
 “Woh-ooooh.  Ahhhhhh!” says the Vile Henchman, as he falls into the pit. 
 “Cool line,” says Handsome Hero. 
 “My, Hero,” says Cleverly Bra-ed Heroine. 
 “Boo!  Boo!” says the Horny Teenager’s Logical Friend. 
 “Not all people in bottomless pits are henchmen of diabolical villains,” says the Credits of the 
movie. 
 “Aww,” says Horny Teenager.   
The Bottom of the Bottomless Pit 
 If you are a Stone, you fill your pockets with debris so you drop more rapidly.  Owning no 
feathers, you sink even quicker than the New Fallers, descending through cascading communities, 
perhaps making friends, perhaps not, hoarding more and more items, who cares what they are?, 
get all the debris you can, gain all the speed you can, you are a kind, reticent person and for the 
brief period of time you are in a community you help out in small ways, perhaps fixing something 
no one knew was broken until you quietly slip out without saying goodbye to anyone (at least not 
making a big production of it) and they say, well my goodness I don’t think this thing’s worked in 
years, and the only long-term pals you have are other Stones who keep falling with you, but if 
they decide to become Toilers or even Flyers, then you leave them behind, making your own 
small transient community accelerating to light speed (which no one has ever achieved), always 
wishing for the conclusion, the place you will soundlessly and calmly descend to, the place that 
will mark the end of your falling, that expanse of beautiful turf, that soil, that ground, that base 




have to undergo a dropping death leaving behind a descending decaying celeritous corpse, that 
land that lacks anxiety: the bottom.  You wish for the bottom. 
 But there is no bottom.  It’s a bottomless pit. 
Binary Pair 
 Steady breathing and drooping eyes show that he is only half-awake.  Lethargy’s hold 
tightens.  An omnipresent buzzing sound, perhaps from the television, lulls him to sleep, 
absorbing his energy. 
 The blue says: 
 “The Finite Pit March, at first assumed to be a minor movement, is building in intensity.  We 
take you now to our on-the-spot reporter.” 
 A man with a spotty gray beard, backed by a star map says: 
 “The star HDE226868 taught us that the X-ray source Cygnus X-1 was probably a black 
hole.  How did it teach us?  Well, for one, we found HDE226868 orbiting Cygnus X-1.  Since 
HDE226868 is a supergiant star, whatever it was orbiting had to be more massive.  Also, we 
found that Cygnus X-1 was actually pulling material off of its companion star.  It moved, 
therefore, because something much more massive was tugging on it.  That something is what we 
now call a ‘black hole.’ And nothing can escape a black hole, not even electromagnetic 
radiation.” 
 “We seem to be having difficulty connecting to our on-the-spot reporter, instead that was our 
astronomy correspondent speaking about black holes.  When we have a better link, we will bring 
you the news.” 
Speeches Next to the Bottomless Pit 
 “Why’d…why’d you have to go and do it?  Why’d…why’d you leave me behind?  You 
could’ve told me.  You could’ve.  Wasn’t I always there for you?  Wasn’t I?  Huh?  Answer me!  





 “Hey, did someone order this pizza?  Hello?  Hello!  I know someone ordered this pizza.  
There ain’t any other bottomless pits in town.  If you don’t come up and get it right now, I’m 
outta here.  I’m leaving.  Just watch me… Why do I always get stuck with the stupid orders to the 
bottomless pit?” 
*** 
 “What else is there?  I’ve tried everything, haven’t I?  Now it’s just so boring.  A new life.  A 
new chance.  Something…It’s gotta be better, right?  Yeah.  I figure.  But I don’t know.  Who 
does?  Anyone?  We’re all baffled.  We really are.” 
*** 
 “To be, or not to be…” 
*** 
 “If there is an ‘Andrew Farkas’ down there, and I believe there is, he still owes $30,000 on 
his student loans.  If anyone can hear me, please let him know.” 
*** 
 “Nietzsche says you’re supposed to talk back or something.  So…say something.  You don’t 
do anything.  You’re just a hole.  And abyss, that’s just a fancy word for hole.  Don’t go thinking 
you’re all high and mighty, then…Well?  Why don’t you talk?  Say something!  I come here 
everyday, sit on the edge, and talk.  But what do you do?  Nothing.  You can change all that, you 
know?  Tell me why I come here everyday.  Tell me!  I want to know.  You’re not all that 
interesting, you know?  You’re a hole!  How intriguing can that be?  Not very intriguing at all.  
And I don’t care how deep you are…Caves.  Now caves, they’re fun.  Hole, I hate to tell you this, 
but you’re no fun at all.” 
*** 





 “Deep enough for ya?  Har har har har har!” 
Personality Test Question 
I believe bottomless pits exist. 
1. Strongly agree 
2. Agree 
3. No opinion 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly disagree 
 
A Money Making Opportunity 
 Jake Butcher, the bankrupt ex-convict who brought the World’s Fair to Knoxville in 1982, is 
now attempting to become an energy mogul by harnessing the power inherent in the bottomless 
pit.  He says that his plan will help the Knoxville community and the Fallers.  His plan is to create 
Anthroelectric power, which will be similar to hydroelectric power; instead of rushing water 
turning turbines, however, falling human beings will be used to generate electricity.   
 “Anthroelectric power,” says Butcher, “will be the answer to all of our energy problems.  No 
longer will we have to worry about our depleting fossil fuel supplies, about how we will discover 
cold fusion, about destroying the atmosphere with our smokestacks and emissions.” 
 By placing turbines at various points throughout the Knoxville Void, “We can harness this 
natural energy, thus giving meaning to the lives of the folks falling through the pit: they would be 
helping us by falling,” says Butcher. 
 Since Knoxville itself does not currently have an energy problem, the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (TVA) would be able to store and sell the electricity to energy deprived areas, such as 
Los Angeles and New York City, which would in turn bring more money to the State of 
Tennessee.  The TVA and the Sunsphere already power the entire Southeast United States, 




 At this time the plan is still in the structuring phase.  If it goes through, “We may be looking 
at a goldmine; we may be looking at the future of energy,” says Butcher. 
The Crushed State of Matter 
 Barely conscious, buried beneath many pillows, a voice in the cobalt milieu proclaims: 
 “According to unidentified sources, both bottomless pit believers and non-believers are 
packing into World’s Fair Park.  The confrontation, non-violent at first, became a confused panic 
when a lightning bolt emanating from the Sunsphere surged forth because of the collected heat 
energy and crashed among the masses.  Several bystanders have been knocked into the Knoxville 
Void due to the hysteria. If order is not restored soon, it is certain that more will be trampled, 
crushed, and pushed into the abyss.  Unfortunately we have no video to show you of these 
occurrences because we have lost contact with our on-the-spot reporter and we have been unable 
to hail any cameramen.”       
Feathers and Debris 
 “You know what I’m gonna do?” 
 “What?” 
 “I’m gonna get all the feathers I can find and fly the hell outta here.” 
 “Really?” 
 “Will you take us with you?” 
 “Don’t forget the little guys, right on?” 
 “I won’t forget you guys.  You’re the best friends a guy could have.” 
 “That’s right, man.  But how you gonna get the feathers? Some people take forever finding a 
couple.”  
 “Don’t worry about it, man.  I got it all figured out.” 




 “All right: birds.  For some reason it seems birds fall like we do.  So I’m gonna catch the 
birds and take their feathers.” 
 “Birds?  Who’s ever seen any birds at all, man?  Ain’t no birds.” 
 “Ain’t no birds.” 
 “I told you, don’t worry about it.  I’ve seen birds.” 
 “Oh, you’re crazy, man.” 
 “Fine, I’m crazy.  What’re you guys gonna do?” 
 “I’m goin’ for the debris, man.  Birds.  Ain’t no birds.  I’m gonna gain all the weight I can 
and fill my pockets with all the junk I can find.  I’m gonna head on out in search of the Zone man.  
The Bottom.  That’s what I’m gonna do.” 
 “That’s cool, dude.” 
 “Ladies like Flyers more, man.” 
 “Not true!  I think the Stones are cool.” 
 “Yeah, me too.” 
 “Really doesn’t matter to me.  Figure we’re all Toilers until one of us picks up speed or soars 
the hell outta here.” 
 “You know what, babe?” 
 “What?” 
 “You’re right.  How you get so smart?” 
 “I don’t know.  Maybe I don’t think about feathers and debris so much.  Maybe more than 
everyone else.” 
 “Lady, I don’t care what you say, it’s all about the birds.” 
 “Man, you’re high.” 
 “That could be.  But when I soar above all of you, you’ll know where it’s at.” 




 “Gotta live your dream, dude.” 
 “Whatever.  When you’re flyin’ around up top, I’ll be chillin’ on  the bottom.  No worries.  
No problems.  No bottomless pits.” 
 “Ain’t no bottom, man.  And there ain’t no birds.” 
 “Stop nay-sayin’ us.  We’re just talkin’ here.” 
 “Yeah, I hear ya.” 
 “What the hell was that?!” 
 “Looked like an Arthurian knight falling through the bottomless pit with a catfish.” 
 “Not something you see everyday, huh?” 
 “Maybe it keeps him company.” 
The Opening of the Bottomless Pit 
 Theoretic entities until recently, bottomless pits open in opposition to sources of infinite 
energy.  The Knoxville Void, therefore, counters the Sunsphere: a monolith of power which 
surges with energy day and night, giving the city of Knoxville an eerie golden glow.  Such a mass 
of positivity was bound to attract a puissant negativistic converse sooner or later.  One of Jake 
Butcher’s reasons for wanting to construct turbines to harness Anthroelectric power from the 
Hominefall in the abyss is to “turn the negative into a positive.”  This solution is problematic, 
however, because if both the Sunsphere and the Void were positive, they might either erupt into a 
magnetic explosion, opposing each other like the similar ends of magnets; or they might generate 
an anti-matter field that could transmogrify into a black hole, tearing the entire earth to pieces. 
 Currently it is believed that the Sunsphere and the Void are in a state of balance, with the 
overabundance of energy from the gigantic gold and green tower no longer threatening local 
inhabitants (previously people had been electrocuted, some even killed by the stored static 
electricity).  The bottomless pit’s rapid emergence, although startling to the citizens of Knoxville, 




asked about the event, witnesses were unanimously unable to comment.  All anyone could say 
was, “That’s a deep pit.” 
Event Horizon 
 We still do not have direct contact with World’s Fair Park in Knoxville.  We have received 
conflicting reports from dubious anonymous sources.  Speculation.  The Finite Pit March 
demands to know where the information comes from.  How lowering a rope into a pit proves it’s 
bottomless.  How we know people are falling through it.  How we know anything about it.  A hole 
in the ground.  Theories.  Theorists theorize.  Actual evidence is necessary.  Necessity is the 
defense of the believers.  It must be bottomless.  The Finite Pit March is swelling.  It wants to 
know.  Swelling.  It wants to know.  There is no direct information.  The events are unknown.    
Death in the Bottomless Pit 
 Fallers, although their bodies appear to follow different rules because of the manifold 
universes and dimensions they descend through, do die.  The most frequent causes of death are 
asphyxiation, coronary, starvation, cancer, sexually transmitted disease, suicide.  Asphyxiation 
occurs usually in New Fallers and aged veteran Fallers; for New and veteran Fallers alike, 
though, the reason for asphyxiation is the same: panic.  The New Faller, believing he or she is 
going to hit a surface sooner or later, enters a hysterical state, either forgetting to breathe or 
hyperventilating, and then perishes; the veteran Faller forgets that he or she is falling, and 
undergoes the same process as the frightened New Faller.  Coronary often accompanies 
asphyxiation for veteran Fallers.  Cancer and sexually transmitted disease come about in the same 
way as they do to those on the surface.  Starvation is rampant in the bottomless pit because there 
is little to eat.  There are also murders and accidents.  Strangely, there are no murders for food.  
Many of those who die of starvation have decided to expire thusly, assuming their lives are futile.  




 Because many people fall at similar rates of speed, and since corpses also continue to fall, 
Fallers are often surrounded by carcasses of lost family members, friends, acquaintances, and 
even enemies.  Some purposefully gather feathers or debris to escape these harsh mementos, 
while others remain among the dead; amid those who linger with the dead, there are those who 
pretend there are no cadavers about them, while others lounge betwixt the dead as if they were 
normal houseguests.  With those that pretend, there are those that build structures around 
themselves to block out the carcasses and those that enter an eternal state of denial. 
 The most oft-cited example of approaching death for land-dwellers consists of walking down 
a long, dark tunnel, and seeing a faint light which grows in intensity.  Not so for the Fallers.  
Imminent death in the bottomless pit is marked by an expanding, wide-open field full of light 
where you can traverse in any direction; or, if you please, you may remain still. Movement in the 
abyss is compulsory.  In the field, you can survey the landscape, languishing amongst the 
stationary scenery (which remains motionless except for the occasional calm breeze), without 
stirring.    
A Saccharine Love Affair 
 “So, did your son get the job?” 
 “What?!” 
 “Did your son get the job!” 
 “You don’t have to yell.” 
 “Oh, sorry.” 
 “And no, I’m afraid he didn’t.” 
 “Why not?” 
 “Unfortunately he ‘Strongly Agreed’ that bottomless pits exist.” 





 “If he ever wants to get a job he’ll have to!” 
 “I guess…” 
 “Listen, Mary, I didn’t ask you here to talk about my son and bottomless pits.” 
 “Oh.” 
 “I have something to tell you.” 
 “Oh-oh, Kyle.” 
 “Yes, Mary.  I love you.” 
 “Oh, Kyle.” 
 “I know the world is a difficult place and I know we’re falling through a bottomless pit, but I 
love you.  I love you, I love you, I love you.  I don’t care who knows or who hears, even though 
it’s pretty tough to hear sometimes in the bottomless pit.” 
 “Yes, it certainly can…” 
 “Do you think you could ever love me, Mary?  Even though we’re falling through a 
bottomless pit?” 
 “Kyle…” 
 “Yes, my love?” 
 “I…I love you, too.  I was afraid to say so before because it all seems so futile, what with the 
falling and the corpses and the heart attacks and the asphyxiation, but, Kyle, I love you.” 
 “Oh, I’m so happy.  I’d shout for joy, if the echoes didn’t last so long.” 
 “Oh-oh, Kyle, I’m so happy, too.” 
 “We’re in love.” 
 “The greatest kind of love.” 
 “A joyous kind of love.” 






 Awake.  The buzzing noise, the pillows, the blue are still present.  Continuing to maunder, the 
shows crystallize for now into the news.  Every station carries the same program.  The television 
personality, while shuffling papers, says: 
 “The Finite Pit March, again according to dubious anonymous sources, has proclaimed that 
the bottomless pit is a hoax, that the scientific articles about the pit are shams, that the films 
about the abyss are purely fictional, that the television shows are likewise, that the bands 
supposedly slated to play at Songs Sung from the Edge of a Cliff have not been contacted because 
there is no concert, and that the reason there is no actual news coverage of the conflict at 
World’s Fair Park is because there is no one in the park.  It is empty.  When we have more 
information on this enticing story, we will bring it to you.  We now return you to your regularly 
scheduled programming.” 
 The man in front of the television holds his remote aloft, but does not change the station. 
Songs Sung from the Edge of a Cliff 
 To help fund bottomless pit research, a concert will be held at the Tennessee Amphitheater in 
World’s Fair Park.  The songs featured in the concert will be those from Songs Sung from the 
Edge of a Cliff.  The title of this compilation album emanates from the following: any song with, 
“Wohh-oh-oh” or “Oh-oh-oh” in it is sung by a person about to fall off of a cliff, and any song 
that contains a section of sustained screaming is by someone falling from a cliff.  For instance, 
“Jamie’s Crying” by Van Halen, since it contains the lyrics, “Wohh-oh-oh, Jamie’s crying,” is 
sung by someone about to fall off of a cliff; whereas “Immigrant Song” by Led Zeppelin is very 
obviously by someone who has already fallen.  The line-up for the evening includes many bands, 
most notably Knoxville’s own The Bottomless Pits, who have both screaming and “Oh-oh’s” in 




 The highlight of the show, however, will be Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band 
performing their hit, “I’m on Fire,” which contains Bruce about to fall off of a cliff right as he 
bursts into flames.  One can only assume that after bursting into flames, he then falls from the 
cliff. 
His Pal, Sparky 
 “Sparky?” 
 “Woof.” 
 “Sparky, you’re my only pal, my best pal.  Yes you are; yes you are.” 
 “Woof-woof.” 
 “So I gotta tell ya, Sparky: I want to get to the bottom of things.  Right to the bottom.  Down 
here, we’ve learned that phrase means a lot more than we thought it did, didn’t we Sparky?” 
 “Woof.  Woof.” 
 “I know, Sparky.  But now that we’re here, now that we’ve been falling for a while and we’ve 
learned all kinds of things about falling, I want to get to the bottom of things.  You learn so much 
down here in the abyss…Did I tell you where I heard that, Sparky?” 
 “Woof?” 
 “Abyss, did I tell you where I heard that?  That one day where you were tired out and I took 
myself to the movies.  Saw Looking into the Abyss.  It wasn’t so bad, Sparky.  Naw, it wasn’t.  
Not too bad at all.  Kind of slow, not too much happening, just a bunch of people standing around 
a hole saying, ‘That’s a big hole,’ or something like that, and then they all jump in at the end.” 
 “Woof!  Woof!” 
 “Don’t worry, Sparky, they’re just like us.  They didn’t get hurt or nothing, they just became 





 “Thing is, Sparky, I don’t know why they jumped into the pit…oh, that brings me back to 
what I was saying originally: they called it the bottomless pit, and the pit, and the hole, but they 
also called it the abyss.  I ain’t never heard that one before, Sparky.  Have you?  Have ya, boy?” 
 “Woof-woof.  Woof.” 
 “Ya have?  I knew you were a smart dog, but here you’re a genius.” 
 “Woof!” 
 “The smartest dog in the whole wide abyss…But that’s what I want to do, Sparky.  I want to 
get to the bottom of things.  I don’t know why them people in that movie, I don’t know why they 
jumped in at the end.  There’s so much I don’t know, Sparky.  So much.” 
 “Woof!  Woof.” 
 “Now you don’t have to go agreeing with me so quick, Sparky.” 
 “Woof!  Woof!  Woof!” 
 “Oh, I know.  I was just kiddin’…But Sparky, there are so many things I don’t know, some 
things I do know, but the one thing I really want to know is this here bottomless pit.  I want to 
know what it is.  I want to know why it is.  I want to know why we’re falling through it and why 
those people in the movie jumped in and I want to get to the bottom of things, Sparky.” 
 “…” 
 “Yes, Sparky, go to sleep now.  Let ol’ Jay figure it all out.  And then when you wake up, I’ll 
have put it all together.  I’ll know why they jumped into the hole.  I’ll have all the answers.  And 
then I’ll tell you, Sparky, and you’ll know, too.” 
 “…” 






 “And then [yawn], even though we’re in the bottomless pit, [yawn] in the abyss, we’ll have 
gotten to the bottom of things, Sparky.  Yes, yes we will.” 
Stationary Limit 
 Remote still held aloft, eyes transfixed on the television, the buzzing noise in the background 
louder, so he turns up the volume in time for the news to return.  The man behind the desk says: 
 “Knowing that the television stations do not have contact with World’s Fair Park, the Finite 
Pit March has sent us a videotape and a written message.  The message says that the tape will 
prove that the pit is not bottomless.  The recording shows—PAUSE—me broadcasting the news.  I 
say that there is no bottomless pit, that it was all a publicity stunt to launch an already recorded 
season of television programming and films; that the newscasts concerning the bottomless pit are 
intended to raise ratings; the scientific articles were written by quacksalvers and researchers 
desperate for money; the guidebook explaining life inside the bottomless pit and the 
psychological profiles of those inside of the bottomless pit are also hoaxes.  I say all of this. 
 “And then I play a clip from World’s Fair Park.  But the clip, strangely, does not coincide 
with the Finite Pit March’s former claims: it shows a park slowly filling with people.  In the 
background the Sunsphere stands channeling energy.  All of the people hold hands and walk 
forward, but they appear not to notice each other.  They act as if they were all alone.  They form 
a circle next to the Sunsphere.  And in the circle the ground begins to dissolve, until an abyss 
opens.  It grows larger and larger, as it swallows the participants.  Many attempt to flee.  But 
none escape. 
 “Dear viewers, I do not remember making this broadcast.  In fact, I remember so little.  It’s 
as if my mind was eroding away…” 
Life in the Bottomless Pit 
 Falling through the bottomless pit, you become accustomed to the life you lead there, to the 




can be oddly harmonic, like a lullaby sung seriously by a comically tone-deaf vocalist.  You 
speak loud when you have to speak.  When you are with one of your friends, you sit very close 
and talk directly into his or her ear. 
 You spend a lot of time by yourself. 
 Perhaps at one time you were filled with ideas of escape.  Perhaps you still are.  The young 
always are filled with ideas of escape.  It’s normal.  If you’re not young, your dreams of escape 
are still normal because they hearken to your younger years.  Everything is normal.  Even dreams 
of life on the top, although you understand you do not remember what it was like there.  Perhaps 
you have no interest in escape at all.  Perhaps. 
 You are in a community of Fallers.  You may be new to the community.  You might be its 
oldest member.  When New Fallers join, they believe they are on the fringe, and they speak in 
conspiratorial tones amongst themselves as if preparing for a prison break.  The veteran Fallers, 
with their bad memories, assume the new members have always been there and have always acted 
so strangely.  In this way, everyone is accepted in the bottomless pit and everyone is an outcast; 
everyone is a part of the community and everyone is on the fringe. 
 You are a Flyer. 
 You are a Stone. 
 You are a Toiler. 
 You are and have been and will be all of these.  Perhaps you have pockets full of feathers; 
you have pockets full of debris; your pockets are empty; some of your pockets are empty, some 
full of feathers, some of debris.  And some pockets are only half-filled, but with both debris and 
feathers. 
 People are surrounded by garbage and corpses.  From falling debris they build houses, where 




operate through falling days, and when night falls they try to pretend that they aren’t surrounded 
by garbage and corpses.  That they aren’t falling. 
 Perhaps you explain to your friends what it is like for you.  You tell them its as if you’re 
walking down a hallway.  A long, thin hallway with doors on the far ends.  You walk down the 
hallway.  You open the door.  You hope something magnificent is on the other side.  Then it’s 
another hallway, exactly like the one before.  You continue.  Walk.  Open.  Hope.  Look.  All the 
hallways are the same.  But each time you open the door, you hope it will be different.  It never 
is.  So you sit down in the middle of a hallway and refuse to continue.  Yet the floor is a conveyor 
belt.  The doors are automated.  Against your will you go on.  You don’t see the hallways.  You 
don’t feel the doors.  You don’t look down the new corridors with hope. 
 Your friend, named Roscoe or Rhonda (you have trouble remembering who you’re talking 
to), cheers you up by saying, “Deep enough for ya?  Har har har.”  The giddiness returns.  You 
will reach the top.  You will get to the bottom.  You will attain light speed.  You will be the first 
person ever to attain light speed.  At light speed you will expand to infinite mass.  By expanding 
you will absorb everyone in the bottomless pit.  By absorbing everyone in the bottomless pit, you 
will become everyone.  The Everyman.  Everywoman.  Everybeing.  At light speed you will crush 
the fears and anxieties of the Fallers.  You will be a star that was sucked into a black hole, but 
turned the black hole inside out and back into a star.  You will be the cure for the incurable 
disease.  You are the last best hope.  At light speed. 
 Perhaps this feeling continues for hours.  Days.  Maybe only minutes.  Before you descend 
back into your normal mood, if you have one.  Perhaps Roscoe or Rhonda has to go.  You are 
alone again.  You cannot feel yourself fall.  You want to feel it.  You think of the top.  You 
cannot remember it.  You think of the bottom.  You do not believe in it.  Right now you are a 
Toiler.  At night.  By yourself.  You see no way out of your predicament, even though there 




being a Toiler.  You accept your helplessness.  You sit on the cascading floor of your house, in 
the middle of the floor at some time of the night, having been alone for who knows how long 
(were you always alone?), and you accept it all.  No solutions.  No dreams.  Just you on the floor. 
 For now. 
 Tomorrow there will be feathers.  There will be debris.  There will be the top.  There will be 
the bottom.  There will be the point, the incomprehensible point right before you attain light 
speed, where you will solve every Faller problem.  And perhaps you will find all of these things 
tomorrow.  Perhaps. 
Ten Ways to Know You Are Falling through a Bottomless Pit 
1. You fail to be impressed by the Grand Canyon. 
2. People always say, “How are you…except for the whole ‘falling through a bottomless pit’ 
thing?” 
3. Your favorite band has “Wo-oh’s” and screaming in all of its songs. 
4. Heavy objects levitate next to you. 
5. You see the same people about all the time, until you load your pockets with bird shot. 
6. Your number one greeting is: “What?!” 
7. Wearing hats is just about impossible. 
8. You feel as if you went skydiving sometime long ago, but something went terribly wrong. 
9. You have been to many parallel universes and have visited several different dimensions, but 
you don’t remember any of them. 
10. It is very, very windy all the time. 
 
Gravity Well 
 Completely aware, wide awake, the man in the blue atmosphere watches as his television 
reception freezes in place.  And then the horizontal hold on the screen is lost.  The picture flips 
ceaselessly.  On the tube, the shocked and disheveled newsman, who was reaching out as if for 
assistance from his invisible audience, remains in the symbolic stance of one asking for alms 
forever.  The picture flips ceaselessly.  Or, perhaps more appropriately, it falls.  With each 
passing moment, the man hopes it will stop.  But it does not.  He holds his remote aloft, 




if it will descend to the floor, or if it will hover next to him defying all the gravitational laws, all 
of the universal laws he has ever known.  
The Top of the Bottomless Pit 
 If you are a Flyer, you fill your pockets with feathers.  Your descent slows.  Old and New 
Fallers shoot past you.  Your community, if you were in one, drops away.  You are on your own.  
Solo.  You wonder if it was a good idea.  Filling your pockets with feathers.  Your fall slows so 
much.  You feel as if you are truly suspended in air.  You have forgotten your descent before.  
But the wind.  The sound of the wind was always present.  For the first time it is gone.  The 
silence is deafening. 
 You observe your surroundings.  You look around as if  someone has pressed PAUSE on your 
life.  When you find you are still mobile, you are hit with a giddiness you never experienced in 
your descending mood swings.  You run back and forth.  You collect more feathers.  A gaping 
abyss is beneath you.  You are stronger than the abyss.  Gradually, you begin to ascend.  First it is 
like walking up stairs.  Then like running up a hill.  Like bounding off a trampoline.  Like an 
express elevator.  Like a rocket.  The speed is intense.  But it is a calm intensity.  You are 
confident.  You will make it to the top. 
 As you mount higher, the pit gets lighter.  Full of light.  Fallers gape at you.  Ignore you.  
Some try to grab hold, pull you down with them.  Some attempt to ride your coattails.  Some 
attempt to stop you with their eyes.  Theirs words.  You outlast them all.  You leave them all 
behind. 
 You soar above the rest.  Above the Fallers.  Until you’re above the bottomless pit. 
 And when you’re there, you see— 
 Do you wonder?  Do you dream? 





Another Deadpan Conversation 
“Why’d we jump?” 
 “I don’t know.” 
 “Pretty bad idea, huh?” 
 “Yeah.  Yeah it was.” 




 “Nothing else to do.” 
 “True.” 
 “This is a deep pit.” 
 “Yeah.” 
 “You can say that again.” 










































Everything Under the Sunsphere 
The roads in Knoxville never end, the names just change. 
 It was the Summer of the Phlogistonites.  That gang of arsonists who burned up the town.  
Scared the hell out of everyone.  I was waiting at the intersection of Broadway/Henley and 
Western/Summit Hill looking at the Sunsphere when I first saw her.  The Sunsphere is 
dilapidated.  Some of the panels in the golf ball top have fallen out.  They might still be on the 
ground, skidding through the park. She stood in the shade of a lone magnolia tree.  Her hair was 
short and black.  Black, the color of her clothes.  Even in the intense heat (about 100˚), she looked 
cool.  Chilled.  As if she had her own refrigeration unit that controlled her bodily and atmospheric 
temperature.  A quick glance at the lights, and then…But she was gone. 
 At the Sunsphere, which I visited everyday, I walked down by the dried out fountain trying to 
imagine what it’s like when it’s filled.  I’d never seen it filled.  The few stagnant puddles inside 
somehow made the weather seem even hotter.  I wipe away the perspiration with a pocket 
handkerchief I always carry.  In summer, it’s never cool enough for me.  The sweat seethes forth 
in continuous rivulets, draining down my head, behind my ears, over my face.  Soon the 
handkerchief is soaked through and I squeegee it off with my hands.  A losing battle.  I’ll end up 
drenched no matter. 
 An out-of-body, out-of-time experience: me leaping into the fountain, plunging into the cool, 
clear water, saved from the sweat and the sun; never again assaulted by either of those caloric 
forces. 
 My apartment was no escape.  It lacked air conditioning.  And I lacked the funds to run air 
conditioning.  So the sun bakes my mind and its faculties boil over.  This is a common story for 
me.  There is a way to battle the torrid world, a way to understand it.  But somehow, I’m on the 
outside.  Even when the answer appears so simple, obvious: get a job that affords air 




 I blame the heat.  And my sweating. 
 Often I visit cooled places.  But since I don’t live in them…well, you can only stay 
somewhere that isn’t yours for so long.  My territory is the outdoors.  I would sweat at my place 
just as much; might as well go where there’s something to look at.  The Sunsphere is across from 
my apartment.  So I’m here everyday.  Even then. 
 A ritual I have: when I get to the Sunsphere, I press the button that should summon the 
elevator. 
 But it doesn’t work.  Much as some of the golden panels are missing, much as the green paint 
on the shaft of the tower is flaking away.  Nothing is in there anyhow.  No one can get to the top.  
It’s just a derelict reminder of the past.  I pressed the button, no matter.  I press the button and 
wait for the elevator to come down and get me, take me to the top where it will be air conditioned 
and I will understand everything. 
 While I wait, I look at the dried up fountain.  I might wait forever.  Until the sun boils all the 
sense out of me.  My end will be in a stagnant pool of myself. 
 In a shadow, in the distance, I saw that girl with the black hair, sitting on a bench. 
 “I just can’t take this heat,” I told her, sitting down. 
 “Why don’t you go back to your place and sit in the air conditioning?” she said. 
 “I don’t have air conditioning.” 
 “This is the South. Everyone has air conditioning.” From up close I could see she wore white 
lipstick. 
 “I don’t,” I said. 
 She turned and looked at me.  Her eyes were probably sympathetic behind her sunglasses. 
 “What’s your name?” I said. 
 “Sophia White.  But my friends call me Stiria.” 




 “‘Icicle,’ in Latin.  What’s your name?” 
 “Gene,” I said, and shrugged my shoulders like I always do. 
 “Eugene?  ‘Well born’?” 
 “Nope.  Just Gene.  ‘Born’” 
 “Why don’t you come back to my place, Gene?  I have air conditioning.” 
 “Cool,” I said. 
 “Absolutely,” said Stiria. 
*** 
 Then:  
 It was night.  You could feel the fear in the air.  The sheets stuck to me in the dense humidity.  
The temperature didn’t drop at all from day to evening.  All I could think about was people who 
didn’t perspire.  They wore sunglasses.  Somehow they tapped into an ethereal icy source, 
unknown to me.  It pervaded their entire existence.  They would never sweat.  No matter how hot 
it was.  I see them and ask what I have to do.  But they ignore me.  I want to be like them.  
They’re sleek.  Suave.  Knowing. 
 They’re cool. 
 I turned on the radio.  After the song, “The Heat is On,” ends (a DJ’s inspired joke), I heard: 
 It has been over 100˚ for an entire month now, in a crazy radio voice.  I shut it off. 
 Unhelpful: the fact that during the heat wave, there was a group of arsonists at work.  The 
first building to go was an apartment complex on Highland/Bridge.  Only a couple blocks from 
my place.  The heat from the sun and from the potential fire invaded my dreams.  I would see the 
cool people with their sunglasses outside of my window.  And my building’s on fire.  
Disinterested, they watch.  Right in front of me is an escape route: a staircase.  But I’ve forgotten 





 Stiria and I would watch old reruns in her loft apartment in the Sterchi Building (a palace 
compared to my place) on State Street (one of the few roads whose name stays the same).  We 
talked very little.  She sat on the couch, still wearing her sunglasses, and I lay with my head in her 
lap.  Neither of us ever got too warm.  Maybe because she had the AC turned down to 65 for me.  
Maybe she was naturally hypothermic.  For me, she was perfect. 
 In the chilled loft, I would slip in and out of consciousness.  I am awake long enough to see 
an old episode of The Dukes of Hazard.  One where Beau and Luke are absent, replaced by men 
who resemble them, but who aren’t. 
 “When I was a kid I felt cheated when Beau and Luke disappeared and these guys took over,” 
I said. 
 Stiria didn’t respond.  She petted my head, as if trying to calm my overcooked mind.  At the 
end of the episode, I realized that since I’d been in the South, I’d never met anyone named 
Beauregard.  For some reason that bothered me. 
*** 
 Images of heat from that Summer: a man jogging down Forest Park/Forest Hills.  He was a 
marathon runner.  Suddenly he falls over.  He ran everyday.  He knew what he was doing.  But 
his body temperature was 114˚ when they found him sprawled on the ground.   
 A car driving along Kingston/Cumberland/Main dings another.  The two drivers get out.  
Without speaking, they fall into a fist fight.  When another driver tries to stop the fist fight, he is 
beaten almost to death.  The police use rubber bullets to stop the two men. 
 There is sun-poisoning.  Heat sickness.  Heat delirium.  The inflamed, demented, diseased 
city runs wild.  Careens down streets whose names change so often they have no names at all.  
Afterwards, people say, “It was so hot.  So hot.”  And as atoms are enervated into chaos, people 




burning buildings.  So many buildings no one ever knew which was next.  Everyone positive it 
would be theirs.   
 A man on the news says: 
 You know it’s hot.  You try not to think about it.  You don’t bring enough water.  You’re not 
wearing sunblock.  The water boils out of you in streams you find to be annoying.  You can feel 
how hot it is.  But you don’t think about your body temperature.  You assume it will always stay 
the same.  You don’t think about how you’re slowly dehydrating.  You don’t realize that you’re 
slowly being cooked.  And then it happens.  Stick a fork in you.  You’re done. 
*** 
 A video shows Phlogistonite leader Paula Reddenbach (aka Paula the Pyro) speaking to her 
fire cult.   
 She screams and stalks about, her fiery red hair a mop soaked in sweat, her whole body 
soaked in sweat, she is covered with brown freckles, together a million, a billion fires blazing on 
her skin, firing her torrid purpose and she dances around the fire with the rest of her cult who are 
also covered in sweat, pressed together, generating more and more heat, the bodies sticking 
together, everyone chanting to the fire god or about fire or some scorched something that would 
inflame the world, a world half-naked, writhing, pulsating in the accumulation of bodies made 
into one with Paula as the shrieking, blazing head. 
 The tape ended with a close-up of the Pyro.  Eyes aflame, a lurid grin on her face.  As if she 
would devour the world with her inner inferno.  I could feel the heat through the television. 
 I looked at Stiria, wondering why.  But I didn’t ask.  Instead, I saw a reflection of a fire from 
the TV in Stiria’s lenses.  And I thought about the fact that in Stiria’s loft it was always 65˚ just 






A guy pulled up and asked me how to get to Chapman Highway.   
 “You’re on it,” I said. 
 He frowned. 
 “No, no, no.  This is Broadway.  I want Chapman Highway.” 
 “Right.  But if you keep going, through Henley in downtown…” 
 “Turn right on Henley downtown.  Got it.” 
 “No.  You’re already on Chapman Highway.  It’s this road.  It becomes…” 
 “What?!”  Sweat poured down his face since the window’s open in his car and the AC was 
venting outside. 
 “This is Chapman Highway.  It’s also Henley.  It’s also Broadway.” 
 “Son, what the hell are you talking about?  Are you on drugs?  Let me say it slowly.  I want 
to get to Chapman Highway.  We’re currently on Broadway.  How do I get to Chapman Highway 
from here?” 
 “From here?” I asked. 
 “From here,” he said. 
 “You can’t,” I said.  And walked off, wiping perspiration off of my forehead, from behind my 
ears.  But the handkerchief’s soaked.  So I just ended up making myself sweatier. 
*** 
 Night.  Sitting up in my room.  Not even bothering to sleep.  It’s so hot.  The radio’s on.  The 
fear in the city growing thicker. More buildings burned down: the apartments on 
Highland/Bridge, offices on Cumberland/Kingston/Main (also known as routes 11, 70, and 1), a 
short but wide school house where Magnolia branches into Asheville and Rutledge.  The DJ says 
the Phlogistonites could be anywhere.  No one was safe.  The cops were clueless.  At any time we 




already hot, irritated.  Now they were paranoid.  If the Phlogistonites weren’t captured soon, we 
would set ourselves ablaze.     
*** 
 A confusion of voices spilled into the hall.  Everyone trying to talk at once.  And it came 
from Stiria’s apartment.  I’d never met any of her friends.  I’d never heard about any.  Stiria 
didn’t talk much.  Whenever I came over, it’s just me and her.  Nobody called.  Nobody stopped 
by. 
 When I knocked on the door, the room beyond went silent.  I immediately thought of school.  
A group of kids would be talking.  Then I’d show up.  They’d go mute.  Nothing to say.  Weren’t 
talking about anything anyway, why?  And there’s the door.  Closed.  As if it was open a moment 
ago.  Only I hadn’t seen it in time.  So it was slammed shut.  Me on the outside. 
 A moment later, Stiria answered the door, adjusting her sunglasses, running her fingers 
through her black hair. 
 “Hello, Gene,” she said. 
 Inside the place was a bit warmer than usual.  Probably because of all the bodies.  Or 
something like that.  Stiria introduced me to everyone: 
 “This is Samuel Carrick, George McNutt, John Adair, James White (my cousin), and William 
Blount.” 
 “Where’s all the ladies?” I asked. 
 “Out scouting,” one of them said.  Then another shut him up with a punch in the arm. 
 The group seemed amiable enough.  But everyone’s awkward since they don’t know me.  
Shuffling around, staring at the floor.  They left soon after I was introduced. 
 “Tomorrow,” they said to Stiria on their way out.  She nods and lowers the thermostat to 65. 
 “Those your friends?” I said. 




 For a second, it looked like it was.  But it wasn’t The Dukes at all.  Instead it was some 
drawn-out infomercial pretending to be The Dukes of Hazard.  The actors only sort of resembled 
the people they’re supposed to be playing.  If you knew what to look for, though…well, they’re 
not convincing.  The guys pretending to be Beau and Luke aren’t even the second rate copy cats 
that filled in on the show for a while. 
*** 
 I was down near campus, where Volunteer becomes 16th, when Hodges Library burst into 
flames.  It used to be a simple, squat, rectangular building.  Then they pumped money into it.  
Made the library this sprawling, postmodern structure that reminded me of the old video game Q-
bert.  Now it’s a charred husk.  Q-bert could’ve still jumped around on it.  Only he’d probably fall 
through. 
 The fire was fuel for more fear.  Where were the Phlogistonites?  Who knows where anyone 
is in a town like this?  Who knows anything?  And then it occurred to me, watching the flames 
leap to the sky, that fire is just out-of-control confusion on a cellular level. 
 Amidst the crowd watching the conflagration, I thought I saw Stiria.  Black hair, sunglasses.  
She’s walking away.  But as I tried to catch up with her, she walked faster and faster.  Until I 
figured it must not be her.  Just some girl who realized that some guy she didn’t know was 
gaining on her.  So I stopped and thought of Stiria. 
 Stiria: her name, so mysterious, relaxes me.  Cools me down wherever I am.  She keeps me 
away from the heat, the burning, the scorching, the chaotic inferno, whether I’m with her or not. 
*** 
 More buildings got burned down: the hospital on Broadway/Henley/Chapman (also known as 
routes 33, 441, 44, and 71), the University Club on Concord/Neyland, a house on Forest 
Park/Forest Hills, and another place on James Agee, which used to be 15th, and following the 




remind me that the University of Tennessee was originally called Blount College, that the 
Tennessee River somehow runs right through Fort Loudon Lake, so it’s a river and a lake at the 
same time, and then it goes off and splits into two other rivers: the French Broad and the Holston, 
which makes me think about the flag of the State of Tennessee, which has three stars because at 
one time the State of Tennessee could have split into three separate states (West, Middle, East), 
and I’m sure somebody somewhere knows what the names of those states would have been if 
they ever came to exist.  But that somebody isn’t me.  I don’t want to know.  I wish that the roads 
would have one name in one city.  So Kingston Pike shouldn’t also be Cumberland Avenue and 
Main Street (along with the various route numbers it also goes by): it should be Kingston Pike 
and nothing else.  When the road leaves Knoxville, it can have another name if the people in that 
town find it fit to name it something else.  Same goes for the river.  Cause, really, how does a 
river become a lake but stay a river, even coming out on the other side to be just a river again for 
a little while, before splitting into two other rivers? 
 It doesn’t make any sense.  Which makes me think of the fact that we didn’t always have air 
conditioning.  So the problem for the namers was the same problem I have: too much heat.  Too 
much chaos.  Their sense was boiled out of them.  Squeegeed away with their own hands.  
Consequently, they forgot what a street was named.  Or if it had a name in the first place.  And 
when all the naming was done, they didn’t bother to change any of it.  The various names seemed 
sensible enough to them.  Or something like that. 
*** 
 The police were everywhere outside of the Sterchi.  They told me I shouldn’t go inside.  I 





 “It’s just better you don’t go inside, sir.  That’s all,” said the police officer.  Even in the 
uniform he didn’t sweat.  He wore mirrored sunglasses.  I watched myself sweat in his eyes.  I 
didn’t bother with the handkerchief.  I went straight to my squeegee hands. 
 Then I told the police officer that although he’s a police officer, he couldn’t tell me where I 
could and couldn’t go unless there was a good reason.  A detective overheard me talking, and 
came over.  He looked at me like he was my dad.  And he has really bad news.  And he doesn’t 
know how to give it.  Another police officer whispered something to the detective. 
 “Yeah, that’s him,” said the detective. 
 To me: “Son, I think it’d be a good idea if you went home.  Now I can tell you you can’t go 
in that building, son, because we got something going on in there we can’t talk about right now, 
and I’m sure you understand what that means.  We’re not trying to be pricks or anything.  It’s just 
in your best interest to go on back to your place and cool off.  Please, son?” 
 “Well, all right,” I said.  “But I can’t cool off back at my place.” 
 “Why’s that?” 
 “I don’t have air conditioning.” 
 “This is the South,” the cop said, distracted by something going on near the front of the 
Sterchi.  “Everyone has air conditioning.” 
 “Guess I’m not everyone,” I said. 
 And I left. 
*** 
 The day after, I was back, ready to talk to Stiria about the whole thing.  There weren’t any 
police at the Sterchi that day.  Outside, there weren’t any people anywhere.  Except for one guy 
who kept crossing and re-crossing State Street on three different corners.  Inside, there were 
people everywhere, whispering.  Like they had this big secret, and all of them knew about it.  




people saw I was approaching, they stopped talking.  And looked at me sympathetically, like 
someone had died. 
 When I got to Stiria’s place, I had a lot on my mind.  And it was all about roads changing 
names and rivers and lakes and cities driven insane by heat and paranoid by arsonists, and even 
about cops and what they think is in your best interest and how they always seem to want you to 
go home.  The cops’ paradise: everyone everywhere staying in their houses or apartments, never 
leaving.  Which makes sense, now that I think about it.  Less chance for crime, for chaos, for 
fires, if everyone stays at home.   
 The door was wide open.  I walked through and it’s like 120˚ inside.  The heat knocked the 
wind out of me.  Sliding against a wall, I found myself on the floor.  Luckily the loft had carpet.  
But that’s all it has.  Everything’s gone.  Even the TV. 
 Right away, I figured Stiria’d been robbed.  That’s why the police were outside the day 
before.  Only I didn’t know how you could get robbed of everything you own living on the eighth 
floor of a loft apartment building.  Especially a nice one like that.  Then I thought maybe she was 
kidnapped and her family’s already shown up and taken her stuff.  Really, that didn’t make any 
sense either.  When I could finally move, I ambled out into the hall and asked the first person 
what happened. 
 “Didn’t you hear?” the guy said.  My eyes were full of sweat, so I didn’t see him too well. 
 “What?” I said. 
 “They caught the Phlogistonites.  Turns out they were not only arsonists, but they were also 
masters of disguise and forgery.  They stole a lot of identities.  Used all kinds of names.  Last 
bunch of names they stole were from the old Presbyterian graveyard.” 
 But I didn’t care about the names, so I interrupted him. 





 “Sophia White?  The woman who used to live here.” 
 Finally, I got the sweat out of my eyes, although I still couldn’t see too well.  The guy looked 
like he felt sorry for me.  It was just sweat in my eyes. 
 “She’s gone, man.  She’s gone.” 
 Later on, I found out that Paula and her band were arrested yesterday at the Sterchi.  She was 
going to set it on fire, I guess.  Or she ended up there after running from the cops.  Which is why 
the cops were there when I arrived.  The only thing I could think of was that Stiria had gotten so 
frightened by Paula that she took off right away.  Headed for someplace where she could feel 
safe.  Or something like that. 
*** 
 I like to think she slid across the hood of her car when she escaped the Sterchi.  Just like Beau 
and Luke.  The real Beau and Luke. 
*** 
 Of course none of this actually happens: 
The button glows red when I press it.  I hear a whirring from inside.  The fountain is still 
dried out, except for a few puddles.  The park is littered with scratched, golden panels from the 
golf ball top.  I am covered in sweat.  Let it roll down my face.  But the elevator is on its way. 
There is a ding and the doors open.  When I get inside, I see that it was all an optical illusion.  
Although the elevator appears to be opaque, it’s actually all glass.  So I can see the entire city as I 
ascend.  I can see all the people and the buildings and the University of Tennessee (Blount 
College) and all of the variously named and route numbered streets. 
On the way up: I like to think that I was made in God’s own image.  That God is just as 
awkward, and ridiculous, and sweaty as me, that He has so many names because He’s too timid to 




 When I get to the top, I find myself in an all white room made of cinderblocks.  I don’t 
understand how the inside of the Sunsphere can be made of cinderblocks, but it is.  There is no air 
conditioning.  In the room there is a man sitting in a chair.  He looks like a burned out, confused, 
sweaty version of Colonel Sanders.  The author of my story.  For fun, I will call him Beauregard. 
 He offers me some fried chicken. 
 I ask how come the inside of the Sunsphere isn’t gold.  It becomes gold.  Even in the heat, 
I’m cheered up a little by this. 
 Then we look at the world through the golden glass.  Me and Beauregard.  Neither one of us 
knows what to do in this world.  Neither one of us knows how to make sense of it.  Our sense has 
been boiled away in the heat.  Squeegeed away by our own hands.  But for a brief moment, me 
and Beauregard make a connection.  Because just as I am about to ask, Beauregard makes it come 
true.  And suddenly, from the Sunsphere, that broken down remnant of the past, we’re able to 
look past the city of Knoxville, we’re able to look past all of it, and we’re able to see the place 
where the roads run logically and the streets’ names never change. 
 
Wordsworth’s Volcano 
In lieu of a lengthy, written dissertation on William Wordsworth, Ethan presented his 
committee with a papier-mâché volcano entitled “Wordsworth’s England.” 
 A what? 
 No, not a what?, a papier-mâché volcano. 
 Rather fancy, that papier… 
 It was about a foot and a half tall, painted brown with ashen highlights, mounted on a board 
which was painted green. 
 Were there any simulated rocks or trees? 




 You in the habit of saying things like that? 
 I am.  It’s postmodern. 
 Well, if it’s postmodern… 
 One member said, “Huh,” and one said nothing but stroked his beard, and one said, “A 
volcano?” and squinched up his eyes. 
 Guess he was cleverer than me, since I said, “A what?” 
 Indeed. 
 By the way, how you go about spelling, “Huh?”  Is it “h-u-h” or is it “h-u-n-h?”  Cause… 
 I’ve seen both… 
 …I’ve seen both…too.  So which one is it? 
 A question for the ages. 
 Tell the people what happened next. 
 Ethan was a bit nervous; a disturbance was forming down deep inside him, as if two tectonic 
plates were converging, were heading inevitably toward each other, one set to crumple down, one 
set to roar upwards into a new formation caused by the inescapable collision that might even lead 
to an…, but he still looked calm.   
 How you know about all that, then? 
 Magic. 
 Lucky, how’d you go about getting magic? 
 I signed up at the office. 
 Oh…by the way, why do you have to spell “Oh,” with an “h,” when it seems just the letter 
“o” would be good enough? 
 It’s a riddle. 
 And what was all that about tectonic plates? 




 Tell the people about the next part. 
 The last committee member… 
 The one who said, “A volcano?” and then squinched up his eyes? 
 Yes…wondered why Ethan did not have a written dissertation to present.  The committee 
member who said “A volcano?” had certainly written a dissertation, as had the member who said, 
“Huh,” and the one who said nothing but stroked his beard.  
 What’d the other two say? 
 The one who said, “Huh,” (spelled “h-u-h”) said, “Does it explode like Mount Saint 
Helen’s?” and the one who said nothing but stroked his beard said, “Can we bisect it to see how a 
real volcano works?” 
 Then what’d ol’ Ethan say? 
 He said, “No,” and, “It doesn’t.”  The unavoidable collision inside of Ethan finally occurred, 
the continent baring plate heaved up in a fit of geological supremacy and began to form a cone; 
while the dominated portion, amidst intense heat, commenced boiling magma and forcing gas 
upwards. 
 Funny how you know that. 
 Hilarious. 
 What with the fancy geology metaphor and all. 
 An earth-moving experience, yes? 
 Tell us what happened next. 
 The member who said, “A volcano?” paused and then enunciated, “A volcano?”  The one 
who said, “Huh,” said, “And it doesn’t explode,” while the one stroking his beard said, “And it 
can’t be cracked open to explain to us how a real volcano works.”  They collectively shook their 
heads. 




 Quite true. 
 How come we spell “eh” with an “e” and an “h,” when it’s just pronounced like the letter 
“a?” 
 Ethan, on account of the collision and the ensuing rise of magma, felt he had to release some 
of the pent up gas created by the chemical reaction.  He did so by saying, “It erupts.”    
 Where’d Ethan get the idea to turn in a volcano in the first place? 
 In the park, underneath the Sunsphere, a fissure in the earth opened, shooting hot gas and lava 
into the air, sending the Sunsphere hurtling into space where it traveled to the highly volatile 
moon of Io and landed on top of another active volcano—that happened to be brownish with 
ashen highlights (although no trees).  The Ioian volcano, “Much like the pulsing emotions 
repressed by Neoclassicism, much like the struggling-yet-rising middle class, much like the 
burgeoning world of ideas in the sciences, much like that society barreling willy-nilly toward the 
modern time, which everyone knew was going to be a time of great change for better or worse, 
boiled over with the chaos of unendurable strife—here represented by the addition of a base to an 
acid.  And much as all of the emotion and ideology of the time led in myriad directions, some 
positive and some negative, the lava of this volcano destroys some of the trees below (similar to 
the French Revolution leading to the rule of Napoleon), but also cools and hardens to create new 
rock formations (as the writers of the time were able to mold the Zeitgeist into art).  This, 
professors, is Wordsworth’s England.”  The lava created by the vinegar and the baking soda ran 
down the model in red rivulets. 
 So he got the idea in space? 
 It’s a metaphor. 
 What happened next? 





 An uncomfortable silence, hmm? 
 It was, until Ethan said, “I call it the Volcanic Theory of Literature.” 
 Volcanic Theory? 
 Now you sound like the professor who said, “A volcano?” 
 Good.  He’s clever. 
 Then the professors erupted with kudos, jumped up and shook Ethan by the hand; the one 
who said, “Huh,” said, “Hey, good show,” and the one who stroked his beard threw his arms up 
and said, “Bravo!” and the one who said, “A volcano?…” 
 My favorite. 
 I know…said, “A volcano!  A volcano!”  And they carried Ethan from the room on their 
shoulders.  How do you like that? 
 A little grandiose, don’t you think? 
 Alright, so they filed orderly out of the room, leaving Ethan behind to cool down and 
contemplate.  Ethan thought of himself flying through the vacuum of space toward the moon of 
Io, along with William Wordsworth, the poet and volcano expert, propelled by the chemical 
reaction and the jettisoned heat generated earlier in the dissertation defense, all caused by the 
convergence of two tectonic plates.   
 Hey, how did that volcano erupt? 
 One cup of vinegar, four tablespoons baking soda, a little red food coloring. 
 Hunh. 
 Do you have any more questions? 
 Uhh, nope, I’m all out. 
 Just like the committee members, no more questions. 




 I did. First you fill your readers with all sorts of questions, then you slowly bring them to the 
point of eruption, then you leave them with no questions at all. I call it the Volcanic Theory of 
Storytelling. 
 Oh, that’s enough. 
 And sometimes enough is too much. 
 Why don’t you shut up? 


















































The Colonization of Room 313 
“My dear fellow!…Be so good as to be a little more particular 
with your expressions.” 
       - Daniil Kharms 
     “What They Sell in the Shops These Days” 
 
 With a whoosh, or maybe a swoosh, the door between rooms 311 and 312 flew open and 
banged against the wall, knocking over the five inch tall Sunsphere that had been standing in the 
model of World’s Fair Park at the back of the room, sending it careening into the center, where it 
appeared for a second as if it was going to miraculously land upright, but at last fell to its side.  
And just like the heat that came gushing out of room 311, agitated on by an enormous noisy floor 
fan, the former inhabitants rushed into 312 full tilt, which means really fast because things set to 
their highest tilt settings are…fast?  No, that’s not right.  Things tilted forward move rapidly, 
much as if they were going down hill.  Yeah, something like that, only not that exactly.  I think. 
 The 311ers were so eager to rush into 312 because the people in 312 were doing it all 
wrong…and because it had become insufferably hot in 311.  It was pretty much just about exactly 
twenty degrees warmer back in 311 (only don’t quote me on that), and there weren’t any 
windows and the door leading to the hallway was stuck closed on account of this guy or maybe 
this gal (I’m not sure which) had a great idea on how to prop the door open, it was a really spiffy 
new idea that was going to solve all the air circulation problems not only in the present but for 
years to come, it was the door-propping plan to end all door-propping plans, and when he or she 
was finished implementing the idea, no one could make the door budge a single inch—although I 
didn’t personally measure to see how far the door could move, but I have it on good authority 
from a relatively reputable source that an inch was right out. 
 But the 312ians were… 
 Well, to best describe it, imagine a hypothetical reference point known as Right On.  This 




enough to describe these theoretical beings, unless one assumes that one means everyone who 
wishes to be Right On.  But one would assume that everyone would want to be Right On, so who 
exactly is this one group that doesn’t want to be Right On?  Presumably the 312ians.  For if you 
were to imagine a hypothetical point known as Right On, the 312ians were located at a point 
diametrically opposed to that hypothetical point, which would put them…where, exactly?  I’m 
not completely sure, but, according to the 311ers they, being the 312ians, were way off: which is 
what we can call their reference point: Way Off, or the point diametrically opposed to Right On. 
 Being Way Off, the 312ians needed someone, or more specifically someones (which isn’t a 
word, but bear with me), to show them how it was done; it being the right way, whereas the 
312ians were going about it like that, which was all wrong.  Says the leader…okay, maybe not 
the leader as it were, since the 311ers didn’t have a leader per se (from the Latin per, meaning 
“over,” and se, meaning “himself,” which this person certainly wasn’t), but some guy…well, 
maybe not even a guy…okay, one of the 311ers shouted: 
 “Over here it’s being done all wrong!” which he or possibly she liked saying so much that 
s/he repeated it: “All wrong!” and again for extra dramatic emphasis, “All…wrong!” 
 As you might imagine, if you’re prone to imagining things, and if you’re not then you 
wouldn’t imagine this either, but if you are then you might imagine that the 312ians were mighty 
confused.  Here they were…or maybe there they were…well, wherever the hell they were…other 
than in room 311?  Other than at the point Way Off?  Okay, so the 312ians, as one might expect, 
if one has expectations, whoever one might be…oh, damn.  Let’s try again.  The 312ians were 
having class in room 312 (obviously) and then the 311ers just rushed in and started telling them, 
“All wrong!  All…wrong!” so needless to say, the 312ians were flummoxed—which means 
confused.  But you probably know that.  Just like I don’t have to say anything that’s “needless to 




 After the 311ers pointed out that the 312ians were doing it “All wrong,” they, being the 
311ers, picked up the model of the Sunsphere and began to list off exactly what was erroneous, 
passing the model back and forth to each other, and then forth and back—which, if you’ve never 
seen it, is quite a sight.  All the while a group of 311ers noted down the problems and began 
making purchase orders.  Or, at least they demanded that the underling 312ians make purchase 
orders, who demanded that other lower rung 312ians make purchase orders and…well, at least 
while the 311ers with the Sunsphere were talking people were writing stuff down and sending the 
pieces of paper away, what they were actually writing is uncertain.  But the 311er complaints 
were ample: 
 First was the tile: “This tile’s no good.”  Next were the decorations, or lack thereof (or of 
their lack, depending on how you approach it): “The walls and the ceiling are bare.  Where’s the 
damned decorations?”  Then the windows: “How come there aren’t any windows in here?”  The 
lights: “Fluorescent?!  Just about the worst kinda lights you could get!”  And the blackboard: 
“Oh, I don’t know, the blackboard seems fine…wait a minute!  It’s not black!  Who ever heard of 
a blackboard that’s not black?  Can’t hardly be a blackboard without being black, now can it?” 
 Which was true.  In 312, the blackboard was green, as green as a…well, you know.  Green?  
Of course the blackboard in 311 was probably green also, since the rooms were pretty much 
almost just about precisely similar, but… 
 When the lists were made and the orders put out, or at least when the writers stopped writing 
and sent their pages into the world, the 311ers ditched the Sunsphere model by throwing it aside, 
where it rolled into a corner.  Ditched because, if they could, the 311ers would have heaved it 
(being the model) into a ditch, but no ditches being present, they had to compromise and accept 
the metaphorical colloquialism.  At first they were not willing to accept this, and there was some 
discussion of building a ditch.  There were even committees formed and laborers hired to survey 




metaphorical colloquialism.”  Although, on second thought, I don’t recall them saying anything 
of the sort.  And the committees and laborers continued with their work, while others commenced 
bashing through the greenboard with a paperweight. 
 Ditches and metaphors, though, weren’t on the mind of a particular 312ian who was sitting in 
the corner; she or he or whoever picked up the model of the Sunsphere and rose, posing next to 
the model of World’s Fair Park, as if to say, “My fellow personages, 311ers and 312ians alike.  
Why are we doing this to ourselves?  Why are we bashing through our greenboard with a 
paperweight?  It is a beautiful greenboard, leave it as it is.  Much as we are beautiful people, 
311ers and 312ians together.  Why do we focus on such petty distinctions?  We should unite.  We 
should be as one.”  Or, at least, that’s what it looked like he or possibly she was going to say.  
We’ll never know.  Because the leader, or whoever that person was who said, “All wrong,” had 
him silenced—him being the 312ian who almost spoke the aforementioned speech, although 
whether he was a man or not is not entirely clear, but one can hardly call a person it, since it is the 
way things are supposed to be done in classrooms, and the 312ian was certainly a part of that, or 
the wrong way.  The point Way Off. 
 Understand? 
 But none of this matters because the revolutionary was silenced, turned mum, and being mum 
meant being transformed into a mummy.  That’s right, an ancient Egyptian walking around the 
room, groaning and growling incoherently, covered in bandages.  The mummy dropped the 
Sunsphere and began shuffling about, destroying everything in his/her way. 
 By this time the 311ers were through bashing down the greenboard, and it was just a bunch of 
shards of slate or whatever greenboards are made of, on the ground.  But the 312ians weren’t 
interested in the greenboard anymore, which was good because it no longer existed per se (over 
himself?), although it, the way things are supposed to be done in classrooms still existed, only the 




one of their own, one of their members, one of their students (which adds up to three, but we’re 
only talking about one, meaning the mummy, so try not to get confused) had been turned into an 
ancient Egyptian covered in bandages.  And things like that certainly didn’t happen in the old 
days, back before the 311ers came roaring in with all their hot air and their big ideas.  One of the 
311ers even picked up the Sunsphere off a desk and kicked it across the room. 
 A particularly angry 312ian was going to complain, was going to say (you could tell by the 
look in his or her eye), “Hey, you can’t turn one of ours into a mummy and bash our greenboard 
down and kick our model of the Sunsphere across the room and expect us to sit idly by!” and it 
looked as if, after s/he made this speech, that s/he was going to wrathfully shake a fist in the air.  
You could just tell.  Maybe you had to be there, but you could just tell.   
 But whatever the new complainer was going to say, well it doesn’t matter because he or she 
was also immediately turned into a mummy, who instantly began groaning and growling and 
trashing the room.  Now there were two mummies (which meant the number of mummy attacks 
and mummy related injuries skyrocketed), so the rest of the 312ians, being a timid bunch in the 
first place, kept quiet, zipped up their lips, all with stainless steel zippers. 
 Now the 311ers, as they found more and more wrong with 312, became piping mad because, 
as in times of old, those who where angry were known for playing the pipes, either bagpipes or 
waterpipes, and what happened was the enraged folks would bang and bang on the waterpipes, 
sometimes accompanied by furious friends on the bagpipes, and they would continue with this 
piping routine, pumping out a really incensed version of “Amazing Grace” (or that’s what I figure 
since I can’t think of any other song to play on the bagpipes), until all of their aggression was out 
and they fell over, either short of breath or with tired arms, and they’d drink a drink for the irate 
pipers who could no longer be with them because they had passed away due to heart attacks and 
ruptured arteries, and… 




 Oh, yeah. 
 The 311ers were so incensed they were putting off heat, their body temperatures still high 
from being in the overly warm 312, which in and of itself was making 311 warmer.  Hence, 
because of convection, the temperature between the two rooms was now reaching a uniform 
degree.  But the 311ers were still steaming, perhaps because of all of the work on the ditch and 
the greenboard and the speeches and the purchase orders and, of course, they too were avoiding 
the semi-sentient, although highly destructive mummies, who were really making a mess of the 
place. 
 To expel their heat, the 311ers continued with their changes; and next up were the desks. 
 “Look at these desks!  How could you have a class with desks like these?  We’re going to 
have to order new ones,” said the “All wrong” guy, who felt so important he then added, “All 
wrong,” and once more for dramatic emphasis, “All…wrong.”  But now, in hindsight, it might 
have been a different guy than the original “All wrong” guy, I’m not really sure, and any one of 
them could’ve been a gal regardless, not to mention that the 311ers and the 312ians were starting 
to look similar because some 312ians, infected by 311er heat, had joined the 311er cause, and 
vice versa (which, as I understand it, is what you sing when you’re not singing the vice chorusa), 
so everything was getting pretty confusing. 
 Since the old desks had to go, the 311ers (although preempted, in some cases, by the 
mummies) started to bust them up.  You might wonder, if you’re the wondering sort, and you just 
may be, but if you’re not pretend that you are and that you’ve wondered why the 311ers decided 
to bust up the desks when the desks in 311 were exactly the same.  Well, it’s all because the only 
way to bust anything is to bust it in an upwards direction.  Nothing has ever been busted 
downwards, it’s just not heard of.  Once a man, or perhaps a woman, claimed to have busted 




bunch of hooey—or perhaps only a moderate amount of hooey, depending on how much hooey 
you’re used to and whether you’re using the English or the metric scale of hooey measuring. 
 The 312ians, then, got out of their desks and the 311ers began to thrash the hell out of them 
(them being the desks) in the hopes of saving the souls imbedded in the hells imbedded in the 
desks because, I suppose, they were sent there unjustly by a desk god, and if the 311ers didn’t 
save them, they would burn for eternity in that piece of schoolroom furniture.  Now, if you are the 
inquisitive type, the type who makes inquisitions, then you probably think this was good work 
that the 311ers were doing; if you are not the inquisitive type, you perhaps are questioning why 
there are hells in desks.  It doesn’t seem to make any sense.  Well, since it does make sense, I will 
explain: there are hells in desks to prevent the little desklings from being bad and to punish the 
desklings who are bad.  But this desk theology is no longer relevant because, thanks to the 311ers, 
there were pieces of desks flying everywhere…well, perhaps not literally everywhere because 
then everyone in the classroom would be perforated, so pretty much everywhere, or seemingly 
everywhere, as everywhere as one might conceive of if one is prone to conceiving…notions, that 
is; if one is prone to conceiving notions, and if… 
 So imagine this: you’re sitting in a classroom, the door opens, all of the people from the 
adjacent room come pouring in and the place starts to heat up fast because through the doorway 
there’s this big, noisy floor fan blowing all the hot air from over there, over here and they start 
telling you “All wrong,” and “All…wrong,” and they bash down your greenboard and they turn 
some of your own into mummies (who wreak the expected havoc) and you’re so afraid to talk 
you zip up your lips with stainless steel zippers and they make plans to dig ditches just so they 
can ditch a little model and they decide everything needs to be replaced and then some of your 
own join them and some of their own join you and nobody can tell who’s on whose side and then 




 Finally, a couple 312ians (or whoever they were) couldn’t take it anymore (it being the desk 
destruction), so they unzipped their mouths and were about to ask, in unison, “Dear sirs [and 
madams], what in blazes is occurring here?  We have examined the entire scenario, and we have 
no qualms with informing you that we are utterly and totally incapable of supplying an 
elucidating exegesis.  Hence, we demand that you cease and desist posthaste.”  They also had the 
look of a couple that would shake their fingers in the air as they spoke. 
 Of course neither of them got a chance to speak word one (although we’ve already seen the 
problem with using that word anyway) because they were silencioed, as someone speaking 
Spanish for a brief period of time might say, if one happened to be walking by, which there 
wasn’t, but just pretend; and that’s why two more of the 312ians were turned into mummies…not 
because a hypothetical Spanish-speaking person might have been walking by, but, well, you get 
the idea… 
 Thrashing the desks made the 311ers even hotter under their collective collars (perhaps on 
account of all of the hells they were liberating), but now they seemed to enjoy the heat, to revel in 
it, so they continued with their destruction by demolishing the tile and trying to hack some 
windows into the walls and shredding the model of World’s Fair Park (which certainly didn’t 
belong in a classroom) and generally outdoing the mummies’ destruction, which had been 
random and sometimes avoidable, by breaking anything and everything, or even everything and 
anything into pieces; then, the pieces were hung from the ceiling, and the pieces hanging from the 
ceiling looked like burnt out stars in the sky.  Luckily, the 311ers did not destroy the lights, 
otherwise it would have been black as pitch, which is even blacker than…well, it’s really black.  
Take my word for it. 
 During the hubbub, someone tried to hang the little Sunsphere from the ceiling, possibly in an 
attempt to instill order in the room, to make it appear as if the entire farrago (although it was more 




inquiry one might happen upon; indeed, if one would merely look at the supposed insanity, and 
employ a modicum of wit, one would certainly come to a universal understanding that had almost 
literally been staring one right in the face, and it would be nigh maddening to see how simple, 
how confoundedly elementary it had all been this entire time.  But once the small model was in 
place, it fell down again, bouncing on its golden dome and rolling into the corner. 
 The 311ers were cooling down, so they began planning.  They’d already ordered new desks, 
tile, and lights; there were windows on the way, too (but where they were going to go, no one 
knew).  Then one of the 311ers asked: 
 “Like who you guys reading, anyway?” using the word guys in a collective fashion, since he 
or she was addressing both guys and gals…and mummies for that matter, who had ceased their 
own destruction when outdone by the 311ers. 
 Of course none of the zippered 312ians spoke. 
 “You reading…?” 
 They weren’t. 
 “How about…?” 
 No again. 
 “Well, you have to be reading…” 
 No dice on that one either, but if there had been any dice, one might hypothesize if one is in 
the habit of hypothesizing that the roll would have come up snake-eyes, since the 312ians had not 
been reading that particular writer or book. 
 “What the hell you reading then?” 
 One of the mummies growled incoherently, which turned out to be a good enough reason for 
the 311ers to reestablish the destructive mood by tearing through all of the books in the room, 




 All the while the 311ers gave off more and more heat and seemed less and less energetic.  
Before they were galvanized, full of power, ripping things to shreds, making changes, planning 
ditches, turning people into mummies.  Now they were brooding on the floor amongst the 
detritus.  What were they doing in room 312, anyway?  They were 311ers.  It had appeared to be 
such a marvelous idea, back then.  Before.  There was fervor.  There was enthusiasm.  There were 
ideals, plans, expectations.  There was energy.  Now what was there?  One of the 311ers picked 
up the Sunsphere, possibly hoping to rekindle the spirit of old, but then just dropped it. 
 When the desks, lights, tile, windows, and trenching equipment arrived, no one cared.  But 
then the leader…oh, hell with it…some 311er hoisted the Sunsphere into the air and catalyzed the 
troops.  In no time the new desks, lights, and tile were destroyed by the trenching equipped 
311ers.  Then the books showed up, and they were destroyed.  The mummies punched holes in 
the walls and tried to strangle people, but luckily they were stopped; so they went back to 
groaning and growling.  Soon the 311ers were just milling about the room, groaning and growling 
themselves.  People began putting desks back together.  Laying tile.  Since most of the books 
were torn, they were fused together with the old books.  The new lights were fluorescent.  The tile 
was the same as before.  The desks were similar, too.  Everything took on a new aura, though, on 
account of being amalgamated.   
 There were still the burnt out stars hanging from the ceiling, though.  But there was no order.  
The Sunsphere was lying on the floor, where it landed after its fall. 
 But even though everything was the same, it was subtly different in that way things can be 
different when they’re no longer exactly the same, not exactly one hundred percent like they were 
before.  Room 312 being similar, but not the same, made 311ers and 312ians alike nostalgic for 
the 312 of yesteryear, before the model of World’s Fair Park was demolished, before the advent 
of the mummies (who no one knew how to turn back into regular people, who could only be 




 Cooled now, the 311ers saw no reason to remain in 312.  And the 312ians never wanted the 
311ers around in the first place.  So most of the 311ers started to go back, along with the turncoat 
312ians, and minus the equally turncoat 311ers.  There was some question as to whether the door 
between 311 and 312 should stay open; or whether it should be closed but remain unlocked; or 
whether it should be closed and locked but that a vent should be installed so the two sides could 
converse.  There were arguments for each stance.  And there were adamant folks who wanted to 
know what to do with the mummies.  In the end, the door was closed and was to be kept closed 
forever and ever using the door-propping open technique that led to all the problems in the first 
place; no one knew what to do with the mummies, so nothing was done. 
 After the last 311er (or possibly a turncoat 312ian) departed, and the door was sealed shut, 
the heat level began to rise in room 312, which made the mummies more irritable so they began 
to attack more fervently, throwing on strangleholds and the like, and the collected inhabitants of 
312 started to get pretty miffed themselves, and one of the former 311ers who stayed behind, or 
maybe he or she was an unmummified revolutionary 312ian, in the face of how miserable 
everything was, looked over at the door leading to 313 and decided that over there, in that room 
next door, yeah, the one right-next-door, well over there they’re doing IT ALL WRONG!  And to 
prove his, or possibly her point, the speaker put a foot down, which made a loud crunch: for 







































Outro: The Author’s Commentary Track 
The Sunsphere 
 
The first time I saw the Sunsphere, I knew I was going to end up writing about it.   
It was March of 2002 and I was in Knoxville to visit the University of Tennessee.  After two 
years of applying to M.F.A. programs, and being rejected by 20 out of 21 of them (being accepted 
by Brooklyn College, which had no tuition waivers or scholarships), I finally decided to apply to 
M.A. in literature programs.  My goal was to get the M.A. and then move on to a Ph.D. in 
postmodern literature or film studies.  All the while, I figured, I would continue with my own 
writing and hopefully, someday, I would get published.  I hadn’t given up on the M.F.A., but I 
was growing more and more of the opinion that the M.F.A. had given up on me or had never had 
any hope in me in the first place.   
These were my thoughts as I wandered around the campus of the school I would soon be 
attending.  But as morbid as they may sound, I was extremely happy.  Even though UT was the 
last school on my list, in fact I only applied because my friend Rick Green lived in 
Hendersonville at the time and I thought it would be nice to have someone close by, I was elated, 
after 20 rejections and one close call, to be going to graduate school anywhere.  After all, I had 
just survived a rather hellish time period from May 2000 to the then present time of March 2002 
(and which would continue until July 2002, but in an abated form).  During that span, although I 
graduated magna cum laude with Departmental Honors, I held the following jobs: mosquito 
killer, fabric cart pusher and box stuffer, pizza delivery guy, steel blank catcher, construction site 
janitor, moviehouse cashier, and editorial assistant.  The last job, I understand, doesn’t sound like 
it should be included.  The reason I include it is, during my seven month employment with the 
publisher, I was laid off twice and regularly abused by the boss. At the end, I did not quit and I 
was not fired.  The job just seemed to dissolve.  Perhaps as one last jab, to this day the publisher 




did not).  I concluded my two year stint back at the mosquito killing job, which was heaven after 
dealing with the publisher because I never saw any boss.  I went in, drove a truck around at night 
that sprayed mosquito-slaying pesticide, and then went home. 
So the prospect of graduate school, nay the certainty of graduate school filled me with a hope 
I hadn’t felt since my first time applying to M.F.A. programs when everyone in the Kent State 
English Department told me I was bound to get in.  It didn’t happen, but the University of 
Tennessee did. 
*** 
 On that rainy day in March of 2002, after wandering around campus and speaking with 
various professors, I met Graham Stowe in South Stadium Hall; I asked him if there were any 
points of interest in town; he told me about the Sunsphere.  So in the rain and the gloom, which 
doesn’t bother me being from Akron where it’s cloudy 300 days out of the year, I drove around 
Knoxville.  Even after Graham’s description, I wondered how I would know the Sunsphere when 
I saw it.  Perhaps I would drive past it, perhaps I would miss it.  But when I finally pulled my car 
over to World’s Fair Park, which was chaos at the time because of the refurbishment process, I 
understood: you couldn’t possibly miss the Sunsphere. 
 It’s 266 feet tall.  It consists of a green shaft and a five story golden globe at the top.  I’ve 
heard it referred to as a giant microphone, and I find that to be a good description.  It was built for 
the 1982 World’s Fair.  Unlike the Seattle Space Needle, the Sunsphere is not an imposing, 
obvious fixture in the Knoxville skyline.  Located at the bottom of the hill which downtown 
Knoxville sits atop, the Sunsphere is dwarfed by its location.  Unlike the Eiffel Tower, the 
Sunsphere is not exactly monumental.  Instead, it is a bizarre structure in a small city.  I had never 
heard of it before I came here.  Friends who come to visit me inevitably ask just what the hell that 




 For the first few weeks I was in Knoxville I would walk to the Sunsphere from my apartment.  
It’s about a five mile walk, maybe a little more.  It was like a pilgrimage, almost, except that I 
couldn’t be less religious or spiritual or even romantic (in the “quest” sense).  A better description 
would be: I was and still am fascinated with that absurd tower. I felt as if every time I saw the 
Sunsphere I was reaffirming its existence.  Like I was afraid that I had made it up, another one of 
my crazy ideas. 
*** 
 My enjoyment of the Sunsphere probably comes from my interest in absurdity.  Realistically 
speaking, although it is supposed to be a symbol of energy, I am more likely to imagine the 
golden globe falling off the top of the green shaft, instead of imagining the Sunsphere blasting off 
like a rocket.  Since my initial thought is one of entropy and not of energy, the fact that the 
Sunsphere is a symbol of energy is comical to me because of the paradox.  And it is that paradox 
that made me want to write about the Sunsphere.  After all, here’s this tower that’s supposed to 
mirror the biggest energy generator in our solar system, and not only does it elicit a picture of 
entropy to my mind first, I am also struck with the fact that it is currently used for nothing at all.  
Unlike the Space Needle, it does not have a restaurant inside; unlike the Eiffel Tower, it is not a 
tourist destination since no one can go to the top: the stairways are blocked off; the elevator does 
not run. 
Conceptualizing the Thesis 
 
 What followed, after deciding that the title of my thesis would be Sunsphere, was a research 
period.  I read about the 1982 World’s Fair and the Sunsphere itself at the Knoxville Historical 
Center Library.  It was during this research that I discovered the theme for the fair and the 
symbolism behind the structure.  Because of the proximity of Oak Ridge National Laboratories 
and the Tennessee Valley Authority, it was decided that the theme for the fair should be energy; 




model than the sun? Hence I decided to make the theme of my thesis energy, and to include 
ample metaphors about physics and astronomy.   
 Not being a scientist, though, I had to gather some information on physics and astronomy.  
For the physics I went to my good friend Jim Westlake.  Jim graduated from the Ohio State 
University with a degree in mechanical engineering, and recently received his masters in 
engineering from the University of Texas—Austin.  Not only did Jim provide me with all of the 
information I needed, he even put up with my scientific ignorance.  So when he gave me an 
explanation, he was willing to word that explanation in various ways, providing copious (and 
oftentimes humorous examples) until I understood the concept enough to be able to use it.  Jim 
also read all of the stories in this thesis, making sure that I only ever broke scientific accuracy on 
purpose, and never because of nescience.  It is for all of this help that I dedicate this work to him. 
 For the astronomy I went to my old physics notebooks.  When I was an undergrad at Kent 
State, I took two intro classes: Seven Ideas that Shook the Universe and Frontiers in Astronomy.  
Both of these classes were taught by John Barrick, and the majority of the astronomy comes from 
notes I took in his classes.  I also went to various NASA and JPL websites, particularly for the 
information about comets in “No Tomorrow” and for some of the information about black holes 
in “The Physics of the Bottomless Pit.”  This research, though, was done on a story by story 
basis, whereas the information that Jim gave me came all at the beginning, before I wrote the first 
story. 
*** 
 It should come as no surprise that I knew the metaphors I was going to use and the themes I 
was going to expound upon before I knew what the stories themselves were going to be.  But 
then, at the same time, I knew the stories first, too.  Let me explain.  As soon as I decided to write 
about the Sunsphere, I had a whole list of story ideas that I felt could fit into my design.  My story 




owns a panel of dials that controls everything in the world.  But I don’t start writing the story 
once I get that idea.  Instead, I wait until I can think of some philosophical notion to convey in the 
story.  Maybe the dials tale will be about the danger of an omnipotent being, or the yearning for 
more power, or the absurdity of anyone being able to control everything.  So I had the story 
“first,” since the story came from the idea about the dials, but then I do not start the story until I 
know exactly what I want to do with it.  Once I know what I want to do, then it is a matter of 
figuring out how to put it all together.   
 In the case of Sunsphere, even though I had all of these story ideas, I did not know what to do 
with them yet.  Sunsphere made it possible for me to put these ideas together because it gave me 
the themes and concepts I wanted to deal with.  So the initial nuggets were there, but they were 
useless without the unifying themes that will control what happens. 
*** 
 I have been told that my focusing so much on ideas in the early stages is wrong.  It’s working 
backwards.  I’ve even heard this from the most unlikely source: Thomas Pynchon.  In the 
introduction to his short story collection Slow Learner, he says about “Entropy”: “The story is a 
fine example of a procedural error beginning writers are always being cautioned against.  It is 
simply wrong to begin with a theme, symbol, or other abstract unifying agent, and then try to 
force characters and events to conform to it.”  But of the stories in Slow Learner, I feel “Entropy” 
is actually like his great novels; and whether he knows it or not, Gravity’s Rainbow and The 
Crying of Lot 49 are about ideas, not characters.  Which is fine with me.  We can have stories, 
novellas, and novels about characters and/or about ideas.  One does not preclude or exclude the 
other.  I understand that I will have fewer readers because of the way I write.  But then, I would 
say my approach is similar to Jorge Luis Borges’ approach, and perhaps even to Italo Calvino and 





 The seven stories in this collection, then, all came from ideas I had before I decided to fix the 
focal point on the Sunsphere.  (Except for one, that is: “Chekhov’s Shotgun.”  But I will talk 
more about that later).  But these seven stories only represent half of the work.  When it is 
completely finished, Sunsphere will contain fourteen stories and six fragments.  The six 
fragments will be about a recurring character throughout the stories called, “The Man in the 
Room.”  He appears in “No Tomorrow” and is dreamt of in “Everything Under the Sunsphere.”  
The Man in the Room symbolically lives inside of the Sunsphere, but for some reason he is 
surrounded by white cinderblocks.  In many ways, he is the creator and destroyer of everyone in 
the book.  He is the Minister of Entropy which is expounded upon in his story, “Absolute Zero,” 
the last story in the work.  All of the fragments leading up to the final story will be about despair 
and imminent or apparent destruction, but the end of “Absolute Zero” has the Man in the Room 
dreaming about the World’s Fair where all of the energy will return to coherence.  The story, and 
the book, will close with the white walls melting away to a golden effulgence and the Man in the 
Room will imagine himself moving forward—something he could not do when the room was at 
Absolute Zero.   
 There are six more stories in Sunsphere, which are unwritten at this time, but I will not talk 
about them now.  Instead I will conclude this Outro with an explication of the stories I have 
written.   
The Thesis 
 
 “Work” is the most fundamental concept in physics, hence the title of the first fictional 
section. Something must be done or must have the potential to be done to be measured, and the 
“what is or must be done” is work.  “Do Kids in California Dream of North Carolina?” is the 
story that typifies this idea because of its massive amounts of wasted energy, of pointless work.  
Everything that happens in the apartment is related to some manner of energy, but that energy is 




actual word to each other, and this failure to communicate when communication should be 
possible is another form of inaccessible energy, particularly since I show that in the past Trevor 
and Kat did communicate.  Now they only converse esoterically through time.  
The biggest piece of inaccessible energy is the romantic, cross-country trip the two took 
together.  This section may appear out of place, but the reasoning behind such an oddity is the 
same reasoning behind filling an apartment with the utmost wasted energy: just like Trevor and 
Kat cannot harness the squandered dynamism in their apartment, they cannot harness the 
“wasted” (or spent) energy of the past.  To depict such a chasm between the energy and the 
couple, I give their entire trip in summarized form, in a rather grand metaphor.  Trevor and Kat 
only have memories of the trip, and since they are certainly at a standstill in their relationship, 
memories of the past do not help.  They are inadequate.  The spirit of the trip is gone.  If they 
could go back and re-experience particulars, perhaps that would solve their problems.  But they 
cannot, so I do not give particulars; I give all Trevor and Kat have: vague, unhelpful 
recollections. 
Similar to the overarching theme of Sunsphere, that focuses on destruction and despair but 
ends with hope, “Do Kids in California” does the same thing.  Throughout pressure builds inside 
the apartment, and I equate this building pressure to the formation of a star.  When Trevor beats 
through the wall of bookcases, the light that shines through is red because red is the color of 
newborn stars.  This star formation symbolizes hope because not only do stars generate massive 
amounts of energy, but that energy can be harnessed.  At the very same time the star is born, 
however, Kat symbolizes the reality of the future.  Much like people, newborn stars will someday 
die.  The terrain Kat crosses is the same terrain the sun will cross when it expands to a Red Giant: 
rocky for Mercury, sandy for Venus, and watery for Earth.  Trevor therefore becomes the 
representative of hope and accessible energy, while Kat shows how that hope can only last so 




One last note about wasted energy—throughout Trevor plays two different games: Rubik’s 
Cube and Simon.  The Simon represents another form of squandered dynamism, since it is 
operational but unused, and it indicates that Trevor is searching in the wrong place.  His Rubik’s 
Cube addiction connects him to Knoxville, since Erno Rubik had a big at the 1982 World’s Fair, 
but Trevor is purblind to the actual “center of energy” there: the Sunsphere.  Originally when the 
Simon stopped working, Trevor should have been propelled onward; instead he picked up a new 
addiction.  Trevor’s Rubik’s Cube melts, then, and the Simon sounds the error so he will finally 
move on to the center of energy.  But those two events occur in the “possible future” section.  In 
the actual story, they have not taken place.  Instead we get Trevor claiming that he has almost 
solved the Rubik’s.  This, much like the despair/hope progression, can either be taken as positive 
(Trevor will move on when he has finished the cube), or negative (Trevor is deluded and 
continues along his worthless path). 
*** 
 Most of these story ideas have been rattling around in my brain for quite a while.  “No 
Tomorrow” is probably the oldest, since I recall receiving the original concept while attending 
Kent State University.  Consequently, the ideas for the stories predate the overarching thesis; 
although, as I mentioned, the notions aren’t serviceable until I discover a unifying theme.  The 
only story that was invented directly from the thesis subject matter is “Chekhov’s Shotgun.”  
While matching my story ideas with the types of energy, I realized I needed one for potential 
energy.  I therefore had to create a story idea, something I am not used to doing.  Normally I wait 
for ideas to spring themselves on me because I find it very difficult to invent originating notions; 
I am much better at inventing that which goes with a notion I already have.  My notes prove this 
assertion; the first line in my notebook says: “Difficult to start anything,” which is a theme in 




arduous process because I must sew the original idea, the concept I wish to expound upon, and 
the style and tone I wish to use together to form one coherent work.   
 It is perhaps because this piece wholly emanates from the overarching thesis that I was able 
to use the metafictional techniques I’ve always enjoyed.  After undergoing an initially tormenting 
period, I realized my anxiety about invention could be conveyed through a story about anxiety, 
certainty, and the need to explain.  The anxiety is inherent in the story: the narrator, supposedly, 
has stopped all action in order to accurately predict what is about to happen (one of my original 
titles for this story, as a matter of fact, was, “What’s About to Happen”).  He wants to be as 
certain as possible.  Of course, by the end it is apparent that certainty is unlikely because the 
future cannot be foretold.  Even if you’re Sisyphus and you’re controlled by Zeus,  since Zeus 
isn’t sitting net to you, you can’t tell that the rock is going to roll down the hill again, like it has 
every other time, because you can only attain information from your own point of view.  It is 
possible to hypothesize, however, through the use of probability that the boulder will do what it’s 
always done.  And this is where the need to explain enters: just because it appears you have free 
will, doesn’t necessarily mean you do.  I set this theory up by using metafiction. 
 On one level, “Chekhov’s Shotgun” is about a father who wishes his son was more careful.  It 
inflates from there.  The “father” in this case is the narrator.  Now, since children often rebel 
against their parents orders to assert their selfhood, Anton (the narrator’s son) argues that he is 
more daring because his father has preached caution for so long; the narrator says he preaches 
caution because the author created him as a cautious being (possibly because the author is 
cautious or wishes to expound upon the chary); and, finally, the author claims he is not to blame 
for the narrator’s problems because someone or something gave him his own idiosyncrasies and 
story ideas.  I use a similar set-up for the story’s parallel: the Myth of Sisyphus.  This convoluted 
structure is more simply depicted through Apparent Magnitude and Absolute Magnitude, which 




Apparent Magnitude is how bright a star looks from the location of the observer, hence the reason 
why the narrator repeats, “From where I’m standing,” throughout the story.  He is Apparent 
Magnitude personified without realizing it.  Parallax has to do with the difficulty of pinpointing 
stars from a moving base (the earth, of course, never stops rotating or revolving); this is achieved 
by showing that even parents have difficulty understanding where their children stand in the 
world.  It is, therefore, in the narrator’s realization that Apparent Magnitude is the only possible 
observable phenomenon that we witness a change in the story: the narrator finally comes to 
understand that you can neither absolutely control the future, nor absolutely control another’s 
actions.  You can only follow the path already forged for you, doing the best with it you know 
how.  If you’re Sisyphus, then, roll the rock up the hill to the best of your ability.  You can never 
stop because you would not be Sisyphus if you stopped. 
 Up to now, the story sounds completely deterministic, and it is.  But, at the same time, since 
the narrator does change by the conclusion, inherent in the determinism is the possibility of 
change.  What that means is, your hardwiring is controlled by a circuit breaker that will flip when 
the right event occurs.  So after the narrator’s son dies from the shotgun trap, the narrator 
becomes a different person.  Unfortunately it took a horrible tragedy for him to change, but he 
does change.  Now I am not saying that the only way a person can morph is by witnessing a death 
by shotgun.  Instead, I am trying to show the difficulty of change because of the sheer amount of 
determiners in life: biological, chemical, physical, social, cosmological, astronomical, etc, and 
that if a person does change, said change was originally inherent in the person. 
 Although this is an extremely metafictional story, there are moments of reality bleeding into 
it.  The italicized and bracketed sections are snippets of fights between the narrator and his son, 
Anton.  And then, the italicized sections interspersed with the narrator’s plans for how the 
shotgun trap will play out are what actually happens.  I edited these two sections together, the 




control the narrator actually has.  For although the narrator sounds like he knows what is going to 
happen, it is still the author’s story, the narrator hasn’t actually prepared anything at all; instead, it 
is merely in his wiring to think he is in control of what’s about to happen. 
*** 
 Perhaps the most difficult story in Sunsphere is “No Tomorrow.”  
 My goal in “No Tomorrow” is to dispel the existential idea that people should live as if there 
is no tomorrow; obviously since I am obsessed with order and control in my stories, such a 
concept is ridiculous to me.  Ever the pragmatic fellow, I advocate a balance between the lethargy 
of those who think they are immortal and the likely destructiveness of those who think they could 
die any second.  This balance is made by juxtaposing the driver (the main character of First Gear) 
and Cal (the main character of Fourth Gear).  Here I am tempted to tear the whole story apart, 
explicating overlaps and strategies, but I think it would be better to hit on a few key points—
which will hopefully make the piece a little more accessible (although I do not feel it is anywhere 
nearly as inaccessible as Burroughs’ Naked Lunch or Joyce’s Finneagan’s Wake). 
 The most humanly realistic section is Fourth Gear, focusing on Cal who has heard that his 
father was clubbed by a Samoan with a cue stick.  Cal does not visit his father in the hospital 
because 1) he thought his father was going to die, and 2) he had previously written his father off 
as an incorrigible alcoholic.  Having disowned his father, it would be simple for Cal to continue 
ignoring him—and, in the process, he could continue ignoring death.  Struggling with his own 
mortality, having formally been one of those who thinks he will live forever, Cal must realize that 
death could come at any time, but living like there’s no tomorrow is not a rational reaction to his 
past lethargy.  To think clearly, Cal goes to World’s Fair Park to decide if he will visit his father, 
if he will forgive his father, if he will accept his own mortality.   
 Cal’s connection to Third Gear is the comet-like orange ball the bowler rolls in the Knoxville 




comets; the section’s purpose, then, would be to thematically link Cal’s decisions with facts about 
comets.  This cosmological linking parallels people who search nature for answers to life’s 
questions.  Gazing at the sky and his beloved Sunsphere (which symbolizes energy and an 
astronomical body), Cal seeks guidance from that which he knows. And since Comet Halley 
returns, it appears that Cal decides he too can return to his father’s house.  Third Gear also 
connects to First Gear, since a radio show, although frequently interrupted by static, plays in the 
driver’s 1977 Mercury Comet.  The implications are different for the driver, though.  But I’ll talk 
more about that when I talk about First Gear. 
 Second Gear connects to Fourth Gear in two ways: 1) Cal discusses the bizarre phone calls he 
received and how those phone calls started to become his own thoughts, and 2) when the bowler 
speaks, he sounds like the voice from Second Gear.  Who are these phone calls coming from?  
Well, they could emanate from the driver in First Gear, since the driver is always on the phone, or 
they could be from the bowler, or they could be Cal’s thoughts.  No matter whom they’re from, 
they represent to an even further extent than the events of First Gear, the life of a person who 
lives like there’s no tomorrow; no matter whom they’re from, Cal must still temper these ideas to 
move on. 
 It would be very easy, although I hope I properly warded against this, to directly link the 
driver in First Gear and Cal in Fourth Gear; in such an interpretation, the driver would equal Cal’s 
racing mind.  Now whereas I do want First and Fourth Gear to be analogues, since the driver 
visits various points mentioned by Cal (particularly the dreamlike sequences with the Samoan and 
the Man in the Room), I assert that the driver is the main character of First Gear, not merely a 
dupe for Cal.  They are intended to be close thematic relations, but not exactly the same person.  
Much as “The Physics of the Bottomless Pit” deals with parallel universes, so does “No 




 Similar to the overlaps for Fourth, there are also overlaps for First.  Third Gear appears in 
First via the radio.  But instead of the driver looking to space for answers to life’s questions, facts 
about space are thrust upon the driver, as if the facts were telling him to slow down.  There are 
colossal bodies like comets traveling across millions and millions of miles, so he should pull over 
and contemplate his placement in the universe.  And it seems that he does when he goes to visit 
the Man in the Room.  Second Gear also spills over into First by way of the telephone calls the 
driver receives at each destination.  Since the driver always grabs the calls, it is obvious they are 
important.  Perhaps they are important because he is apart of a game which requires him to pick 
up the phone at each point.  Also, since First Gear symbolizes the life of those who assume death 
is always around the corner, if the driver misses a call, the implication could be death—or, at 
least, that is what he assumes. 
 In First Gear, everything moves very fast, particularly the writing style which was originally 
modeled after Hubert Selby, Jr.  I had planned on utilizing something akin to his style in every 
section, but it only worked in First.  The structure of the story follows the various gears in an 
automobile: in First everything moves quickly (mirroring how hard an engine works in First 
Gear), to Fourth where everything goes slowly (mirroring the low amount of work an engine does 
in fourth gear and how, after driving for a while, it appears that you are not going fast at all).  I 
understand this story is difficult, but my hope is that people will find ways (perhaps multiple 
ways) to put it together for themselves.  Finding an acceptable order in the relative chaos is part 
of “No Tomorrow,” and it is apart of the creation of “No Tomorrow” also. 
*** 
 If I may be so bold, I feel “The Physics of the Bottomless Pit” is my crowning achievement 
thus far in Sunsphere.  It is certainly my favorite.  The story comes from a conversation I had 
with my friend John Schloman about a lake in Northeast Ohio called Geauga Lake, which is 




“bottomless” implies “infinite.”  But then we got to talking about pseudo-science, and I told John 
he should formulate the physics of the bottomless pit and I should write a story about it.  At the 
time there happened to be a song on the radio where someone was singing, “Wohh-oh-oh,” and I 
pointed out that the singer was about to fall into the bottomless pit.  When the singer started 
screaming, John declared he had fallen.  To this day, whenever we hear screaming or wohh-oh-
oh-ing in a song, we make the bottomless pit joke. 
“Bottomless Pit” is also inspired by the Jorge Luis Borges story, “The Library of Babel.”  
Borges’ piece is about an infinite library with an infinite amount of books that contain infinite 
permutations of symbols.  Another good epigraph from “The Library of Babel” for my story is, 
“This much is already known: for every sensible line of straightforward statement, there are 
leagues of senseless cacophonies, verbal jumbles and incoherences.”  From this it is apparent that 
the entire story influenced my work, since one theme I utilize is the plurality of dubious media.  
More specifically: “Bottomless Pit” focuses on a character who, by the end, is suddenly 
seized with the fear that he is falling through a bottomless pit.  The pit could be any number of 
things, as evidenced by the preponderance of references to it: the abyss could be a giant hole in 
the ground, it could be television culture, it could be film culture, it could be pop culture, it could 
be Rock ‘n Roll culture, it could be human existence, it could be any of these, and it could be 
none of them, therefore making it something else.  Throughout the story, I mean for readers to 
wonder whether there is a bottomless pit (a giant hole in the ground) next to the Sunsphere, and 
by the end I mean for them to wonder if everything is a bottomless pit.  And much as readers 
have to try to put the story together for themselves (similar to “No Tomorrow”), the main 
character (the couch potato) is in the same predicament.  
Along with all of the references to bottomlessness, there are also references to black holes, 
particularly in the titles to the italicized sections where the couch potato appears, but also 




“bottomless pit” is actually the extremely powerful last stage of a supergiant star.  Equating these 
possible bottomless pits to black holes brings a whole new connotation: if they are black holes, 
then we are all doomed to be torn apart or crushed.  The question, then, not only becomes, “Am I 
falling through a bottomless pit?,” but, “Am I to be torn apart by a black hole?”  There can be no 
direct answers to these questions because they are re-formulations of our existential dilemma. 
Outside of the couch potato and the symbolism of black holes/bottomless pits, I fill my story 
with sections that may or may not have multiple meanings.  The sections could be the recorded 
lives of those falling through the pit, but then they could be television shows or movies or 
mockumentaries or ratings garnering hoaxes; the sections could be real, or they could be 
metaphorical.  Jim Westlake brought up an interesting point when we were discussing this story: 
he wondered if readers would accept that people falling through a bottomless pit could have a job, 
friends, a house, etc.  But then he said that if readers ask that question, they are saying they 
believe in bottomless pits and all of the pseudo-science of the story.  It is my hope, then, that “The 
Physics of the Bottomless Pit,” much like “No Tomorrow” has multiple meanings, is one of those 
stories that says something about the reader and his interpretation. 
*** 
 “Everything Under the Sunsphere” and “Wordsworth’s Volcano” are probably the two most 
approachable stories in this collection.   
 For one, “Everything” is quite realistic.  Even the fantasy conclusion, where Gene enters the 
inside of the Sunsphere, is prefaced by the knowledge that it doesn’t actually happen.  Although 
“Everything” is certainly the most realistic story in this collection, it still contains themes about 
energy, focusing on thermal energy or heat.  Gene’s problem is that he has to deal with too much 
heat; and too much heat leads to entropy.  The reason the Sunsphere is broken down and the 
streets have so many names is because entropy has assumed its hegemony on the Knoxville of 




the element that supposedly made fire); not fitting in at all is Gene, who wants everything to be 
cool and calm, who wants everything to remain the same—which is not going to happen in the 
entropy-ridden Knoxville.  By the conclusion of “Everything,” the reader knows full well that 
Paula and Stiria are the same person.  But much as Gene does not know and does not want to 
know the names of the three states Tennessee could have split into, he holds onto the memory of 
his Stiria (who was probably using him as a possible alibi, or getting him ready to become a new 
recruit).  There is no change at the end of this story, instead there is a revelation: Gene cannot 
accept chaos, so he cannot truly accept life.  His dream of meeting God (whom he calls 
“Beauregard”) in the Sunsphere shows him wishing that he could move beyond the material 
world to a perfect place, but that will not happen. 
 “Wordsworth’s Volcano,” a crazy little story, emanates from a discussion I had with fellow 
graduate student Ethan Krase in the Writing Center.  Ethan said he wished, instead of finishing 
his dissertation, that he could turn in a diorama like he did when he was in grade school.   
I said, “Or one of those papier-mâché volcanoes.” 
“Yeah, and it would be titled: Wordsworth’s England,” said Ethan. 
“But it’s a volcano,” I said. 
From there I thought of a story about a student who actually does turn in a volcano in place of 
his dissertation.   
“Wordsworth’s Volcano” is modeled after Donald Barthelme stories where two disembodied 
voices discuss that which becomes the story.  Less overtly thematic than the others, this piece can 
be seen as a continuation of my unifying concept for the work (since the volcano and the flying 
Sunsphere both contain references to thermal and chemical energy), while also serving as a bit of 
comic relief.  I hope this shows that I am willing to be wacky while using so many high-falootin’ 
ideas (the same goes for some sections in “The Physics of the Bottomless Pit” and “The 





 The last story currently in Sunsphere, listed under convection, is “The Colonization of Room 
313.”  Simply put, convection is the transfer of heat to a fluid, gas, or liquid.  When forced, say 
for instance by a fan, convection can take place rather rapidly.  So the heat from room 311 is 
pushed into 312 by a fan, and symbolically, so are the people from 311.  Much as the heat will 
dissipate over time, the energy the 311ers have dissipates over time.  In “The Colonization,” I 
equate this heat transfer to the notion of empire building and to academia.  With colonization, 
people believe they can make the world better by taking over countries and instructing the people 
found in those countries how to act; in academia, all too often, administrators get full of ideas 
(heat) and attempt to coerce their underlings into following these ideas.  Since the two concepts 
seemed so similar to me, I felt bringing them together would make for an interesting story.  And 
since the Sunsphere is the focal point of this book, I decided to have a mock Sunsphere appear to 
represent possible order.  But since it is not the real Sunsphere, the order never comes about and 
the model is finally crushed at the conclusion. 
 The narrator of “The Colonization” has so much trouble talking because of the lack of order, 
and because s/he wishes to remain as politically correct as possible.  The story unfolds, then, by 
following the convection of the 311ers over to room 312, where the 311ers try to change 
everything (failing completely), while the narrator attempts to explain the events (not failing 
completely, but certainly having a difficult time).  The mummies are those that are silenced by the 
colonizers, but they more embody terrorism or, at least, the blind revolutionary spirit (something 
akin to the old IRA, Al-Qaida, or the Unabomber), since they destroy anything, even sometimes 
endangering their own people; on the academic front, they symbolize those who come to hate 
universities because of the unfortunate bureaucracy.  At the conclusion, the rising heat shows 
isolationism to be a bad idea, while the destruction of the Sunsphere model shows pointless 




 As with most ideas, these are not particularly revolutionary.  But since it is almost impossible 
to create a truly new idea, I feel it is in the overall structure and formulation of your ideas that 
makes them unique.  By including this story in Sunsphere, my own belief structure is solidified.  
Also, in “The Colonization,” I feel I utilize a very comic tone and delivery to great effect.  So 
even people who do not care about the ideas expressed here will still find entertainment in the 
humorous narrator, much as people often find great hilarity in Joseph Heller’s Catch-22, when 
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